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10/1/12

POLI
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Synopsis
y
g
veto before a midnight deadline tonight.

10/1/12

POLI

Going against the grain, Gov. Chris Christie raises expectations for Romney’s debate performance
Lower expectations.

10/1/12

LA

10/1/12

LAW

10/1/12

LAW

At least four controversial issues, affirmative action, same-sex marriage, voting rights, and abortion,
may be ,argued
about
affirmative... p
pp before the U.S. Supreme Court this term. A case
,
g
Internet Explorer surpassed Netscape in the browser market. The Federal Trade Commission,
recognizing that the internet could pose a danger to children, enacted the Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act (COPPA) of 1998.

10/1/12

ARTS

Date

Key

g

pp

Guest/Reporter
g ,
Joseph Villela

Duration
13:02

Doyle McManus

9:35

It’s time for Ask the Chief, your monthly opportunity to put your law and order questions to top cop Chief
Charlie Beck.
Charlie beck

24:00

Lisa McElroy

13:00

Cara Wilking, Emma
Llanso

17:30

Herb Alpert is that rare breed of musician who was both a wildly successful performer and an adroit
music executive.

Herb Alpert

17:00

10/1/2012 TRAN

Collision between truck and train results in multiple injuries

CC

:24

10/1/2012 TRAN

Big rig crashed into an Amtrak train

CC

:14

10/1/2012 POLI

Long Beach to address street repairs

Peterson

:34

10/1/2012 ENT

Creator of TV's "Family Guy" selected to host the 2013 Oscars

CC

:0

10/1/2012 ECON

Dozens of dairy farmers in California close up shop

CC

:09

10/1/2012 LAW

LAPD chief examines wrongful incarcerations

CC

:19

10/1/2012 ECON

Business owners group says Gov. Brown's bills won't hurt CA economy

CC

:15

10/1/2012 ENT

Hotel Transylvania scored at the weekend box office

Moran

:54

10/1/2012 SAC

Gov. Brown signed and vetoed dozens of bills before the deadline

Adler

:48

10/1/2012 HEAL

Health care advocates are "Walking the Asthma Trail"

Daniel

1:38

10/1/2012 SAC

Profile of Prop 33

Anderson

4:38

10/1/2012 ECON

Gov. Brown has signed a law that will enable workers without access to retirement plans to start saving DeBord

:38

10/1/2012 TRAN

Federal government approves half-billion dollar loan for Crenshaw Corridor light rail project

Moore

:44

10/1/2012 IMM

Bill allows drivers licenses to deferred action immigrants

Berestein Rojas

10/1/2012 ENV

Temperatures are still high, threatening firefighters

Aguilar

:45

10/1/2012 SAC

Governor extends TV and film tax credit to stem runaway production

Small

:54

10/1/2012 ENV

Heat didn't stop athletes from competing in a triathlon

Julian

:44

10/1/2012 POLI

Supes consider jail report

Stoltze

:47

10/1/2012 TECH

President of Jetlev Southwest used a jetpack to fly to Catalina Island

Whatley

10/1/2012 LAW

Crime victims group furious over juvenile parole

CC

10/1/2012 TECH

Loh Life Menopalooza

Loh

2:38

10/1/2012 DC

Will low Democratic turnout in June be repeated in Nov?

Felde

4:28

10/1/2012 TRAN

405 shutdown went off without a hitch

CC

:09

10/1/2012 TRAN

Triathlon went on as scheduled despite 405 closure

CC

:18

10/1/2012 EDU

Lawyers of abused students have come up with a protection plan

Watt

:45

10/1/2012 EDU

Miramonte victims' lawyers call for Independent Monitor and sex abuse hotline

Romo

10/1/2012 DC

Lots more Latinos eligible to vote this election

Felde

1:30

3:30

:10

1:29

:57

10/1/2012 LAW

Governor decides on domestic worker protections bill

CC

:10

10/1/2012 LAW

Governor decides on domestic worker protections bill

CC

:15

10/1/2012 ENV

Temperatures reach triple digits

CC

:09

10/1/2012 EDU

A new law makes sure public school students aren't charged illegal fees

Abdollah

:47

10/1/2012 ENT

Schwarzenegger appeared on "60 Minutes" to talk about his affair

CC

:13

10/1/2012 TRAN

405 freeway reopened ahead of schedule

CC

:14

10/1/2012 IMM

Burmese in Southern California welcome pro-democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi during her visit

Guidi

:58

10/1/2012 ART

Longtime Los Angeles ballet techer Yvonne Mounsey dies

CC

:17

10/1/2012 ART

Longtime Los Angeles ballet techer Yvonne Mounsey dies

Guzman

1:27

10/1/12

SAC

John Myers, Niel
Gov. Jerry Brown on Saturday signed 65 bills into law but made more noise about the ones he vetoed. Frenzen

8:34

10/1/12

POLI

Are presidential debates about questions and answers? Not entirely. According to GQ's Robert Draper,
they're also about the candidates looking presidential and sure of themselves.
Robert Draper

9:28

10/1/12

GEN

A study from UCLA shows that Americans have an uncanny ability to judge the political leanings of
female politicians just by looking at them. The more feminine a face, the more conservative the person. Kerri Johnson

6:28

10/1/12

IMM

What if the truth was that all children in America, regardless of their cultural background, would actually
benefit from learning two languages?
Roxana Soto

7:36

10/1/12

ART

According to The magazine Scientific American, when it comes to scientific output, the U.S. is on top.

Fred Guterl

6:56

10/1/12

POLI

10/1/12

Kate Zernike

8:06

POLI

Voters who once despised Mitt Romney as the epitome of everything they hate about the Republican
Party are now going door to door trying to swing votes for the GOP candidate.
If June's primary numbers is a sign, voter turnout this November may be low. Two out of three
registered voters didn't cast a ballot, making it the lowest turnout ever in a Californian presidential
primary. KPCC's Washington correspondent Kitty Felde reports.

No

4:28

10/1/12

ART

People join book clubs for all sorts of reasons — to read more, to meet new people, to get out of the
house.

Will Schwalbe

12:55

10/1/12

SCIE

Self-driving cars could be on California roads in just a few years, that's according to Google co founder,
Sergey Brin.
Jamie Court

6:30

10/1/12

HEAL

10/2/12

POLI

10/2/12

POLI

10/2/12

Plastic surgery's a booming business, $10.4 billion were spent on cosmetic procedures in the U.S. last
year.
Nancy Miller
Mark Hugo Lopez,
A recent report from the Pew Hispanic Center shows that Latino voter eligibility has risen 22 percent
Luiz Alvarado, Artie
since 2008. What's the impact on the November election?
Blanco

?

23:00

Jim Mayer, Wendy
Mitchell

24:00

LAW

Proposition 31 is an effort on behalf of the political organization California Forward to “bring
accountability and transparency” to the state.
Less than a month after the city of Simi Valley approved restrictions of registered sex offenders’
Halloween activities, it has been sued for allegedly violating the first amendment rights of convicted sex
criminals and their families.

Janice Bellucci,
Carolyn V. Cavecche

13:09

10/2/12

SCI

One controversial technique involves the use of high-decibel air cannons to create detailed three
dimensional images of submarine fault zones but the practice has environmental groups up in arms.

Karen Garrison, Bruce
Gibson

17:28

10/2/12

ECON

Former Ventura mayor William Fulton says that large public pensions aren't solely to blame for
California city bankruptcies. Urban sprawl poses additional problems.

William Fulton,
Wendell Cox

17:00

10/2/2012 POLI

Former Governor Schwarzenegger says he wished he had created a rainy day fund during tenure

CC

:19

10/2/2012 POLI

Former Governor Schwarzenegger downplays the size of CA's debt, sounds alarm on pension

Adler

:45

10/2/2012 SEC

A Border Patrol agent is shot and killed

Blumberg

:35

10/2/2012 ECON

Santa Monica entrepreneur's website sells used wedding dresses online

Lee

4:16

10/2/2012 FOR

Burma's Aung San Suu Kyi visits with compatriots in Los Angeles

Guidi

3:58

10/2/2012 EDU

MacArthur Foundation announces this year's "genius grants"

CC

:15

10/2/2012 POLI

One-third of Asian-American ovters in California undecided, half nonpartisan

CC

:14

10/2/2012 ECON

CA business leaders urge Cal Air Resources Board to stop planned auction in cap/trade program

CC

:18

10/2/2012 IMM

Activists question precedent for immigrants' drivers licenses

Berestein Rojas

10/2/2012 LAW

Two people arrested during a protest outside LA meat packing business

CC

:09

10/2/2012 EDU

Californians win the MacArthur Foundation "Genius Grant"

CC

:18

10/2/2012 ECON

State officials tell Inglewood Unified a takeover administrator has been picked

Guzman

2:19

1:04

10/2/2012 LAW

LA County Supervisors are addressing recommendations to reduce inmate violence

Aguilar

1:03

10/2/2012 EDU

LACOE & unions in impasse over healthcare

Abdollah

1:13

10/2/2012 EDU

LACOE & unions in impasse over healthcare

Abdollah

1:01

10/2/2012 ECON

Lacter on electric cars

Lacter

4:02

10/2/2012 LAW

Sex offenders challenge Halloween restrictions in Simi Valley

CC

10/2/2012 SAC

Gov. Brown acted on nearly a thousand bills this session

Quinton

1:38

10/2/2012 POLI

LA City Councilman Richard Alarcon and his wife are ordered to stand trial on voter fraud and perjury
charges

Walton

1:49

10/2/2012 POLI

Los Angeles City Councilman Richard Alarcon is ordered to stand trial on charges of voter fraud and
perjury

Walton

:41

10/2/2012 ENV

Unseasonably hot weather brings fire danger warnings to Southern California

Watt

:46

10/2/2012 LAW

New bill offers parole opportunities to juvenile murderers

Palta

1:26

10/2/2012 DC

Supreme Court takes up case that resembles "Twelve Angry Men"

Felde

2:16

10/2/2012 HEAL

A second person in LA County has died from the West Nile virus

CC

The 11-2 vote negates a July decision to put a "gentle ban" on medical marijuana that would eliminate
storefronts but allow patients and caregivers to grow cannabis.

No

5:22

One of the arguments against propositions that raise taxes for the wealthy — like Props 30 and 38 this
time around — is that when taxes go up on the wealthiest, they move to states...
No

5:53

10/2/12

:13

:14

10/2/12

ECON

10/2/12

POLI

Tomorrow night, Mitt Romney and Barack Obama will meet face to face in their first debate, but Gary
Johnson, the Libertarian candidate for president, will be watching on TV like the...

Gov. Gary Johnson

7:55

10/2/12

SCIE

The MacArthur foundation has announced the 23 winners who will take home the Genius Grant with
$500,000 in award money. The grants, paid over five years, give recipients freedom to...

No

7:01

10/2/12

ART

Alex Cohen talks with one book reviewer who's read all 646 pages of Arnold's autobiography.

Mary McNamara

6:11

10/2/12

SPOR

The Lakers preseason starts this weekend, they'll play the Golden State Warriors in Fresno on Sunday
night, but you can only watch the game if you have Time Warner Cable.
Tim Hoffarth

6:19

10/2/12

TRANS

We've all been there — stuck in traffic, bored and frustrated.

No

4:50

10/2/12

ART

Music critic Drew Tewksbury is in the studio with Alex Cohen to tell dubstep's origin story and to
describe what's next for that signature *womp* *womp* sound.

Drew Tewksbury

7:14

10/2/12

FOR

A U.S. Border patrol agent was shot to death early this morning while patrolling on horseback in Naco,
Arizona. A second agent also suffered gunshot wounds and was air-lifted to a hospital...
Andrew Selee

12:34

10/2/12

LAW

When incidents involving pedophiles hit the news, we often focus on what happened and who the
perpetrator was, but the question that seldom gets attention in the media is 'why?'

Jennifer Bleyer

13:24

10/2/12

ART

POLI

Willy Blackmore
John McCormick,
William Beach, Dean
Baker

9:05

10/3/12

Willy Blackmore, LA editor of TastingTable.com, joins A Martinez to discuss a slew of new carbonated
drinks that are popping up at restaurants and bars around town.
“It’s the economy, stupid” is a phrase coined by political strategist James Carville during Bill Clinton’s
first successful presidential campaign in 1992, but those words couldn’t be truer than they are in the
2012 presidential race.

21:00

10/3/12

LA

In January, Los Angeles became the first city in the nation that requires adult film actors to wear
condoms during filming. The AIDS Healthcare Foundation, which sponsored the city...

James Lee, Michael
Weinstein

24:00

10/3/12

LAW

The latest move in the chess game between Los Angeles’ medical marijuana dispensaries and the city Jose Huizar, Yamileth
officials was made yesterday when the L.A. City Council voted 11-2 to repeal their...
Bolanos

13:30

10/3/12

OPIN

California's most famous governor is known for reaching the top: of bodybuilding, Hollywood, public
service and, recently, personal scandal.

Open Phones

17:20

10/3/12

BOOK

How often are you lied to? It’s probably more often than you think, according to lie detection expert
Janine Driver.

Janine Driver

17:00

10/3/2012 EDU

LAUSD looks to make arts a 'core subject'

Abdollah

10/3/2012 POLI

Baca promises to follow reforms

Stoltze

10/3/2012 ECON

Banks reforming lending practices, but could do more

CC

:16

10/3/2012 LAW

Police in Chula Vista release more details about shooting of woman by Border Patrol agent

Florido

:50

10/3/2012 ENV

Fire season could continue into winter

CC

:13

10/3/2012 ENV

Fire season could continue into winter

Milne

:48

10/3/2012 ENV

Fire season could continue into winter

CC

:12

10/3/2012 ECON

Business leaders say they're being mischaracterized as opposing pending cap and trade program

Quinton

:48

2:40

1:20

10/3/2012 TRAN

Big crowds expected for Endeavour's final mission through South LA

Moore

:58

10/3/2012 SPOR

City of LA and AEG agree to build an NFL stadium in downtown LA

Watt

:46

10/3/2012 ECON

Mortgage settlement with homeowners takes effect

CC

:24

10/3/2012 LAW

Gay rights advocates want other states to ban a controversial form of psychotherapy

CC

:16

10/3/2012 LAW

Gay rights advocates want other states to ban a controversial form of psychotherapy

CC

:16

10/3/2012 ECON

State superintendent announced choice to run taken over school district

CC

:09

10/3/2012 ECON

State superintendent announced choice to run taken over school district

Guzman

:52

10/3/2012 POLI

LA City Council lifts pot ban

Stoltze

10/3/2012 POLI

Rival tax measures both have TV ads

Adler

:54

10/3/2012 ENV

Two LA properties make this year's list of endangered American landscapes

CC

:09

10/3/2012 SPOR

A new documentary examines why many professional athletes run out of money

CC

:11

10/3/2012 IE

UC Riverside med school finally wins accrediation

Cuevas

10/3/2012 IE

UC Riverside med school finally wins accrediation

CC

:24

10/3/2012 POLI

More young Californians registered to vote than a decade ago

Adler

:47

2:18

1:30

This week,. the U.S. government began flying Mexican deportees to Mexico City, in an effort to relieve
border cities that have been overwhelmed by the numbers of deported immigrants...
No

6:42

Six months ago, the banking industry reached a $25 billion settlement with the government. The five
biggest banks agreed to the payout after investigators uncovered an industry-wide...

7:11

10/3/12

IMM

10/3/12

ECON

10/3/12

ART

Banned Books Week is an annual awareness campaign that celebrates freedom in literature and seeks
to draw attention to books that have been, or still are banned. The annual event celebrates...
David Kipen

9:05

10/3/12

ART

In neighborhoods like Echo Park, Inglewood and Eagle Rock, hand painted signs are everywhere. But
who paints them, how do they get there and are they even legal?

5:45

Katherine Porter

No

10/3/12

POLI

A slew of political video games out this election season just might motivate them enough to put down
the controller or iPad and head down to the polls.

Ian Bogost

11:12

10/3/12

POLI

Wednesday night presidential contenders Barack Obama and Mitt Romney will engage in a series of
televised debates.

No

3:39

10/3/12

POLI

A record number of openly gay candidates are running for seats in the next Congress, and almost all of Rep. Barney Frank,
them say their sexuality is a non-issue on the campaign trail — both for them...
Chris Johnson

13:41

10/3/12

MIL

The Afghan Defense Ministry has released a guide book called "Cultural Understanding: A Guide to
Understanding Coalition Cultures."

Kevin Sieff

13:03

10/3/12

SPOR

According to a recent article by Sports Illustrated, a majority of NBA and NFL players are financially
broke within five years of retirement.

Billy Corden

10:19

10/3/12

ENT

The Cinefamily movie theater on North Fairfax is hosting a terrifying run of midnight screenings
throughout October.

4:19

10/4/12

POLI

n Denver last night, presidential candidates Barack Obama and Mitt Romney squared off in the first of
three debates.

Bret Berg
Alexandra GallardoRooker, Mike Spence,
Brooks Jackson

30:00

10/4/12

LAW

On Sunday, California Governor Jerry Brown signed a bill into law that bans ‘conversion therapy’, a
controversial practice intended to change the sexual orientation of homosexual minors.

Brad Dacus, David
Codell

16:53

10/4/12

LAW

This November, California voters face another choice that would reform campaign finance in the bill
Proposition 32 - the "Paycheck Protection" Initiative.

Jonathan Kraut, Grant
Davis-Denny

21:20

10/4/12

SPOR

10/4/12

BOOK

For Los Angeles baseball fans, there is always next year.
Nick Roman
Do you know what an HB 10 is? Have you negged your way to a kiss close? Do you have any idea what
these terms mean? If not, than you may be completely unaware of an entire community of codes,
Neil Strauss, Gayle
strategies and systems for men to connect with women.
Laakmann McDowell

8:37

17:00

10/4/2012 IE

When the going gets tough in San Bernardino, the tough make chicken

Cuevas

4:12

10/4/2012 POLI

Assemblyman Bob Blumenfield is running for reelection and for the Los Angeles City Council at the
same time

Walton

3:10

10/4/2012 RELI

New archbishop takes his seat at the head of the San Francisco archdiocese

Bear

1:02

10/4/2012 HEAL

LA's 5th "CiLAvia" happens this Sunday on 9.1 miles of city streets

O'Neill

2:10

10/4/2012 HEAL

Portion control is the focus of a new public health campaign

Martinez

:50

10/4/2012 HEAL

Portion control is the focus of a new public health campaign

CC

:13

10/4/2012 EDU

CSU selects a new chancellor

CC

:13

10/4/2012 LAW

Former Charles Manson follower Bruce Davis wins parole

CC

:10

10/4/2012 LAB

Dancing El Monte lifeguards may get their jobs back, mayor says

CC

:14

10/4/2012 TRAN

Southland leaders preparing for Endeavour's arrival

Moore

:57

10/4/2012 LAW

Anti-tax group files lawsuit against state-mandated fire prevention fee

CC

:14

10/4/2012 LAW

Anti-tax group files lawsuit against state-mandated fire prevention fee

Quinton

:53

10/4/2012 ECON

LA gas prices make big one-day jump

Watt

:48

10/4/2012 ECON

A series of events have led to a big jump in gas prices in LA and there's no relief in sight

DeBord

:53

10/4/2012 EDU

Mission giving away 5,000 shoes, socks, clothes, backpacks to needy, free haircuts too

Watt

1:54

10/4/2012 ECON

Fred Jordon Mission giveaway draws thousands

Watt

1:14

10/4/2012 HEAL

Paramedics treated two dozen people exposed to pepper spray

CC

10/4/2012 ECON

A new report says tha thousing for workers is too expensive in the LA area and proposes ways to fix it…DeBord

10/4/2012 LAW

LAPD will not honor ICE holds for non-violent petty crimes

Aguilar

1:19

10/4/2012 DC

Push in some races for Latino voters

Felde

4:05

10/4/2012 SCI

Mars Curiosity Rover gets ready to take first scoop of Martian soil

CC

10/4/2012 EDU

UC Riverside chancellor picked as new head of the 23 campus CSU

Guzman

10/4/2012 POLI

Supporters of Gov. Brown's tax initiative launched TV ads this week

CC

:10

10/4/2012 ENER

Southern California Edison wants to restart a reactor at San Onofre

CC

:13

10/4/2012 ENER

Southern California Edison wants to restart a reactor at San Onofre

CC

:06

:18

:55

:09

1:00

10/4/2012 OC

Edison says it'll restart San Onofre Unit 2 reactor

Bergman

1:20

10/4/2012 ENER

One of two nuclear power plants in California has been offline most of the year

Julian

:40

10/4/2012 POLI

More young Californians registered to vote than a decade ago

CC

:08

10/4/12

POLI

Last night's debate inspired headlines like, "Romney sets a winning tone," or "Obama snoozes and
loses."

Ron Fornier

10/4/12

POLI

Opposites may attract but what about when it comes to politics?

James Carville, Mary
Matalin

10/4/12

HEAL

The tomato industry is worth $3.5 billion between the two countries, and over the last decade Mexico
has increased its tomato exports. That's got U.S. growers nervous

Michael Marizcoof

10/4/12

EDU

A month into the school year, the classroom doors remain closed for 700 young children in south Los
Angeles County.

No

7

10/4/12

ECON

Six weeks ago, San Bernardino filed for bankruptcy being $50 million in the hole.

No

4:11

10/4/12

ENER

The San Onofre has been offline for most of the year. Southern California Edison, the plant's operator,
shut it down in January citing safety concerns.
Ed Joyce

4:46

10/4/12

POLI

Have you heard of a board game called "Consensus"?

John Koza

8:25

10/4/12

FOR

This week officials in Iran attempted to halt the decline of their currency, due to the West's economic
sanctions, by making arrests, vowing to stamp out sidewalk money changers and...

Alireza Nader

7:44

10/4/12

POLI

Now we turn to the Persian community in Los Angeles, or Tehrangeles as it is sometimes referred to.

Siamak Kalhor

6:18

10/4/12

ENER

Everyone needs water everyday, so what would happen if water resources were seriously harmed?

-

12:15

10/4/12

SCIE

Colony Collapse Disorder is how scientists describe the mysterious die off of honey bees around the
globe. Honey bees pollinate lots of different types of crops and researchers are...

James Marshall

7:22

10/4/12

LABOR

10/5/12

LAW

10/5/12

SPOR

10/5/12

LAW

Last week, California passed a law that forbids potential employers from asking job applicants for
access to their social media accounts.
Mark Schaefer
Los Angeles Police Chief Charlie Beck made headlines nationwide this week when he announced that,
starting January 1st, the LAPD would no longer comply with federal immigration policy by automatically Richard M. Loew,
turning over arrestees for deportation.
Peter Nunez
In Hollywood it has become relatively common for stars to reveal their homosexuality, but this is not the
case in the world of professional boxing.
Lance Pugmire
As the race for Los Angeles County district attorney reaches the home stretch, with absentee balloting
to start on Monday, DA candidate and Chief Deputy District Attorney Jackie Lacey has a lot to be
confident about.
Jackie Lacey

7:15

5

7:36

8:18

24:00

10:00

24:00

10/5/12

FILM

10/5/12

FILM

y j
y
y
,
y
discuss this week’s new films, including Taken 2, Frankenweenie, The Paperboy and more. Plus, we
Andy Klein, Henry
turn on our flux capacitor so our resident time travel expert, Andy Klein, can review last week’s Looper. Sheehan, Charles
TGI-FilmWeek!
Solomon
g
,
Andy Klein, Henry
At a time when most studios were turning out schlock to capitalize on the new trend of 3-D, one man
Sheehan, Charles
managed to use the medium in a way that still stands the test of time.
Solomon

30:00

17:00

10/5/2012 DC

The politics behind the Chavez Monument

Felde

:54

10/5/2012 EDU

LA Unified's plans for Crenshaw High School prompt meeting

Romo

10/5/2012 EDU

Timothy White named new chancellor of Cal State system

Quinton

10/5/2012 IMM

Senator Durbin rallies immigrant youth in LA

Guidi

1:21

10/5/2012 YOUT

LA nonprofit looking for court advocates to work with foster children

Moore

1:22

10/5/2012 ENER

Gas prices climb higher and higher

CC

10/5/2012 IE

Hotrod entrepreneurs motor on in hard times

Cuevas

4:42

10/5/2012 IMM

ICE reacts to Chief Beck's new measures for immigrants arrests

Guidi

1:46

10/5/2012 IMM

A local deferred actoin applicant gets some good news

Berestein Rojas

1:27

10/5/2012 LAB

Dancing El Monte lifeguards may get their jobs back, mayor says

CC

10/5/2012 LAB

Dancing El Monte lifeguards may get their jobs back, mayor says

Whatley

3:54

10/5/2012 ECON

NHL cancels start of regular season, Kings, Ducks lose money

Watt

1:27

10/5/2012 SPOR

NHL cancels first two weeks of the regular season

Watt/Julian

1:30

10/5/2012 ART

MOCA curator opens last show as chief curator of museum

Guzman

:56

10/5/2012 ECON

Lockout cancels 5 Ducks home games and 4 Kings home games

CC

:15

10/5/2012 POLI

California's growing population of nonpartisan voters will swing several elections

McNary

1:37

:51

:14

:22

4:23

10/5/2012 ART

Los Angeles movie theatre is holding scary movie marathon for Halloween month

CC

:18

10/5/2012 ECON

The unemployment rate has decreased to lowest rate since Obama took office in Jan. 2009

CC

:22

10/5/2012 LAW

LA City Councilwoman Wendy Greuel endorses Raul Bocanegra

Garza

:45

This morning's job numbers were good news for the economy.

Matt DeBord

7:37

Despite tough economic times, some entrepreneurs are thriving in some Southern California cities,
including Riverside, where a custom auto body business is banking profits.

-
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10/5/12

ECON

10/5/12

LAW

The Los Angeles Police Department is diving right into the national immigration debate.

Niels Frenzen

7:35

10/5/12

POLI

Congressional Democrats need 25 seats to retake the gavel from Republicans this November.

-

5:16

10/5/12

TRANS

Gov. Brown recently signed off on legislation that will let classic car enthusiasts to buy brand new
license plates with a retro look.

-

4:07

10/5/12

ENT

Film Director Lee Daniels is best known for his 2009 Oscar-winning drama "Precious." The film blasted
black cinema story-telling conventions, and took viewers inside the raw and violent...
Lee Daniels

8:43

10/5/12

ART

Meghan McCarty is back with your Weekend Alibi, a roundup of the best entertainments around L.A.

-

4:01

10/5/12

POLI

Venezuelans head to to the polls this Sunday in a presidential election that could fundamentally alter
their political future.

Rory Carroll

7:37

10/5/12

10/5/12

ART

10/5/12

Venezuelans in Southern California will be glued to the Internet and Spanish-language TV this Sunday,
awaiting the results of the presidential election
-

4:41

Tim Burton is known for his goth aesthetic, a somewhat dark and twisted view of the world; Think films
like "Beetlejuice," "Edward Scissorhands," "The Nightmare Before Christmas."
-

12:56

It's the end of the week, the end of the show...so it's time for our Friday Flashback.

10/6/2012 POLI

10/6/12

POLI

10/6/12

ART

10/6/12

ART

Bill Schneider, Alonzo
Bodden

Experts say it's too soon to evaluate success/failure of realignment program one year in
CC
:12
We're trying something very new and very old. Wednesday, KPCC political reporter Frank Stoltze and
crew will be at Philippe's restaurant in downtown Los Angeles from 6 a.m. to noon, and he wants to hearJohn Rabe and Frank
from you.
Stoltze
p
y
y,
made it more than 90 years through wars, Prohibition, recessions and a Depression, not to mention the
Great California Wine Revolution. It's one of the last remnants of LA's Little Italy, and still sells more
sacramental wine than any other maker
John Rabe
p, worldwide.
p
(
attribute you should demand in your olive oil.) We also hear from a woman who wants to punch
obsessive foodies in the face. (Eat it, don't talk about it.) And why canned beer is better than bottled
Colleen Bates and
beer. (Whaaat?) Plus, Colleen remembers her first meal at the almost late-great Campanile.
John Rabe

16:40

3:37

6:02

9:05
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ART
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POLI

10/7/2012 IE

(Dylan Brody is recording his next CD on October 18th at The Upright Citizens Brigade Theatre in
Hollywood and he'd like you to be there. He also produces Thinking Allowed, a monthly evening of
spoken word
performance at
Dylan Brody
p
g the Fake Gallery in Hollywood.)
y
KPCC's Ruxandra Guidi. Guidi says Venezuelans in Southern California have to go to San Francisco if
they want to vote, and many she spoke with are doing so. (Can you imagine Americans driving 5 hours Ruxandra Guidi and
to vote in November?)
John Rabe
Zak Penn sold his first screenplay to Columbia Pictures when he was 23 years old. Since then he's
gone on write for movies like "X-Men:
The
y,
p y Last Stand,"
g
g "ThepIncredible Hulk" and "The Avengers."
"November," opens at the Mark Taper forum, and tackles everything from civil unions to Thanksgiving
turkey lobbyists. KPCC's Patt Morrison sat down with the star, Ed Begley, Jr. "November" runs through
November 4th at the Mark Taper Forum. Tickets can be purchased at their website.

Patt Morrison with
Raghu Manavalan

Mouthy desert radio station facing slander suit

Cuevas

3:25

6:08

John Rabe and Mike
Roe

1;26:20

3:08

:50

10/8/12

POLI

Mitt Romney gave a foreign policy speech today in an attempt to reset his foreign credentials for the
presidential race.

Aaron Blake

13:00

10/8/12

POLI

The Obama campaign reportedly raised more money last month than any other campaign in this
election cycle.

Matea Gold

10:00

10/8/12

SPOR

Whether it’s the Giants and the Dodgers, Raiders and the Broncos, or Duke and North Carolina,
rivalries are a treasured part of sports.

Aaron Rochlen, Josh
Levin, Frank Cruz

21:00

10/8/12

HIST

John Ashdown-Hill,
Michael Ibsen

7:00

10/8/12

SCI

For centuries after the Battle of Bosworth Field and the end of the War of the Roses, the slain body of
King Richard III went missing after a hasty burial.
Sports fans have the Olympics and the Superbowl; film buffs have the Oscars, music lovers the
Grammys. But for the followers of dark matter, single-molecule spectroscopy and nuclear hormone
receptors, Nobel Prize week is the most exciting time of the year.

Peter Doherty

14:00

10/8/12

TECH

As social media sites like Facebook become increasingly popular, our social lives are becoming
increasingly digital. Does that effect our physical well-being?

Andrew Stephen,
Karen North

17:00

10/8/12

MEDI

Gender discrimination became legally prohibited following the 1964 Civil Rights Act, but that didn’t (and
doesn’t) mean that such mistreatment was eradicated.
Lynn Povich

17:00

10/8/2012 POLI

President Obama speaks to wealthy donors at event in Los Angeles

CC
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10/8/2012 EDU

LA kicks of largest ever arts initiative to save public arts ed

Abdollah

:55

10/8/2012 POLI

Supes consider jail report

Stoltze

10/8/2012 ENV

More than a million beehives are being trucked into California

Masterson

10/8/2012 LAW

LAPD considers change to racial profiling investigation

Palta

10/8/2012 DC

Monday dedication of the Chavez Monument

CC

4:12

:52

1:11

:14

10/8/2012 EDU

Applications for school choice programs start today

Romo

1:01

10/8/2012 ENER

Federal regulators plan to take their time about San Onofre

CC

:15

10/8/2012 ENV

Peripheral canal the topic of Coro water conference

Peterson

:49

10/8/2012 OBIT

Former California politician Mervyn Dymally dies

CC

:14

10/8/2012 POLI

Mervyn Dymally helped build the independent political power of African-Americans

McNary

3:02

10/8/2012 IMM

Park along US-Mexico border reopens

Binkowski

1:11

10/8/2012 ECON

CA could catch a break from high gas prices

Milne

:44

10/8/2012 ECON

Cal Air Resources Board says early switch to "winter-blend" gas shouldn't hurt environment

CC

:14

10/8/2012 ECON

Gas prices hit third record high in a row

Quinton

:54

10/8/2012 ECON

LA Metro gets more action as gasoline prices climb higher, Gov. Brown takes action to increase supply Watt

10/8/2012 HEAL

Loh Life Menopalooza

Loh

10/8/2012 POLI

Vote by mail ballots start going out Tuesday

CC

10/8/2012 IE

UC Riverside celebrating medical school accreditation

Cuevas

10/8/2012 IE

UC Riverside celebrating medical school accreditation

CC

10/8/2012 ECON

Metro gets more action as gasoline prices climb higher, Gov. Brown takes action to increase supply

CC

10/8/2012 ART

LA and Getty officials open "America Tropical" visitor center

Guzman

:54

10/8/2012 HIST

President designates Cesar Chavez' home a national monument
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10/8/2012 LAW

Deadline looming for federal pot shot crackdown

Palta

:54

:48

2:47

:12

1:17

:15

1:45

10/8/2012 LAW

CA voters take up changes to tough prison sentences

Palta

10/8/2012 ECON

You know who wants to be prepared for an earthquake? Engineers.

Peterson

:44

10/8/2012 POLI

Experts say it's too soon to evaluate success/failure of realignment program one year in

Adler

:50

10/8/2012 POLI

LA City Councilman Bill Rosendahl will not seek a third term of office as he undergoes cancer
treatments

Walton

:37

10/8/2012 OC

NRC gets ready to answer all questions about the San Onofre nuclear plant

Bergman

10/8/2012 ECON

Governor Brown takes action to decrease gasoline prices

CC

:13

10/8/2012 ENT

"Taken 2" takes the weekend box office

CC

:10

10/8/2012 HEAL

UCLA public health researchers get $20 million to promote health, fitness and ot fight obesity

O'Neill

:52

According to a House Intelligence report released this morning, some of the biggest threats to national
security today comes from two Chinese telecom companies.
Spencer Ante

3:54

2:16

10/8/12

TECH

7:30

10/8/12

ENV

As gas prices soar, Governor Jerry Brown will allow a shift to so-called winter blend gasoline. But what Gov. Jerry Brown,
does that mean? And what's really behind price spike?
Tom Kloza

10/8/12

HIST

This morning, President Obama is heading to Keene, California, in the San Joaquin Valley where he'll
pay tribute to the memory of Cesar Chavez.

Matt Garcia

6:23

10/8/12

FOR

These days, some six-million American jobs actually depend in some way on trade with Mexico. From
the Fronteras Desk, Jude Joffe-Block reports on the complex collaborations between...

Jude Joffe-block

4:30

10/8/12

ART

LudoBites is a unique restaurant concept created by chef Ludo Lefebvre. What makes it unique is that it Ludo and Krissy
has no permanent address and no phone number.
Lefebvre

11:26

10/8/12

RACE

With the election right around the corner, get out the vote campaigns are in high gear.

-

5:13

10/8/12

POLI

Governor Romney just wrapped up a speech that focused on foreign policy at the Virginia Military
Institute.

Josh Rogin

8:52

10/8/12

POLI

One of Mitt Romney's top advisors is a rising Asian-American political star from Southern California.

-

4:18

10/8/12

POLI

As we heard earlier, Governor Mitt Romney is criticizing the Obama administration for not doing enough
to curb the influence of Al-Qaeda around the globe.
Professor Amy Zegart

13:28

10/8/12

ART

Jim Croce's widow, Ingrid Croce, talks to Take Two about her husband's music, his untimely death and
her new book, "I Got A Name."
Ingrid Croce

14:59

6:19/4:26
(addt'l)

10/9/12

POLI

Mitt Romney’s post-debate surge may have wiped out President Obama’s lead in the polls, especially
among women voters, according to the latest voter survey from the Pew Research Center.

Steven Shepard

13:00

10/9/12

POLI

Nationally Mitt Romney is seeing quite a bump in the polls from the first Presidential debate last week.

Henry Gomez

11:00

10/9/12

POLI

Are you a driver in Los Angeles? (Is that a stupid question?) Well, if you are, then Proposition 33 is one Rachel Cooper,
of the upcoming ballot initiatives that could have a huge impact on your finances.
Carmen Balmer

24:00

10/9/12

ECON

With California gas prices soaring to painful new highs this week, Edmunds editors offer tested tips on
how to increase your car's gas mileage.

Phil Reed

8:00

10/9/12

BOOK

Author Sean Howe's new book “Marvel Comics: The Untold Story” examines the origin, evolution and
success of Marvel Comics.

Sean Howe

15:47

10/9/2012 ECON

Billionaire Phil Anschutz kicks off bidding for AEG at a higher than expected price

Watt

10/9/2012 EDU

LAUSD looks to make arts a 'core subject'

Abdollah

10/9/2012 EDU

LAUSD make arts a 'core subject'

Abdollah

:55

10/9/2012 HEAL

Riverside County reports first case of Bubonic Plague in nearly 10 years

O'Neill

:51

10/9/2012 ENV

Small rainstorm is coming to Southern California

CC
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10/9/2012 EDU

Compton High School students walk out of class

Romo

:30

10/9/2012 POLI

Deferred action applicants get a political push

Berestein Rojas

2:20

10/9/2012 POLI

Voters are pessimistic about the state and its governing systems, bu tthey trust themselves on big
public policy issues

McNary

1:10

10/9/2012 LAW

Cerritos man who made anti-Islan film denies that he has violated probation

Aguilar

1:50

10/9/2012 LAW

Fingerprint backlog could cost millions of dollars to clear, LAPD says

Palta

1:11

10/9/2012 ENV

Lawmakers want to delay Green Chemistry law

CC
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10/9/2012 ECON

Law regulating toxic chemicals in consumer goods is taking heat from industries and lawmakers

Quinton

:48

10/9/2012 LAW

Man charged in fed court for growing/selling marijuana

Aguilar

:44

3:03

1:09

10/9/2012 LAW

Supervisors take up report on jail violence

Stoltze

1:33

10/9/2012 ECON

Lacter on gas prices

Lacter

3:52

10/9/2012 ENER

KPCC's business analyst says gas prices should be coming down soon
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:10

10/9/2012 ECON

LAKERS pre-season continues….in the televised dark for many Southland fans
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10/9/2012 ECON

LAKERS pre-season continues….in the televised dark for many Southland fans

Watt

:56

10/9/2012 POLI

Prop 38 and Prop 30 battle in TV ads

Quinton

:44

10/9/2012 ART

LA City and Getty officials cut the ribbon on Siqueiros mural visitor center

CC
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10/9/2012 ART

LA City and Getty officials cut the ribbon on Siqueiros mural visitor center

Guzman

10/9/2012 HIST

"America Tropical" mural stored for viewing after 80 years

CC

10/9/2012 POLI

LA City Councilman Bill Rosendahl talks abou this decision to focus on his health rather than a third
term of office

Walton

10/9/2012 POLI

Bill Rosendahl will not seek another term on the LA City Council

CC

10/9/2012 ENV

What's the righ tthing to do about the damaged San Onofre nuclear power plant? Good question.

Bergman

4:01

10/9/2012 SCI

History of shuttle program: Challenger disaster

Peterson

1:09

10/9/2012 SCI

History of shuttle program: Launch of Space Shuttle Columbia

Peterson

:47

10/9/2012 HEAL

Skin cancer self-exam is easy

O'Neill

:50

10/9/2012 HEAL

Fall football season brings with it concussions. Knowing how to ID symptoms is key.

O'Neill

:52

10/9/2012 IE

Stagecoach festival announces 2013 lineup

Cuevas

10/9/2012 POLI

PBS Frontline documentary examines past of presidential candidates

CC

2:07

:24

1:02

:09

1:22

:15

10/9/2012 MEDI

Hollywood trade paper gets new owner

CC

10/9/2012 MEDI

Hollywood trade paper gets new owner

DeBord

10/9/2012 FOR

Mexican drug lord is presumed dead
Former Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky was sentenced this morning to at least 30
years in prison on 45 counts of child sexual abuse. He was found guilty of molesting 10 boys over the
course of 15 years.

CC

Anne Danahy

:16

4:13

:27
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LAW

10/9/12

LAW

10/9/12

POLI

Authorities in Mexico say Heriberto Lazcano, leader of the powerful Zetas drug cartel, is dead. He is
believed to be one of two men who were killed in a firefight with the Mexican Navy on Sunday.
Sylvia Longmire
Vice Presidential candidates Joe Biden and Paul Ryan face off in their first debate this Thursday night in
Kentucky. We've seen Biden on this stage before, but it will the first chance to see Ryan square off on
national television.
Chuck Quirmbach

10/9/12

ECON

Healthcare will undoubtedly be a topic at this week's Vice Presidential debate, but for many Americans,
healthcare doesn't happen in a hospital or clinic.
Michelle Singletary

7:43

10/9/12

ART

Today, A Martinez is joined by NPR music critic Ann Powers and music blogger Oliver Wang from soul- Ann Powers, Oliver
sides.com, to discuss the latest in music.
Wang

16:38

10/9/12

POLI

Recently the Washington Post looked at the personal finances of all 535 members of Congress.

Kimberly Kindy and
David Fallis

12:34

10/9/12

POLI

10/9/12

ART

A new PBS documentary promises to give an up close and personal view of both presidential
candidates.
Michael Kirk
,
,
,
y
g
p
g
accepting applications for its first ever poet laureate. Patt Morrison spoke to Dana Gioia, former
chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts who heads the panel that will choose the first L.A. poet
laureate.
Dana Gioia

10/9/12

ART

The music video, "Gangnam Style," by the South Korean artist PSY has gotten hundreds of millions of
clicks.
Simon Mundy

7:45

10/10/12

POLI

The U.S. Supreme Court heard arguments this morning on whether colleges and universities can
continue to favor minority candidates in admissions policies.

13:00

10/10/12

ECON
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ENV

10/10/12

POLI

10/10/12
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Lisa McElroy

6:27

6:47

7:15

12:22

4:32

ENV

Moody’s credit agency has been on a worldwide tear – downgrading banks, global investment firms and
even entire countries. Their next targets? Fresno, Huntington Beach and Santa Monica, to name three. Matt DeBord
The controversial oil extraction method known as hydraulic fracturing or fracking would not damage the
environment if implemented at the Inglewood Oil Field near Baldwin Hills, according to a highlyDave Quast, Gary
anticipated study released today.
Gless
KPCC's political reporter Frank Stoltze has been at Philippe’s restaurant in downtown Los Angeles all
morning talking with a variety of voters about the upcoming election. We’ll check in with Frank to find out
just what he discovered in the process, beyond the pickled eggs and copious quantities of coffee.
Frank Stolze
Last night, hundreds of people gathered at a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) forum
Ben Bergman, Daniel
regarding the future of the San Onofre plant. The plant, which has been shut down since January due to Dominguez, Rochelle
tube leaks, once supplied power to 1.4 million homes in the Southland.
Becker

23:00

ENV

As sightings become increasingly frequent, animal-control officials are trying to help educate the public
about what to do if they see a coyote.
Lynsey White Dasher

22:00

8:00

20:00

7:00

Today the United States Anti-Doping Agency is releasing two reports which they claim have evidence
showing "beyond any doubt that the US Postal Service Pro Cycling Team ran the most sophisticated,
professionalized and successful doping program that sport has ever seen."

Daniel M. Rosen

10/10/2012 EDU

The API scores are a big deal, but the metrics will change soon

Abdollah

:48

10/10/2012 ECON

California is still in the top three nationally for foreclosures, but foreclosure starts have declined big
time…

DeBord

:35

10/10/2012 EDU

LAUSD board extends Supt. John Deasy's contract by one year

Abdollah

:23

10/10/2012 LAW

Investigation into how man brough dangerous items on flight from Japan underway

Watt

:48

10/10/2012 TRAN

Measure J would extend transportation sales tax 30 more years

Moore

10/10/2012 ECON

More California cities may follow the bankruptcy filing trend

CC
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Credit rating agency to review ratings of 30 CA cities for possible downgrades

CC
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National Book Awards announced

CC

:13

10/10/2012 SPOR

Washington DC hosts posteason series between the Nationals and Cardinals

Felde

:25

10/10/2012 ENV

NRC hears public views on restarting the San Onofre nuclear power plant

Bergman

10/10/2012 OBIT

Former NFL player, actor Alex Karras, has died

CC

10/10/2012 POLI

The LA City Council rejected a QUARTER BILLION dollar offer to sell Ontario Airport

Walton

1:00

10/10/2012 POLI

Frank live from Philippe's

Stoltze

2:22

10/10/2012 POLI

Frank live from Philippe's

Stoltze

1:41

10/10/2012 POLI

Frank live from Philippe's

Stoltze

10/10/2012 SAC

Prop 38 attack on rival measure could doom them both

Small

10/10/2012 POLI

PPIC reports says voters more likely to trust local government than distant ones
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:09

:54

3:25

:17

10/10/2012 ECON

Banks are speeding up home foreclosure process in California

Milne

:50

10/10/2012 ECON

California foreclosures are declining

CC
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California foreclosures are declining

CC
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10/10/2012 ECON

California finishes last month barely below revenue expectations

Adler

:41

10/10/2012 SCI

Company created a 3D animation of Endeavour's route to help with the journey across Los Angeles

Unknown

10/10/2012 SCI

Life in space: New tricks with a yoyo

Peterson

:57

10/10/2012 SCI

History of shuttle program: Endeavour's beginning

Peterson

:55

10/10/2012 SCI

Newport Mats provide huge mats for Endeavour move

Rabe

10/10/2012 TECH

Private cargo ship delivers goods to the International Space Station

CC
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10/10/2012 HEAL

Two southland pain centers are among four in California that received tainted pain meds blamed for
fungal meningitis outbreak

O'Neill

:58

10/10/2012 POLI

Voters speak at café town hall

Stoltze

10/10/2012 LAW

Youssef/Nakoula denies he violated his probation

CC
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Maker of anti-Muslim film due in Los Angeles cout today on probation violations

Watt

:51

10/10/2012 LAW

"Innocence of Muslim" filmmaker denies violating probation

Aguilar

4:10

1:15

2:17

1:18

10/10/12

POLI

Just a couple of weeks ago, the presidential race was looking pretty good for President Obama, but that
seems to have changed since last week's debate
Sean Trende

10/10/12

POLI

We check in with KPCC's Frank Stoltze as he takes the pulse of California voters, live from Philippe's
restaurant in downtown Los Angeles. Click here for more info on Frank's meet...

-
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ART

Documentary filmmaker Eugene Jarecki has become something of a war reporter.

Eugene Jarecki

15:58

10/10/12
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The U.S. Supreme Court will hear arguments in Fisher vs. University of Texas.

Tejinder Singh

7:57

6:22

6:16/5:02
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RACE

Many legal observers believe the court may curtail, or even eliminate, the ability of public and private
colleges and universities to employ racial and ethnic preferences in admissions...

Richard Sander

8:36
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POLI

A look at two initiatives on the ballot: Propositions 30 and 38

John Myers, Niel
Frenzen

7:53
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ART

If the words "feevee," "cleffer" and "chopsocky" mean anything to you, there's a good chance you read
Variety.
Brooks Barnes

6:57

10/10/12

ECON

The City of Los Angeles and the Getty yesterday opened a $10 million visitor center for the 80-year-old
David Alfaro Siqueiros mural entitled "América Tropical."
-

2:32

10/10/12

TRANS

Corey Moore reports on Measure J, the ballot initiative that would extend the current Measure R halfcent transportation sales tax 30 years beyond its expiration date in 2039.

-

3:29

10/10/12

TECH

Banking... baking... finding a public restroom... what do they have in common? There have been apps
built to help people accomplish all of those things without putting down their smartphones...

Alex Halderman

7:43

10/10/12
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POLI
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LA

Paul Vitagliano says he knew he was gay from about five years old, but he didn't come out to himself for
another 14 years.
Paul Vitagliano
Vice presidential debates are traditionally surrogate affairs, with each candidate for VPOTUS trying first Mark Barabak,
to do no harm to their political party’s campaign with a scant few weeks before Election Day. But the
Samuel Popkin,
stakes are higher this year.
Jennifer Granholm
Gustavo Arellano, Teri
Sforza, Norberto
Larry and our talented trio of Orange County journalists riff on the latest news from the O.C.
Santana

21:00

10/11/12

EDUC

This morning, the California Department of Education released the Academic Performance Index (API) Adolfo Guzmanscores of its schools.
Lopez, Vanessa Romo

13:00

10/11/12

FA

Egypt’s new government may not ultimately embrace the democratic ideals demanded by citizens who
overthrew former president Hosni Mubarak last year.
Ahmed Namatalla

17:00

10/11/12

LAW

Mary Ellen O’Connell is a fierce critic of America’s drone program, which she says is illegal outside war Mary Ellen O'Connell,
zones. Among legal scholars, O’Connell is in the minority, but her views are gaining momentum.
David Glazier

17:00

7:03

26:00

10/11/2012 POLI

Poll suggests support dropping for Prop 37, GMO measure
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How are schools able to improve their API scores?

Guzman

10/11/2012 EDU

Yearly state API scores for public schools are out

Guzman

:52
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Developer Rick Caruso announces he will not run for mayor of Los Angeles

Walton

:49

10/11/2012 ENV

Coyote sightings are going up in California
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San Bernardino County authorities draw attention to domestic violence among Latinos

Cuevas

1:55

1:32

10/11/2012 HEAL

Irvine awarded $1 million federal grant to help fight elder abuse

O'Neill

:48

10/11/2012 ENV

Fracking study findings are revealed

Peterson

:42

10/11/2012 LAW

LAPD officer wounded in an unusual attack

Stoltze

10/11/2012 LAW

Undercover cop wounded in early morning shooting

Stoltze

:54
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LAPD gets suspicious envelope with white powder
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Lightning knocked out power on the Metro Blue Line
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Long Beach launches pot shop raids

Stoltze

10/11/2012 POLI

Los Angeles mayoral candidates file their quarterly campaign finance reports

Walton

:51
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Human rights monitors say torture in Mexico is on the upswing

CC
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10/11/2012 LIT

Chinese bookstores ready for sales rush on Nobel Literature Prize winner Mo Yan
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Chinese bookstores ready for sales rush on Nobel Literature Prize winner Mo Yan
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Bookmakers collect wagers on the Nobel Peace Prize announcement
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GOP spending money in CA on House races
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Department of ed rolls out School Quality Snapshot
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Foreign object near Curiosity on Mars probably just part of the Rover
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Candlelight vigil honors victims of Salon Meritage shooting
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Animation charts the final journey of Space Shuttle Endeavour
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Life in space: Space food
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Life in space: Working out in space
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Endeavour begins journey to California Science Center
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CA Congressman dispatched to VP debate
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13 children hurt in Victorville bus crash

Cuevas
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Today Amnesty International issued a report about the Mexican government under outgoing President
Felipe Calderon.
-
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Tonight Vice President Joe Biden and Congressman Paul Ryan take to the stage in Danville, Kentucky
for the one and only vice-presidential debate. The debate gives the two a chance to...
John Kenneth White
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Book critic David Kipen, also the founder of the bookstore/lending library Libros Schmibros, joins the
show to discuss the Nobel Prize in Literature and the finalists in the National Book Awards.
This week the Nobel Prize for Literature will be awarded, but for weeks, economists, gamblers and
laymen have laid their money on the line in hopes they can guess the tomorrow's winner...
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These days it's not just politicians courting Latinos; Hollywood is also very eager to reach this growing
demographic.

Octavio Marin,
Pamela McClintock
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Today, more information on the thousand pages of evidence that took down Lance Armstrong.

Juliet Macur
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Late tonight the space shuttle Endeavour starts its to its new home at the California Science Center.

Bob Moon
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California education officials say that for the first time, a majority of schools reached the coveted 800point Academic Performance Index goals.
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Fifty years ago Rachel Carson single-handedly started the environmental movement with her book
"Silent Spring".

William Souder,
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Issa Rae, creator of the web series "The Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl," talks about her popular
web series, her latest project and how she comes up with the situations in the show.
Issa Rae
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The first presidential debate was the most tweeted event in U.S. political history. We look at how social Cliff Lampe, James
media has democratized political talk.
Urbaniak
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It's that time again! Tonight, Vice President Joe Biden and VP candidate Paul Ryan face off in their only
televised
p debate.
y
g
were higher than usual for last night’s verbal spar between sitting Democrat Joe Biden and his
Republican challenger, Wisconsin Congressman Paul Ryan. Democrats were looking to change the
narrative of the election and put a halt to plummeting poll numbers for the Obama campaign after the
Eric Schiffer, the CEO of the discount chain 99 Cents Only, announced recently that they have plans to
open a location in Beverly Hills' exclusive shopping district citing that the best-performing store in the
entire chain is the location on Wilshire Boulevard closest to Beverly Hills.
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Tim Cogshell and Andy Klein to review the week’s new films,
including Argo, Here Comes the Boom, Seven Psychopaths and more. TGI-FilmWeek!

Eugene Kiely,
Jonathan Wilcox,
Darry A. Sragow

-

30:00

Eric Schiffer, Brian
Rosenstein

17:00

Tim Cogshell, Andy
Klein

30:00

In her new book “Netflixed,” financial and media writer Gina Keating details the story of how one
company, Netflix, transformed the movie-watching habits of a generation, and gave Americans even
more reason to stay home on Saturday nights.

Gina Keating
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99 Cents Only stores look to locate the chain's flagship on Rodeo Drive
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Bitter congressional race almost turned to fisticuffs

Stoltze
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OC's annual "Blessing of the Waves"

Bergman
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Shuttle Endeavour is on the second leg of its trip to the California Science Center

Moore
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Southland doctor uses Frida Kahlo paintings to motivate Latinos

Guzman
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Endeavour fans pack Westchester parking lot to cheer on shuttle's second leg of LA trek

Moore
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Brian Watt live on Endeavour move to Science Center
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Brian Watt live on Endeavour move to Science Center
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Brian Watt live on Endeavour move to Science Center
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Endeavour takes a break across the street from a school
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Endeavour begins journey to California Science Center
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Endeavour begins journey to California Science Center
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A man arrested for a smoke grenade at LAX is denied bail
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After spiking for a week, Southland gas prices have begun to slowly decline…

DeBord
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LA County Fire Department releases new fire safety plan
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Man who authorities found carrying suitcase of weapons at LAX denied bail

Aguilar
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Man charged with weapons in LAX was denied bail

Aguilar
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LAFD says Endeavour watchers should plan for a long day
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Mo Yan wins Nobel Prize in literature

Lee
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LAPD urges respect for neighborhoods around Endeavour's route
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Animals test positive for the plague; officials warn people to be cautious
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CA voters take up the death penalty

Palta
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Shuttle Endeavour launches…on land…toward its final destination
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Previewing the Endeavour exhibit at the CA Science Museum

Moore
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Endeavour accomplishments: First married couple, Japanese and black female astronaut in sapce
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Endeavour accomplishments: Intelsat sattelite
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Shuttle Endeavour continues its journey across LA

Rabe
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Endeavour poses for pictures in Westchester
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Planning to go where no space shuttle's gone before

Bergman
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Berman and Sherman engage in a very heated debate
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Sales for video games and accessories declined September
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Shuttle's jouney coincides with a long-planned wedding
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During a speech yesterday at the Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum in New York, Defense Secretary
Leon Panetta argued the U.S. could easily be attacked by hackers, crippling the nation...
Noah Shachtman
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Forget what they said, what did they mean?

Patt Morrisson
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New York Times food writer Mark Bittman recently asked his readers for suggestions on where he
should head for his next big feature.

Mark Bittman
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Meghan McCarty brings you the Weekend Alibi, a roundup of the best entertainments around Southern
California. So if anyone asks you on Monday morning how you spent your weekend, you...
-
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Two women from Afghanistan who are committed to women's and human rights, study at a Southern
California law school to become judges in their home country.

-
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Joshuah Bearman wrote the original article for Wired magazine that inspired the movie "Argo," which
opens today.

Joshuah Bearman
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The violent Salvadoran gang Mara Salvatrucha, or MS-13 for short, with close ties to Southern
California has become the first street gang to be called a, "transnational criminal organization...

Aquil Basheer
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Tensions between Syria and Turkey continue to escalate, with Turkey’s prime minister now accusing
Russia of arming Syrians.

6:19
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Rico Gagliano and Brendan Francis Newnam join Take Two with some conversations starters.

Liz Sly,
Rico Gagliano and
Brendan Francis
Newnam

It's the Friday Flashback, when we look at the big stories of the week, and maybe a few that flew under
the radar. Joining us today from Washington, Christina Bellantoni, politics...
, Rob Kutner
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History of Shuttle Endeavour
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KPCC's Jerry Gorin live on Shuttle
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KPCC's Vanessa Romo live on Shuttle
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KPCC's Vanessa Romo live on Shuttle
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KPCC's Vanessa Romo live on Shuttle
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KPCC's Vanessa Romo live on Shuttle
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KPCC's Greg Johnson live on Shuttle
It's easy to see how Endeavour will be moved over city streets, but when it comes to getting it across a
big field, like at the end of its journey at the California Science Center at Exposition Park, how will they
keep itgfrom getting
bogged down in the dirt?
g
g
g
,
,
y,
y
pp
the rock. The Space Shuttle Endeavor is taller and wider and, not incidentally, is a national treasure.
Getting it from LAX to the California Science Center unscathed would be a triumph bigger than the Big
Rock, Carmageddon, and getting
g a table at Pizzeria Mozza
, put together. The good news
g is, they're
California Science Center, south of downtown LA. His foundation, headed by his widow Lynda Oschin,
has made a big but unspecified gift to the center that will help it shelter the Space Shuttle Endeavor at
the California Science
g Center.
y
g
,
,
g
g
,
neon lights of the motels began to flicker. Foster had driven a thousand miles in his brand new Buick
Roadmaster and was eager for a good night's sleep. It was the low season and the highway hotels all
showed vacancy signs, but he wasn't welcome at any of them.
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Late tonight the space shuttle Endeavour starts its to its new home at the California Science Center.
The LA Times Architecture critic Christopher Hawthorne is floating an interesting idea. He writes, "In
parading Endeavour along our boulevards, LA is in some striking ways reenacting one of the oldest
public celebrations in Western urban history, the Roman triumph."
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Shuttle Endeavour arrives at the California Science Center
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Shuttle Endeavour arrives at the California Science Center
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Shuttle Endeavour arrives at the California Science Center
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Space shuttle finally arrives at Science Center after 61-hour trek
Latino voters less likely to turn out
Latino voters less likely to turn out
Insurance premium measure is on the statewide ballot
Insurance premium measure is on the statewide ballot
Changes made to CA drivers licenses two years ago have done their job
Changes made to CA drivers licenses two years ago have done their job
Changes made to CA drivers licenses two years ago have done their job
Digital life and real life affect one another, study concludes
Weeklong celebration of 1930s hobo turned crime writer Jim Tully ends today
With just three weeks until Election Day, there is little the Obama and Romney campaigns can agree
on. But united they stand on the role of CNN’s Candy Crowley when she moderates tomorrow night’s
town hall debate.
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Time magazine reports that both campaigns have complained to the Commission on Presidential
Debates about comments Crowley made regarding her role as the moderator. She said on CNN last
week, “Once the table is kind of set by the town hall questioner, there is then time for me to say, Hey,
wait a second, what about X, Y and Z?”
However, an agreement formed on October 3 between lawyers for both campaigns stated the
moderator would “not ask follow-up questions or comment on either the questions…or the answers…or
otherwise intervene [other than enforcing time limits and prompting the candidates to respond].”
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It’s important to note that Crowley was not included in forming this agreement nor signing it. So is she
beholden to it? How worried are the campaigns really? This morning NPR’s David Folkenflik called it
“preplaining” (preemptively complaining) and suggested that perceived bias can help spin the debate
reviews.

David Folkenflik

20:00

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences said that Lloyd Shapley’s work has sparked a “flourishing
field of research” and has awarded him this year's Nobel economics prize.
Shapley, 89, is a professor emeritus at UCLA and has been at the university since 1981. He is being
rewarded for his work in matching theory and its practical applications in markets, for example, how job
seekers are matched with employers or how patients find donors of human organs.
"For example, students have to be matched with schools, and donors of human organs with patients in
need of a transplant," the academy said. "How can such matching be accomplished as efficiently as
possible? What methods are beneficial to what groups?"
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Shapley used game theory to research different matching systems and to answer how one method may
systematically benefit one agent or another in markets. Though it is not technically a Nobel Prize
because it wasn’t established in the will of Alfred Nobel, winners are awarded 8 million Swedish kronor,
or about $1.2 million. Alvin Roth, a Stanford University professor was also awarded in this catagory.
Matt DeBord
The race for California’s newly-drawn 30th congressional district is shaping up to be one of the most
contentious — and expensive — in the country. Democratic incumbents Brad Sherman and Howard
Berman, who represent the 27th and 28th districts respectively, were thrown into the ring together
thanks to redistricting and California’s “top two” primary system.

5:00

The new district is made up half from Sherman’s old district and a quarter from Berman’s; the remaining
25 percent comes from the old 30th district. The two candidates, both Jewish, have similar voting
records but differ on issues such as the economy, immigration and higher education.
In the long and heated race, both candidates have taken figurative swings at at each other — Sherman
accused Berman of overpaying his brother for political consulting, while Berman charged Sherman with
profiting from interest charged to his own campaign accounts.
But last week, in a debate held at Pierce College, things literally got physical. After Berman accused his
opponent of being, “either delusional or a liar,” Sherman approached Berman, put an arm around him
and shouted, “You wanna get into this?” while a police guard hovered nearby. The incident captured
national attention after a video was released by Berman’s campaign. Both candidates later released
official statements expressing regret over their actions, characterizing the race as “emotional.” Berman
and Sherman addressed the issue on AirTalk:
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Sherman's statement: "As you know I think that the voters are entitled to a dignified discussion of the
issues. When you go to a 60-minute debate you deserve 60 minutes of dignified discussion. And for one Howard Berman, Brad
minute it certainly wasn't dignified and the voters deserve better than that."
Sherman

23:59

“John” is the name often given to anonymous male customers of prostitutes, but many law enforcement
agencies across the U.S. are beginning to reveal these patrons’ real names in an effort to curb criminal
prostitution.
A majority of police officers maintain that outing and shaming those who pay for sex to be the most
effective method for cracking down on the illegal act, according to survey data. Fresno, California, hosts
a website called “Operation Reveal” that exhibits mug shots of suspected ‘Johns,’ while Oklahoma City
has “JohnTV,” and in Arlington Texas, photos of suspects are literally plastered on highway billboards.
“Overall, about 60 percent of the communities that arrest the johns to begin with, in some way, release
their identities,” said Michael Shively, a lead researcher to the study. “It’s only a subset of all those
communities that are really doing it in an aggressive manner and with the specific intent of trying to
either punish more severely, or to deter others from trying to buy sex.”
Shivley adds that some communities release identities as part of routine processing, while others take
on a more aggressive approach.
These efforts do not go without criticism, as some say publicly humiliating possibly innocent suspects
before they are given a fair trial could be particularly damaging to their well-being and inflict serious
psychological harm to innocent family members.
Shivley says that while there’s no statistical evidence that shaming is effective, he says there is indirect
evidence saying that it can work
10/15/12
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“When asked what would deter them, known sex buyers say in surveys that being found out or being

Michael Shively

24:00:00

U.S Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts stunned the nation when he voted to uphold the Obama
administration’s health care plan in an atypical decision announced on June 28, 2012.
Roberts’ vote marked another chapter in the often complicated and contentious relationship between
Chief Justice Roberts and President Obama that began the day Roberts fumbled the oath of office at
Obama’s inauguration. As a result of the 5-4 conservative majority Court led by Roberts and the slightly
more liberal White House led by Obama, two influential branches of federal government – the judicial
and the executive – have often found themselves in opposition over the last four years.
Author Jeffrey Toobin has documented the momentous ideological battle between the conservative
Supreme Court and the Obama administration in “The Oath: The Obama White House and the
Supreme Court,” including Obama’s criticism of the Court’s controversial ruling in the Citizens United
case.
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Toobin provides a thorough account of the dynamic relationship between the two intrinsically different
divisions and their leaders that will likely resonate for decades to come.
Argo finishes second in its box office debut
LA Police union disputes bank exec over bath salts history
Berman and Sherman have another debate
Term limits cause state legislators to flood local elective posts
Birds and buildings
LA City Council members will ask the City Attorney's Office to appeal a multimillion-dollar settlement for
a man shot by police
DACA approval letters are beginning to go out
Drinking water supply threatened by rising seawater; residents say the state's plan will make things
worse
Darry Sragow weighs in on educatoin in the 2012 election
Space shuttle Endeavour arrives at the California Science Center
Companies make a perk out of parental flex time
Federal appeals court hears arguments over CA's proposed regulations to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions
Federal appeals court hears arguments over CA's proposed regulations to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions
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A man who allegedly stole money from the Housing Authority of the City of Los Angeles sentenced to
four years in federal prison
Mexican carrier Interjet launched non-stop service to John Wayne Airport
Los Angeles Mayor to unveil logo for clothing "made in Los Angeles"
Loh Life Egypt
5-year study will track effect of music training on child's brain, as well as social and emotional
development
Research project will study music on children's brains
UCLA professor wins Nobel Prize in Economics
UCLA professor wins Nobel Prize in Economics
A longtime UCLA economist shares the Nobel Prize with a new arrival at Stanford.
An "OKAY" sign can be as useful to first responders after an earthquake as a "HELP" sign, safety
officials say
DWP sues over dust control at Owens Dry Lake
State Sen. Fran Pavley runs against Republican Todd Zink for reelection
California Department of Education asks districts to destroy recalled peanut butter
Munger made her point: pulls TV ad criticizing prop 30 for misleading voters
Lack of sleep can change the body's fat tissue, causing it to behave more like the fat found in an obese
or diabetic person
Five war veterans graduate from LA Superior Veterans Court
President Barack Obama and Mitt Romney face off for the second debate tomorrow night with national
tracking polls showing a dead heat just three weeks until election day.
On November 6th, a record number of candidates from immigrant communities — 80 in total — will be
running for seats in Congress.
California’s Prop 34 would replace the death penalty with a sentence of life in prison.
Seventeen states have already done away with the death penalty, and efforts are underway in many
others to end it. Those efforts are bringing together some unlikely allies: many longtime...
More than 9,000 K-pop fans descended on the Verizon amphitheater in Irvine this weekend for one of
the largest K-POP events ever held outside Korea.
It's never easy getting anywhere in L.A. on time. That was certainly true this weekend for the
Endeavour.
Malala Yousafzai is the 14-year-old Pakistani girl who was shot by the Taliban last week for speaking
out in favor of girl's education.
Jeff Biggers' new book "State Out of the Union, Arizona and the Final Showdown over the American
Dream" looks at Arizona's troubled past with immigration.
Ten years. That's how long it took one man to recreate his youth.
Let's go to Guantanamo Bay, where a pre-trial hearing is underway for the alleged plotters of the
September 11 attacks. One of them is Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the mastermind of the...
Los Angeles City Council met this morning to discuss two controversial issues. One is a proposal
introduced by councilmember Richard Alarcon to a Universal City Services Card – a hybrid of ID card,
library card and debit card – for those who don’t have a drivers’ license or bank account. Mayor
Villaraigosa is championing the card to help undocumented residents access city services and reduce
dependency on cash and payday lenders.
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Opponents fear it will make it easier for illegal immigrants to violate immigration laws. They’ll also be
voting to review proposed new city laws regarding digital billboards. Local residents have complained
about glare and distraction caused by flashing advertising displays, but the city is considering loosening
restrictions on the billboards, possibly with the benefit of a revenue-sharing deal with CBS Outdoor and
Clearchannel. And there’s more political intrigue in the tiny community of Eagle Rock.
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The city’s charter allows for “stakeholders” to vote along with residents in elections for Neighborhood
Council. That means, anyone who does business – whether it’s shopping at Trader Joe’s or buying a
cup of coffee – can cast a vote. Over the weekend, the city was indundated with voters from as far as Alice Walton, Raphael
Ventura County, who had been solicited by council candidates favorable to allowing medical marijuana Sonenshein, Frank
shops in the area. According to the city’s tally, more than 300 of the 800 votes cast were by “at-large” Stoltze

23:49

Tonight at Hofstra University on Long Island, N.Y. Mitt Romney will try to keep his momentum going
while President Barack Obama will do his best to mount a comeback after a disappointing performance
two weeks ago in Denver. There is pressure on Obama to show more fight, but not necessarily to
appear combative with his re-election on the line. In this, their second face-off, eyes will also be on
moderator Candy Crowley as she has hinted at wanting to play an active role at the event.
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The election is 21 days away, how much is stake for the candidates tonight? Who gets the edge with
Candy Crowley vowing to be more active than Jim Lehrer was in round one? Are voters expecting
President Obama to be more aggressive, or are debates not his strong suit?
Ginger Gibson
While both the backers and opponents of Proposition 35 agree on the problem, they are at odds over
how to deal with the crime and punishment of human trafficking in California. The ballot initiative would
increase prison terms and fines for the sexual exploitation of vulnerable women and men.

7:00

"Our current law has gaping holes through which our children are falling into the hands of the traffickers
that are there to catch them because our response in ineffective," said Sharmin Bock, Assistant District
Attorney of Alameda County and co-author of Prop 35. "But our law doesn't reflect the reality of how
these kids are today in fact sold not just on the street but on the internet."
Victims' advocates complain Prop 35 is wrong to have shorter prison sentences for labor traffickers (12
years) than sex traffickers (20 years), because most victims fall under the former. Kathleen Kim,
Professor or Law at Loyola Law School and co-author of AB 22, California’s current human trafficking
law, is against Prop 35 because she believes it doesn't go far enough to protect funds for victims.
"Proposition 35 is undoubtedly well intentioned, however it takes a predominantly criminal enforcement
approach without attendant broadening of victims' rights and access to relief," said Kim on AirTalk.
"That's my primary objection, because it takes an predominantly criminal enforcement approach, it
creates some unintended consequences on the actual survivors of human trafficking."
10/16/12
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Sharmin Bock,
California Attorney General Kamala Harris is releasing a report soon on how to deal with trafficking. She Kathleen Kim
The ongoing controversy at UC Berkeley over anti-Israel protests has prompted the U.S. Department of
Education to launch an investigation into whether the civil rights of Jewish students at Berkeley are
being violated.

17:00

The origin of the conflict can be traced to a campus event called Apartheid Week, during which proPalestine student groups stage mock checkpoints designed to simulate the real world situation at the
Israel-Palestine border.
In June, a pair of former Berkeley students dropped a lawsuit against the university that claimed that
anti-Israel protests on campus created a “pervasive hostile environment” for Jewish students but the
campus unrest has continued.
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Where is the line for the civil rights of students? What is the role in the university for settling disputes
between student groups that represent actual international conflicts?

Tom Pessah, Arielle
Gabai,

19:00

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 50.9 percent of Americans drink
regularly, which the agency chalks up as having more than twelve drinks per year. The CDC also says
that an average of more than one drink a day for a woman qualifies as “heavy drinking.”
In modern American society, it is common practice for millions of us to return home from work and pop
a bottle of wine or crack open a beer. Nearly all our social events have an aspect of imbibing… eggnog
at Christmas, champagne at midnight on New Year’s Eve, wine as a housewarming gift and endless
pints of beer at birthday parties and sporting events. Americans love to both drown their sorrows and
celebrate their joys with a drink or two.
But what happens in social situations when someone doesn’t drink at all, or another person drinks
significantly more on a regular basis? Mismatched social norms when it comes to alcohol can lead to
relationship strife, and it works both ways. Ever go out with a friend who doesn’t drink at all… or another
who has far more than one too many? How does it make you feel? It seems that somewhere between
actual ‘moderation’ and “everything in moderation, including moderation” is a blurry line that marks ‘too
much’ for a given individual in a social setting or relationship.
10/16/12
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Adi Jaffe

17:00

Jennifer A. Watts,
Olga Tsapina
Stoltze
CC

11:00
2:35

The death toll of the American Civil War, estimated at well over half a million, was unprecedented. A
major new exhibition drawn from archives at The Huntington Library, in recognition of the 150-year
anniversary of the conflict, explores how the nation came to terms with the devastation.
The evocative compilation of historical images, called, “A Strange and Fearful Interest,” is named after a
statement made by Oliver Holmes in 1863. He said, “The field of photography is extending itself to
embrace subjects of strange and sometimes of fearful interest.”
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Highlights of the visual presentation include Alexander Gardner’s views of battlefield dead at Antietam,
rare photographs from Andrew J. Russell’s “U.S. Military Railroad Album,” George Bernard’s
incomparable album “Photographic Views of Sherman’s Campaign (1866)” and more. “A Strange and
Fearful Interest: Death, Mourning, and Memory in the American Civil War” is curated by Jennifer Watts
and will be on display from October 13, 2012 until January 14, 2013.
Supervisors say they'll watchdog sheriff more closely
Fracking study draws criticism in Baldwin Hills
Los Angeles City Council asks staff to work with billboard companies to draft regulation on the digital
signs
Governor stumps for his tax increase for public education
Gov. Brown seeking student support for Prop 30 tax increases
Gov. Brown led a Prop 30 rally at UCLA
Gov. Brown led a Prop 30 rally at UCLA
Water management coalition has agreed to short-term projects to improve Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta
Shuttle move coincides with low crime rate in the city
Tickets for two FlyAway routes to LAX are available online now
Residents near Inglewood Oil Field attended a meeting to hear risks of fracking in their area
Gas prices in the Southland continue to fall
A ginat potato invated Pasadena - donations ensue
Google awards grant to bolster STEM education in CA
Federal appeals court hears arguments over CA's proposed regulations to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions
The number of houses for sale in Southern California is at an all-time low
Hurricane Paul weakens as it moves toward Baja California
The city of Los Angeles looks to hand out library cards that double as ID and debit cards
Lacter on unemployment
Latino members of Congress from CA campaign outside districts
LA Unified tries to get out the vote
The biggest toymaker in the world is set up well for a strong finish to the year…
Munger pulls TV ad criticizing Prop 30
Research project will study music on children's brains
Pasadena electrical plant generator offline; officials urge conservation
Former LA Mayor Riordan pushes 401(k) included in city pension overhaul
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Road closure for film has commuters upset
Road closure for film has commuters upset
CPUC wants to look into who pays for repairs to San Onofre plant
Fire damages a gas turbine in Pasadena but doesn't trigger power outages
Online voter registration takes off
Public health officials searching for clues in unprecedented hantavirus outbreak at Yosemite
After U.S. Ambassador Chris Stevens was killed in Benghazi last month, Libya has been in the
headlines a lot recently.
Candidates are expected to spend over $3 billion this election cycle just by buying ad time. They're
buying spots in Ohio, Florida and Iowa, and they're running almost non-stop.
The economic crisis that began in 2008 here in the U.S. spread far beyond far beyond our borders. It
triggered a world-wide downturn that's still causing turmoil, especially in Europe...
Scientists have discovered a new planet with, not one, not two, but four suns.
Today marks the 50th anniversary of the beginning of the Cuban Missile Crisis, a time when the world
edged perilously close to nuclear war.
It's been 50 years since the Cuban missile crisis and the communist regime remains in complete
control.
People from areas neighboring the Inglewood Oil Field say the study raises more questions than
answers about the safety of fracking.
"OBAMA — Racial barrier falls in decisive victory" was the New York Times headline four years ago
after Barack Obama won the election. But just how much have racial relations changed...
From New York City to California, local officials are pushing ideas to get consumers to cut down on soft
drinks. Health experts say sugary drinks like Coke and Pepsi contribute to...
In the early 90s, Jason Lytle made a name for himself in the indie music scene as the front man for a
Central Valley band called Grandaddy. They enjoyed a fair amount of critical success...
Round one of the series of presidential debates went to Mitt Romney, with President Barack Obama
delivering a lackluster and disappointing performance. But the general consensus on last night’s
rematch is that both candidates were on their game.
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The setting, a town hall style forum at Hofstra University in Long Island, New York, was in a state
generally dominated by the Democratic Party, which certainly didn’t hurt the president’s case. Questions
came from the audience of undecided voters and covered a variety of issues including energy
independence, job creation, pay equity for women, foreign policy and of course, the economy. This gaveEugene Kiely, Frank
each candidate the opportunity to spin off into their favorite talking points.
Newport
One of the most heated contests in this November’s election is between two prominent Californians who
aren’t running for anything. Governor Jerry Brown and civil rights lawyer Molly Munger have been out
stumping for competing tax proposals, both aimed at giving a financial leg up to California’s struggling
schools.

21:44

Brown’s Proposition 30 asks wealthier taxpayers to pay 1 to 3 percent more in income tax for the next
seven years and imposes a modest quarter-percent increase in sales tax for the next four years.
Munger’s Prop 38 also increases income taxes, but on a sliding scale across all income levels and for
the next 12 years.
Prop 38 funds will be allocated to K-12 schools and early childhood programs, with a portion going to
pay down state debt. Anticipated revenues for both plans range from $6 billion annually (Prop 30) to $10
billion+ (Prop 38). Both campaigns have been on the offensive, with Prop 38 ads implying that Prop 30
money will end up in the hands of Sacramento politicians, and Prop 30 backers saying their opponents
stand to sink both ships unnecessarily.
10/17/12
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Brown has been going after the youth vote, warning students that if his proposition fails it will spell

Molly Munger, John
Mockler
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If you’ve ever stumbled out of a bar on Hollywood Boulevard at closing time, you know the smell: Bacon
wrapped hot dogs. They’re very tasty, but are they legal?
Right now, street vendors can be fined up to $1,000 and face jail time for selling food on L.A. sidewalks.
The carts are generally operated by immigrant vendors who make a living selling quick late-night snacks
to concert, club and bar-goers.
Los Angeles County’s Street Vending Compliance Program does require vendors to pay fees and get
public health permits, but they are still not permitted to prepare or sell the food on sidewalks. With the
help of City Councilman Jose Huizar, street vendors in Boyle Heights recently came to an agreement
with the city to be allowed to sell food at the Boyle Heights Farmers Market once a week.
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The East Los Angeles Community Corporation (ELACC) in Boyle Heights is organizing a series of
forums and working with community members to try and garner support for the legalization of street
vendors.
Now that we’ve debated Propositions 30 and 38, a pair of competing tax initiatives that would
restructure the way California’s tax structure pays for its education system, let’s take a step back and
examine the common link between both initiatives.

Isela Gracian, Leron
Gubler, Khaled
Hassan

24:00:00

Governor Jerry Brown’s plan to pay for education in the Golden state is Prop 30, which features an
incremental sales and personal income tax increase. Pasadena attorney Molly Munger has been
stumping for the California PTA supported Prop 38, which would use a sliding scale income tax
increase to raise more funding for the state’s struggling schools. But California voters will likely note
what both plans have in common: a tax increase.
Organizations like the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association stand in opposition to both initiatives
because of that commonality and the belief that higher taxes would imperil California’s economic
climate.
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Is this hard-line no-new-taxes stance a viable path forward for funding California’s schools? Where can
lawmakers turn to find enough places to cut spending and close loopholes to balance the budget and
pay for education?
David Spady
Two major points of contention during last night’s presidential debate were the divergence between the
two opponents’ tax policies and plans to increase employment. Some experts criticize President Barack
Obama for exaggerating the benefits of taxing the wealthy, while others say Mitt Romney’s numbers
simply do not add up.

16:00

In the debate and throughout his campaign, Obama has emphasized the importance making sure
wealthy Americans pay their fare share in taxes. What he doesn’t seem to mention is that even if all
Americans in the highest income bracket pay significantly more in taxes, it would only be a small drop in
the bucket toward paying down the nation’s towering deficit. Meanwhile, Romney has proposed to cut
taxes for all Americans, including the wealthy, but has not provided a detailed account of how to fill the
gap left by the major loss in tax revenue that would occur under his plan.
The candidates have also expressed very different views on how to create more jobs. Obama seems
poised to focus on fostering employment in newer and greener industries, while Romney supports
increasing jobs in more traditional industries such as domestic oil production.
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Which plan has the most holes in it? What more can be done to solve America’s financial difficulties for
the long-term?
Amazon open for business in San Bernardino
Libyan Ambassador apologizes at the memorial of US Ambassador Cris Stevens
CalPers is raising premiums on long-term care insurance
Complaints about PAC money in Royce/Chen race
Former Lt. Gov. and Congressman Mervyn Dymally lauded at funeral
Former Lt. Gov. and Congressman Mervyn Dymally lauded at funeral
Riverside County approves 10 Freeway traffic jam action plan
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California health leaders say switching children from Healthy Families program to Medi-Cal will help
prepare for the health care overhaul
Riverside County approves 10 Freeway traffic jam action plan
Los Angeles federal courthouse wins designation as a historic landmark
Holiday shopping sales expected to rise slightly from last year
Judge OK's class action lawsuit against LA jails alleging inmates with disabilities denied services
KCET and San Francisco-based Link TV announce merger
Mexico bans large cash transactions
The software maker is bringing a tablet to market and going up against Apple's iPad
County Assessor John Noguez arrested on charges of perjury, bribery and conspiracy
Alice Walton live on assessor John Noguez arrest
Los Angeles Assessor John Noguez arrested on 24 felony counts for allegedly taking bribes
Prop 37 would require labeling of foods with genetically modified ingredients
California Voter Foundation released a song to help voters remember the propositions
Laura Richardson owes more than half a million
Evacuations underway after a fire breaks out in Santa Barbara area
Fire crews face challenging terrain fighting wildfire in Los Padres National Forest
Evacuation orders have been lifted for homes near Los Padres National Forest fire
Japan participates in Shake Out earthquake drills
Today is California Shakeout Day
Restored LA Union Station Tracks, Platform
All aboard! New tracks and platform added to serve more rail passengers at LA's Union Station
California's online voter registration program off to a fast start
During last night's debate, President Barack Obama and challenger Mitt Romney had plenty of heated
exchanges: tax policy, jobs, Libya.
Much has been made of the selection of CNN's Candy Crowley as moderator for last night's town hall
debate between President Obama and Mitt Romney. That's because it was the first time..
Dozens of countries require labeling of foods that are genetically modified, or contain genetically
modified ingredients. That’s not the case in the United States
If the idea of genetically modifying foods is polarizing, what about the idea of modifying the earth's
climate?
The National Hockey League lockout is over a month old. The regular season was set to begin last
Thursday, but owners and players are still mired in negotiations.
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The term crossfade usually refers to the blending of one song into another... A technique DJs often use. Josh Kun
The County of Los Angeles Board of Supervisors has voted to hire an independent monitor to oversee
reforms in L.A. Jails.
In many ways, this has been the year of the Latino in political campaigns.
The Town Hall debate style allows for more free flowing conversation. It also allows for more free
flowing movement, as candidates walk, meander or strut around a crowd.
Patt Morrisson
Paul Gionfriddo has a unique perspective on our mental health care system. As a former state legislator
in Conneticut, Gionfriddo was tasked with leading the state's mental health care...
Paul Gionfriddo
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Writer Gretchen Rubin earned a number one spot on the New York Times bestseller list two years ago
with her book "The Happiness Project." We'll talk to her about her new book, "Happier...
Gretchen Rubin
One Pennsylvania town is getting creative with how they catch criminals.
-
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As he campaigns for reelection, President Barack Obama is playing hardball with the GOP. The
president is prepared to veto legislation aimed at stopping year-end tax hikes and spending cuts, which
are collectively known as the ‘fiscal cliff,’ unless Republicans agree to raise tax rates for the wealthy,
according to administration officials.
Some Republicans are skeptical that Obama will actually follow through with the veto in light of the fact
that he has backed off demands for higher taxes twice in the past. If Obama does not cooperate to pass
the legislation, taxes rates for nearly 90 percent of households would rise, military and domestic
budgets would be deeply cut, and this might spark a brief recession.
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Is Obama bluffing or is he potentially putting the economy at risk? How can Democrats and Republicans Adam Schiff, Tom Del
reach a bipartisan compromise on tax legislation without financially hurting taxpayers?
Bacaro

13:00

Los Angeles Country Sheriff Lee Baca met with the Board of Supervisors on Tuesday to discuss their
63 proposed measures for jail reforms. The board grilled Sheriff Baca on the notorious issues of
violence in his jails, specifically the use of excessive force against inmates.
Baca expressed his openness to a collaborative process and fulfilling a recommendation proposed by
the Citizen’s Commission on Jail Violence, electing a new inspector general. Still, he clashed with the
board – Chairman Zev Yaroslavsky argued that the Board of Supervisors should select the new
inspector general.
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Sheriff Baca is under mounting political pressure to reform L.A. County jails, and the board has put in
place a compliance monitor to track his progress. Baca says he will begin to implement the new
Lee Baca, Frank
reforms, with or without crucial funding, and that a new force policy will be released in January.
Stoltze
Currently, companies conducting business in California can potentially increase profits by keeping their
headquarters outside of the Golden State. By remaining out-of-state, corporations such as General
Motors, International Paper, Kimberly-Clark, and Chrysler are able to avoid paying California taxes on
their income.

17:00

This trend or loophole has arguably cost the state of California over $1 billion annually in lost tax
revenue. A new proposition on this November’s ballot is designed to make up for this loss. If passed,
Proposition 39, an “Income Tax Increase for Multistate Businesses Initiative,” would require out-of-state
businesses to pay taxes on income made in California and earmark those tax dollars to pay for state
projects that “create energy efficiency and clean energy jobs.”
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Those in favor of Prop. 39 say that the current loophole encourages companies to send jobs out of
state. Opponents say a tax increase would give companies another reason to not invest or hire. New
Jersey, Illinois, and Texas have similar laws already, but does that mean that it is appropriate for
Senator Kevin
California to tax out-of-state businesses? How would this measure impact California’s business
DeLeon, Mike Spenc
Some blockbuster housing numbers were released yesterday, raising the happy possibility that a
housing recovery is finally on its way. According to the Census Bureau, housing construction starts rose
an impressive 15 percent in September, to their highest rate in four years.
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Housing prices are also creeping up, which may be good news for the economy, but bad news for entrylevel buyers in Southern California who have been hoping to get in the market for the first time while the
getting was still good.
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Are entry-level buyers about to miss the boat, as prices go up? Are we seeing a bit of a pricing frenzy at
the entry-level due to shortage? If so, might it be better to wait for more normalizing in prices? Or is this Stuart Gabriel, Matt
still a great time to buy?
DuBord
Now in its 18th month, Syria’s ongoing civil war between the regime of ruling President Bashar Assad
and rebel forces fighting to end nearly five decades of Assad’s Ba'ath Party rule has claimed thousands
of lives and created a humanitarian crisis. While the world watches the bloodshed and governments
criticize each other for getting involved or turning a blind eye to daily atrocities, a group called the Syrian
American Medical Society is taking risks of its own to provide medical care to wounded Syrian citizens
in the war zone.

17:00

Syrian-American Doctors like pulmonary specialist Zaher Sahloul from Chicago have traveled to the
region and made multiple clandestine trips across the Syrian border from Turkey to reach field hospitals
and treat the many wounded. The journeys are perilous and have found these volunteer doctors
sneaking through holes in barbed wire fences and dodging border guards. Once there, these doctors
treat hundreds of casualties under the constant threat of attacks by Syrian military artillery and
airstrikes.
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Syria’s health care system, once one of the best in the Middle East, is now in shambles and the
thousands of refugees that have poured into neighboring Turkey has overwhelmed that country’s
Dr. Souheil Habbal,
medical infrastructure. The cruel irony is that Syria’s leader, Assad, went to medical school with Sahloul Hassan Twiet

13:00

Two weeks ago, the first Presidential debate generated a record 10 million tweets. The second debate
scored over 7 million tweets, a large portion of them mentioning Mitt Romney’s ‘binder full of women’.
People following on Twitter don’t have to wait for the debates to be over before finding out who wins.
Twitter wants to be a companion for everything you watch on television. The site is making moves to be
more accessible to those who don’t even have accounts.
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With Twitter turning out these kinds of numbers it begs the question: what’s next for the social media
giant? Will there be a fight for ‘the second screen’? What is ‘the second screen’? Does Twitter give
citizens a voice that they didn’t have before? Why yell at your politicians or favorite athletes on
television when you can just mention them on Twitter?
LA City Councilman Richard Alarcon and wife pleaded not guilty to voter fraud and perjury
LA City Councilman Richard Alarcon and wife pleaded not guilty to voter fraud and perjury
Amazon holds grand opening for San Bernardino mega warehouse
Amazon holds grand opening for San Bernardino mega warehouse
Understanding babies' brain development can maximize their prospects of success later in life
NY Mayor forms PAC, IE race may get money
Homeland Security to review border agent use of force guidelines
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Governor Brown says he'll vet any attempts to reverse automatic education cuts if his tax measure fails Adler
CalPERS approves rate increases
Bartolone
Compton College on road to accreditation
Guzman
Compton College officials to talk about accreditation
Guzman
Shiny objects on Mars capture researchers' attention
CC
LAPD posted photos of Grim Sleeper serial killer's victims
CC
Deputy-involved shooting at Centinela Hospital
CC
More than half of the country's Latinos support same sex marriage, according to the Pew Hispanic
Center poll
Morales
Prop 32 has raised the hackles of several large groups of employees
Quinton
Anti-tax group sues CSUMB over pro-Prop 30 email
Romo
Los Angeles County Assessor John Noguez pleads not guilty to public corruption charges
Walton
Assessor John Noguez pleads not guilty
Walton
Schools fare better under both Prop 30 and 38
Small
Study claims provide backup for Prop 37
Peterson
Annual Shakeout Drill is October 18
Aguilar
Boy Scouts' release of "perfersion files" generates response in Southland
CC
Boy Scouts' release of "perfersion files" generates response in Southland
CC
Boy Scouts' release of "perfersion files" generates response in Southland
CC
Am I ready for the big earthquake?
Aguilar
Conference focuses on connecting small business to credit/capital for growth
Watt
People close to Scouting respond to "perversion files' release
Bergman
Federal judge blocked an LAPD warrant to obtain tapes of a Manson disciple
CC
"Newsweek" to end print publication
CC
Wayne Shorter honored by LA Jazz Society Sunday
Whatley
Newsweek is ending its 80-year run as a weekly print magazine.
Jim Romenesko
Wednesday a judge set a tentative trial date for June 10 for George Zimmerman, a neighborhood watch
volunteer charged with fatally shooting Trayvon Martin.
Rene Stutzman
For the past two decades California has been tough political terrain for Republicans. That's partly
because the state's growing Latino population overwhelmingly supports Democrats.
Nike, Anheuser Busch, Trek Bicycles. Those are just three of the companies that severed their ties with
Lance Armstrong in the last 24 hours
Howard Bragman
Backers of Prop. 37 have pointed to a new weapon in their arsenal: a study published last month that
claims to prove that genetically modified corn causes tumors in rats.
We just heard about the effort to label genetically modified foods. Opponents of that proposition have
poured more than $35-million dollars into their campaign. Money has been pouring...
Joe Matthews
So we know lots and lots of money is poured into the California initiative process, and it's a fact that
deep-pocketed donors can help get the word out.
Jamie Court
With 195,000 soldiers, the Afghan army is bigger than ever. But it's also unstable.
Rod Nordland
A small circle of Afghan entrepreneurs are determined to use technology to change their war-torn
Gayle Tzemach
country. They see their business as a foundation for stability and modernity.
Lemmon
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More than nine million Californians and more people in the southeastern United States will participate in
what could be considered the largest earthquake drill in the world.
Artist Khalid Alaani fled Iraq at the height of the war in 2006. A new exhibition in Los Angeles displays
his artwork, which takes a nostalgic look at his homeland.
Khalid Alaani
Attention to young childrens' emotional lives may be as important to brain development as emphasis on
facts and concepts, the latest science on early childhood learning indicates.
Richard Faulk's new book is called "Gross America: Your Coast to Coast Guide To All Things Gross."
He joins us now from New York.
Richard Faulk
Lately the Boy Scouts of America has been having to put out more fires than it’s been building. The
latest media blaze for the over 100-year-old institution is the release of the Boy Scouts Ineligible
Volunteer Files. The files, over 14,500 pages of previously confidential materials containing allegations
against thousands of volunteers over many decades, were published as part of a $20 million civil suit
against the Scouts on behalf of sexual abuse victims. This development is the latest in a string of
concerns surrounding the institution and its management following debate about unfriendly policies
towards LGBT members and volunteers and court battles over the BSA’s failure to protect scouts who
had been sexually abused. The BSA’s website espouses its mission of building character, training
young people in citizenship and promoting personal fitness, and for generations of boys, those values
have held true. How will these controversies change the perception of an organization that has
established such a prominent place in American culture? How can the Boy Scouts adapt and move
forward? Do new disclosures about problems within the institution affect your memories of the Boy
Paul Mones
Statistics show that women who get pregnant over the age of 35 face increased risk of complications,
but these statistics are at odds with a growing number of American women who decide to wait to start
their families. There are many reasons for women to choose putting off having a baby: Americans are
living longer, women are making different career choices that mean they may be reluctant to be
sidelined with a pregnancy while climbing the company ladder, or maybe they opted to wait longer to
marry and start a traditional family. Whatever the case, technology has facilitated these important life
choices. The freezing of eggs is one controversial infertility practice that is becoming so commonplace
that the American Society of Reproductive Medicine will announce Monday that the technique should no
longer be considered “experimental.” The change in position was prompted by a report that reviewed
1,000 published studies about egg freezing and determined that developing technology has made the
procedure safe and more effective. But not everyone is heralding this change. Some women’s health
Dr. Richard J.
advocacy critics cite that the studies were based on pregnancies rather than healthy births and that
Paulson, Mary
more study is necessary. So why the change? Is there enough information to warrant an increase of
Darnovsky
As part of KPCC’s continuing online project That’s My Issue, political reporter Frank Stoltze heads east
to Redlands to take voter temperature in the Inland Empire. KPCC and WNYC are gathering stories
about how voters came to care about the issues that matter to them. We’ll check in with Frank to find
out what he discovered by talking with a variety of voters today. What issues in this year’s election are
most important to you? Do you know your props and representatives?
Frank Stoltze
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan and Wade Major to review the week’s new films,
Henry Sheehan, Wade
including Alex Cross, The Sessions, and more. TGI-FilmWeek!
Major
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Dutch actress Sylvia Kristel, best known for her work in the Emmanuelle erotica films, passed away
this week. Kristel became pigeonholed in the erotica film genre, which lies somewhere between R
movies and hardcore pornography. Some say the more recent NC-17 rating was developed as a direct
result of erotica films. Today, we’re discussing the titillating and often taboo films in terms of how they fit Maitland McDonagh,
into the history of cinema and film culture. Which erotica movies have been the biggest turn ons and
Henry Sheehan, Wade
which ones were laughably bad? How difficult is it to make high-quality films that are also erotic?
Major
17:00
Airbus looks for more suppliers in southern California
Moore
1:55
Support for Prop 30 is aroung 50-percent
CC
:17
Frank Stoltze live from Carolyn's Café in Redlands
Stoltze
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Frank Stoltze live from Carolyn's Café in Redlands
Stoltze
1:49
Frank Stoltze live from Carolyn's Café in Redlands
Stoltze
1:26
Frank Stoltze live from Carolyn's Café in Redlands
Stoltze
2:20
Frank Stoltze live from Carolyn's Café in Redlands
Stoltze
1:55
Frank Stoltze live from Carolyn's Café in Redlands
Stoltze
2:28
Fatal crash in Diamond Bar involving big rigs
Hurtes
1:45
Tax hike opponents share one core belief: the state doesn't need more money - it needs fiscal discipline Small

3:44
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Farmers and grocers are worried about Prop 37
Yesterday, the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers association filed a lawsuit alleging that a Cal State professor
used his university email address to fire off an email urging students to vote...
Even in presidential election years, it's typical for just over half of the voting age population to actually
cast a ballot. But what causes some people to get out and vote and others...
The issue of solitary confinement in California prisons came into sharp focus recently during a series of
inmate hunger strikes. Just last month Amnesty International called the state...
There are two initiatives on the November ballot that would reform California's criminal justice system:
Props 34 and 36.
Downtown Abbey" what? Dowager Countess who
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Call it the "Downton Abbey" effect — there's been an increased demand for butlers around the world.
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Well, we're moving up the social ranks here: from butlers to midwives to ... Princesses.
Leslie Berestein-Rojas
Yesterday more than 14,000 pages from the organizations so called "Perversion files" were released to
the public. These files reveal the names of suspected child molesters who worked...
Jason Felch
This morning, the Obama campaign confirmed that Wednesday was their biggest single day of
fundraising ever.
Jeff Larson
Brendan Francis
The Dinner Party guys are back. This week Brendan Francis Newnam and Rico Gagliano talk about
Newnam and Rico
blue honey, a Getty family kidnapping and how standing up straight can make you a happier...
Gagliano
This year marks the 50th anniversary of the classic children’s novel, "A Wrinkle In Time." LA-based
cartoonist Hope Larson adapted the book into a graphic novel.
Joining us for this edition of Friday Flashback, L.A. Times political columnist James Rainey and Meagan James Rainey and
McArdle, special correspondent for Newsweek and the Daily Beast.
Meagan McArdle
Proposition 37 pits a mostly grassroots campaign of consumers against high-profile money from
Monsanto and General Mills. But do most people care about if their food is genetically modified?
This is a story about an experimental cancer treatment that - at least for the time being - is helping a La
Canada woman who was dying from cancer. Connie Tucker, 57, has been an ESL instructor at Citrus
College for more than 20 years. Her cancer showed up a couple years ago, and after chemo failed she
got into a clinical trial for Merck 3475, which theoretically allows her T-Cells to attack cancer. Connie
says her tumors started shrinking immediately and have continued to do so, and she literally feels better
than ever.
John Rabe
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They exist in a netherworld of history: the obscure 19th Century US Presidents. Men who may have
been well-known in their time -- although not necessarily -- but who now couldn't scare up a biographer,
let alone a Ken Burns documentary. Who today can quote a speech from Van Buren or either of the
Harrisons, name the Polk or Taylor Doctrine -- if there was one -- or think of a scandal or success from
the Fillmore, Pierce, Hayes, or Arthur administrations? And who would care to?
John Rabe
A bout with pneumonia had sent the 91-year-old to the hospital where nurses attached a breathing tube
and IVs to help her through what would be the final days of her life.
Grant Slater
KPCC's Frank Stoltze is talking with voters about the issues that matter to them, and that make a
difference in the voting booth. He talked with Off-Ramp host John Rabe about what he learned at
John Rabe and Frank
Philippe's a few days ago.
Stoltze
On a dark desert highway one night in 1952, Robert J Foster, M.D. was getting tired. Short of Yuma, the
neon lights of the motels began to flicker. Foster had driven a thousand miles in his brand new Buick
Roadmaster and was eager for a good night's sleep. It was the low season and the highway hotels all
showed vacancy signs, but he wasn't welcome at any of them.
Marc Haefele
The star-studded concert isn’t until night, but by morning, thousands of fans are already pressed
shoulder-to-shoulder. There are autograph signings with music idols, K-POP dance, and singing
contests.
Josie Huang
After 18 years and 78 days sentenced to death in an Arkansas prison, Damien Echols was released
when new evidence cleared his name. His life became the subject of numerous books and
documentaries like HBO's "Paradise Lost" and the forthcoming film, "West of Memphis," but in "Life
After Death," Echols himself explains coping with spending nearly half of his life on death row. KPCC's Patt Morrison with
Patt Morrison talked with Echols about his own side of the story.
Raghu Manavalan
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In less than three years, Canadian-born entrepreneur Tony Yanow has opened two successful bars and
a brewery in Los Angeles, a town that's traditionally been a wasteland of beer culture. Like Red Hook in
Seattle, Sweetwater in Atlanta, or New Belgium in Fort Collins, Yanow wants his beer to become LA's
go-to local brand.
Jerry Gorin
Deepa Fernandes live on shooting of five members of family in Inglewood
Fernandes
Deepa Fernandes live on shooting of five members of family in Inglewood
Fernandes
The final presidential debate in the knockdown, drag out fight that is Campaign 2012 is tonight in Boca
Raton, Florida. Round three will be a foreign policy discussion hosted by CBS News' Bob Schieffer. Mitt
Romney won the first debate, but President Obama came back strong in the rematch. That makes
tonight’s showdown a tie breaker of sorts.
Ron Elving, Tim Mak
Studies in recent years have questioned the relevance of newspaper endorsements for voters in an age
when information about the candidates is readily available at the touch of an iPad. It remains to be seen
whether Obama’s nod from Colorado’s Denver Post or Romney’s from The Las Vegas Review-Journal
will help grease the wheels in those swing states. And two major Florida papers, The Orlando Sentinel
and The Tampa Bay Times have seemingly canceled each other out by endorsing Romney and
Robert Greene, Greg
Obama, respectively.
Mitchell
As the Tribune Co. emerges from a long and messy bankruptcy, there is growing speculation about its
newspapers changing hands. The latest gossip had media giant Rupert Murdoch interested in the Los Tim Rutten, Craig
Angeles Times.
Turner
Cheerleaders at Kountze High School in east Texas can continue to use Biblical phrases on their
banners during football games, thanks to an injunction from a State District Judge.
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The cheerleading team started using verses from the New Testament on their motivational banners
early in the fall football season after seeing similar ideas on a Pinterest board. When Superintendent
Kevin Whedon prohibited the religious banners, the cheerleaders and their families filed suit. State
District Judge Steve Thomas filed the injunction to prevent what he determined to be “imminent and
irreparable injury.”
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The injunction has been in place for a total of four weeks, but the trial isn’t scheduled until June 24,
2013; until then, cheerleaders are permitted to continue to use religious material at games.
Scientists in Italy have been convicted of multiple manslaughter after a 2009 earthquake in L’Aquila
killed 309 people. The six Italian scientists and one former government official were accused of
providing falsely reassuring statements after initial tremors hit the area. Should scientists and
government officials be held accountable for natural disasters? Are they responsible for providing
correct information in unpredictable situations? In the event of a major earthquake here in Southern
California, would you hold local officials responsible for damage and casualties?
In 2004, Sal Khan was a successful hedge fund manager in Boston who had started remotely tutoring
his young cousin in New Orleans when the “aha” moment occurred. What started with his young
protégé’s need for a little help with her math homework has exploded into called the Khan Academy,
now the world’s most popular online learning website with five million unique visitors a month, a million
page views a day and over 650 million exercises completed.
A new report highlights the dangers of cheerleading
The vice presidential candidates get ready for tonight's final presidential debate
The vice presidential candidates get ready for tonight's final presidential debate
UC Riverside computer scientists launch "data mining" project to aid pediatric care
"Paranormal Activity 4" wins the pre-Halloween box office
Cal Fire is lifting burn ban thanks to recent rain
Long Beach librarians traveling to Cambodia on a book-buying trip
The Los Angeles City Council will vote on whether to ban big box stores in the Chinatown area
Bill Clinton rallying at UCI for Congressional candidates
California tries high-tech approach to combatting contraband prison cell phones
Gov. Brown says plans are on track to build tunnels to move water south from Northern California
State fire officials cautiously say fire season winding down, but Southern California isn't completely out
of the woods
State fire officials cautiously say fire season winding down, but Southern California isn't completely out
of the woods
Gamers kick-start game production with Kickstarter
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Gas prices drop across the country, Southern Californians still paying almost three quarters more per
gallon
CC
Giants and Cardinals battle in 7th game in NLCS for World Series berth
CC
More details emerge in the shooting of a family
Fernandes
California's first drive-in restaurant opened on this date in 1948
Devall
Kaiser Permanente study shows that only a minority of patients are getting the recommended amount of
exercise
Bartolone
Loh Life Egypt
Loh
Long Beach police searching for suspect who threw a Molotov cocktail at a man outside a market
CC
Vetern Republicans battle over new Inland congressional district
Cuevas
Newscorp denies talks to buy LAT
CC
National Geographic auctions off a couple hundred pieces from its vast archive
CC
A Los Angeles judge will review County Assessor John Noguez's bail
Walton
A Los Angeles judge makes slight adjustment to Assessor John Noguez's bail amount
Walton
Activist and Actor Russell Means dead at 72
CC
Culture Clash co-founder remembers actor and activist Russell Means
CC
California tries high-tech approach to combatting contraband prison cell phones
Palta
Prop 40 supporters have backed off, but it's still on the ballot and voters need to understand what it
means
Russ
Governor advocates push for identity of donor group that contributed 11 million to defeat Prop 30 and
pass Prop 32
Small
Prelim coroner report on Tony Scott's death
Aguilar
Retailers are hiring more people for the holidays
Lee
Retailers are hiring more people for the holidays
Lee
Voter registration efforts continue up to Monday's deadline
CC
Voter registration efforts continue up to Monday's deadline
CC
Deadline to register to vote is Monday
CC
Child abuse protection policies at youth organizations. Re: Boy Scouts files
Aguilar
One of the main topics of tonight's Presidential debate will likely be the attack on the U.S. consulate in
Benghazi, specifically, what the Obama administration knew, and when.
Michael Scheuer
While we're talking about intelligence gathering and the CIA, let's look at one of the intelligence
community's biggest challenges: Iran.
Dr. Jim Walsh
Monday evening Mitt Romney and President Obama will verbally spar in the final of three debates.
Expect to hear broad but eloquent statements on foreign policy.
Jon Bruschke
Political control of the senate may hang on one Montana race between incumbent Democrat Jon Tester
and veteran Republican congressman Dennis Rehberg.
Two Orange County video game companies use the online funding tool Kickstarter to raise millions from
loyal fans to develop new games away from money pressure.
Sandra Cisneros talks about how she came up with the idea for her new book, “Have You Seen Marie?”
and what it taught her about love, loss and grief.
Sandra Cisneros
In the ongoing controversy over internet regulation and piracy, one alleged pirate stands out, at least as
far as the United States Justice department is concerned.
Charles Graeber
Remember when Al Gore's 2006 documentary "An Inconvenient Truth" swept through theaters and
scared us all witless? Four years ago, tackling climate change was the talk of the nation...
The long-kept files of child sexual abuse at the hands of Boys Scouts leaders reminds youth
organizations across the country of child abuse prevention policies.
We talk to Alex Witchel about her new book, “All Gone: A Memoir Of My Mother’s Dementia with
Refreshments.”
Alex Witchel
President Barack Obama and Republican challenger Mitt Romney face off in another feisty debate last Eugene Kiely, Mike
night at Lynn University in Boca Raton. Romney and Obama debated foreign policy, with a heavy focus Shuster, Elizabeth
on relations in the Middle East.
Saunders
California voters may feel besieged by the host of campaign wars being waged over next month’s state
ballot measures, but the battle over Proposition 40 stopped before it ever started. The measure is a
referendum asking voters whether or not they want to keep newly drawn state Senate districts
established by an independent remapping commission, which also happens to put Republicans at risk
of losing seats.
Bob Stern
California prison officials are trying a new tack to stop cell phone use by inmates. They are trying to
block cell phone signals, but the technology has failed when used in other states. Every year, thousandsRina Palta, Ryan
of cell phones are confiscated in California prisons.
Sherman
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As part of KPCC’s continuing online project That’s My Issue, KPCC Reporter Frank Stoltze drops into
Inglewood’s Serving Spoon restaurant. In between bites of rich soul food, he’ll ask Citizen Joe and Jane
to dish on politics. With polling day coming soon, what’s your issue?
Frank Stoltze
David Stewart,
Federal health officials are investigating reports of energy drink-related medical problems. Since 2009, Katherine Mangufive deaths and one heart attack have been linked to consumption of Monster energy drinks.
Ward

8:00

23:00

Move over Breakfast Club kids, the “in crowd” still rules the world. This, according to new research that
finds that popular high school students earn more than their freaks and geeks counterparts decades
after graduation. Researchers crunched data from the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study, a survey of over
10,000 men and women who graduated from Wisconsin high school in 1957.
Back in 1957, the students were asked to list three people they considered to be their best friends.
Those students, whose names were written down the most, were deemed the most popular. Decades
later, the researchers have followed up with them to see what they could learn about the impact of
popularity then and now. Turns out, those popular kids were more likely to have come from “warm
family environments,” to have been smarter than their peers and to have been somewhat more affluent.
10/23/12

YOUT

Today, those same people are earning two percent more than their peers.

Sarah Kliff

8:00

President Obama is a big advocate of change, and his shot at reshaping the country is only the latest
effort in modern liberalism’s long-running attempt to reinvent America by changing citizens’ relationship
to their government.
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Like Woodrow Wilson, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Lyndon B. Johnson, he is leading a fourth wave of
liberalism, one that has expanded the reach and cost of government. Now, as voters gear up for
November 6th, the fortunes of President Obama and the democrats are intertwined and uncertain.
The San Francisco Giants are going to baseball's World Series
Nine big rigs pile up on the 5 Freeway
Big rig pileup happened in the same area as deadly collision five years ago
LA DA declines to file charges against 911 caller in Kendrec McDade
Proposal to ban big box retailers in Chinatown fails at LA City Hall
Bill Clinton rallying at UCI for Congressional candidates
Frank Stoltze live from Serving Spoon in Inglewood
Frank Stoltze live from Serving Spoon in Inglewood
Frank Stoltze live from Serving Spoon in Inglewood
Deconstruction of Wilshire Grand Hotel begins in downtown LA
Deconstruction of Wilshire Grand Hotel begins in downtown LA
A crash on a Metro bus injured 30 people in Hollywood
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Inglewood, Hawthorne police departments have set up funds to support survivors of deadly shooting
CC
Voter: Proposition 32 billboards more confusing than informative
CC
Apple has introduced a smaller and lighter version of its famous tablet
Debord
iPad Mini unveiled amidst Apple's efforts to regain control over tablet market
CC
Kaiser Permanente study shows that only a minority of patients are getting the recommended amount of
exercise
CC
The city of Los Angeles must lay off at least 209 employees by the end of the year
Walton
Lacter on the third Presidential debate
Lacter
Multiple state and federal agencies are investigating Omidi brothers, ct. documents state
O'Neill
The brothers behind the 1-800-GET-THIN weight loss centers are under criminal investigation by
several federal and state agencies.
O'Neill
Study shows Latino voters favor Obama
Berestein Rojas
Scientists to serve six years in prison for failing to warn about deadly earthquake
CC
CA on track for record high number of registered voters
Quinton
CA on track for record high number of registered voters
CC
San Onofre siren test set for Wednesday
Bergman
Frank Stoltze's café tour
Stoltze
Shark kills man off central coast
Julian
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First major snow storm of the season hits NorCal
CC
Federal court protects a small fish in the Santa Ana River
Peterson
Parents of slain students accuse USC of wrongful death
Palta
LAPD reviews legal policy of turning on patrol video when transporting victims or witnesses who are
riding in the backseat
Aguilar
African American voters speak about race in presidential election
CC
President Obama and Mitt Romney faced off for their third and final debate last night, with a focus on
foreign policy.
, John Stammreich
It's fitting that that our next story comes from the country which sentenced Galileo to house arrest for life
after he proved that the earth revolves around the sun.
David Roepik
The World Series will be between the Detroit Tigers and the SF Giants. Although this is Dodger country,
there are some die-hard fans living in LA rooting for each team.
RJ Smith, Ric Salinas
Last week thieves made off with a spectacular haul of seven valuable works from the Kunstahl Museum
in Rotterdam. And this week an established New York gallery was reported to be the...
, Barbara Bogaev
This week LA music journalist Steve Hochman shares three albums. The first is by the LA band Very Be
Careful, it’s called “Remember me from the Party?”
Steve Hochman
President Obama shocked both parties last night when he announced in the debate that sequestration
was not going to happen.
So were any voters paying attention to last night's remarks on sequestration?
Two hospitals in San Joaquin County reported high levels of the deadly intestinal virus C.difficile in 2010
and 2011. We’ll take a look at why these two hospitals have so many cases of the virus and the role
that testing methods may play.
Deborah Schoch
In a nation built by immigrants, they thought they could pursue their American Dream — with loved ones
at their side. Instead, they're living an American nightmare that's tearing families apart and forcing
Americans into exile.
New research shows the first documented case of a whale spontaneously mimicking human speech.
Producer Meghan McCarty explains the curious case of Noc, the talking white whale.
Ray Romano talks about his new role, his career and the lasting legacy of his "Everybody Loves
Raymond" character.
Ray Romano
The gender gap isn’t closed when it comes to equal pay: a new study of recent graduates shows a
demonstrable difference in wages between women and men who are just entering the workforce. The
study by the American Association of University Women meant to capture men and women at their
most equivalent stages in life, and showed that young college-educated women earn only 82% of what Lisa M. Maatz,
their male peers are making.
Andrew Biggs
Proposition 34, a measure on the November 6th ballot, would replace California’s death penalty with life
without parole. Proponents of the bill say that the switch would save the state tens of millions of dollars Gil Garcetti, Steve
every year, and potentially correct unjust racial imbalances in sentencing.
Cooley
If you happen to come across medical study results that claim a treatment has a “very large effect,”
Dr. John Ioannidis,
those results are likely either exaggerated or flat out wrong, according to researchers at Stanford
MD, Dr. Ivan Oransky,
University’s School of Medicine.
MD
The commission that issued the report found that 49% of the hate crimes were motivated by race.
Among them, a significant majority of the attacks on African-Americans were committed by Latino
Robin S. Toma,
suspects (65%). Sexual orientation accounted for 25% of crimes, and religion 24%.
James. B. Jacobs
Steely Dan fans can rejoice. Last week, Donald Fagen released “Sunken Condos,” his fourth solo album
since 1982 and first since 2006. The album is replete with Fagen’s unique brand of wry lyrics, as well
the kind of dry and meticulous production and complex chord structures that fans of his music will find
familiar.
Donald Fagen
Mitt Romney's campaign stands by GOP Senate candidates
CC
Members of the California Assembly change their votes after floor voting
Dreier
Horror film producer tries his hand at haunted houses in Downtown LA
Fox
California Congressional races are much tighter than the presidential race
Bergman
Fair Political Practices Commission orders Arizona group to disclose donors who contributed $11 million
to defeat prop 30; pass prop 32
Small
A man went on a shooting rampage at a family-owned business in Downey
CC
Three people killed in separate shootings in Inglewood
Aguilar
Three people killed in separate shootings in Inglewood
Aguilar
Long Beach police make an arrest in Molotov cocktail attack
CC
Update on LA possibilities, NFL reportedly says no move before 2014
Watt
Deconstruction of Wilshire Grand Hotel begins in downtown LA
Watt
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Online tracking option is available for prostate cancer patients
World's first online medical database for men with slow-growing prostate cancert launched
Dry, warm conditions could contribute to fires.
Santa Ana Winds could pose fire threat starting Thursday
Shark attack: Man killed off Santa Barbara County coast
Radioactive waste found in Santa Monica dumpster
Assembly members defend vote-switching tactics as necessary to cast
Preview cut for Spotlight Tix feature
Today, President Obama visits Iowa, makes a stop here in Los Angeles, and will end his day Las
Vegas. Governor Romney begins his day in Vegas, then heads east to Iowa and Ohio.
Edward-Isaac Dovere, Deputy White House Editor for POLITICO, joins the show to discuss how the
Obama campaign has reacted to Gov. Romney’s momentum in the polls.
Tonight, the San Francisco Giants play the first game of the World Series, after winning the National
League title Monday night against the St Louis Cardinals.
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There's a place much farther south of the border that produces lots of good baseball players: VenezuelaEfrain Zavarce
The story of Monarch: his life, death, and fascinating relationship with William Randolph Hearst.
-
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Audra Ang spent seven years as a reporter in China where she fell in love with its food and its people.

Audra Ang
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Is it “illegal immigrant” or “undocumented immigrant”?
Mitt Romney described Latin America as a land of opportunity in the last presidential debate, calling its
economy almost as big as China’s.
Spotlight Ticket Management, founded five years ago in Calabasas by a former AEG employee, helps
businesses manage corporate tickets.
A new University of California, Berkeley study looks at the stereotypes humans attribute to domestic
cats and their coloring, as well as how that applies to adoption rates.
Writer and political commentator Mark Helprin talks to us about his new book “In Sunlight and In
Shadow," a tale set in the post-World War II New York City.
A Pew Research Center poll found that Americans are far less interested in the doings of other
countries than in what goes on within their own borders. As in the periods following World War I,
Vietnam and the Cold War, long-ranging conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan have taken their toll, and
foreign policy fatigue has set in.
The California Fourth District Court overturned their 2010 conviction of San Diego medical marijuana
provider Jovan Jackson, recognizing the right of nonprofit dispensaries to provide medical cannabis to
those with prescriptions.

Robert C. O’Brien,
Nina Hachigian,
Christopher A. Preble

23:00

The decision coincides with the repeal of a ban on Los Angeles dispensaries, which began in July.
Medical marijuana advocates acted quickly to collect enough signatures to put a repeal referendum on
the March 2013 ballot, but L.A. Council members decided to repeal the bill themselves in a more recent
vote.
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The California Supreme Court may take up a medical marijuana case next year, but until then, medical
cannabis will be available at California dispensaries. Should medical marijuana be legal? What kind of
regulations should control California dispensaries?
Frank Stoltze

8:00

POLI

Can’t wait until election day to find out how people feel about California Propositions and ballot
initiatives? No problem. There are two new surveys out today from USC and the Public Policy Institute
of California. The latest polling on California’s ballot measures indicates withering support for
Propositions 31, 32, and 38 and an increasingly level split on Governor Jerry Brown’s educational
funding measure, Proposition 30. Prop 31, a two year budget program, has been consistently
unpopular. Support for Prop. 32, which would prohibit unions, corporations, and government contractors
from using payroll deductions for political purposes, has dropped off since September. Molly Munger’s Mark Baldassare,
tax measure to fund education, Prop. 38, has also lost ground, despite a funding push.
Dave Kanevsky

17:00

The 2012-13 NBA Basketball season is quickly approaching for the retooled and star studded Los
Angeles Lakers. With the offseason acquisitions of two time MVP Steve Nash and the best center in the
game Dwight Howard, Kobe and the Lakers are considered the team to beat in the Western
Conference.
The Lakers also reached a 20 year, $3 billion deal with Time Warner Cable last year for broadcasting
rights to over 70 Laker games a year. New team, new broadcasting deal, everyone should be happy in
Laker-land. That is to say everyone except the fans.
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Despite the new agreement, Time Warner has yet to strike a deal with local cable and satellite providers Andrew Zimbalist,
to broadcast actual games.
Amy Maclean
n 2008, Barack Obama won handily Nevada’s then-five electoral votes by a margin of over 120,000
votes. Fast forward to 2012 and the incumbent Democrat president is leading by a slimmer margin for
Nevada’s six electoral votes – currently averaging a roughly three and a half point lead. But Republican
challenger Mitt Romney has been making important inroads in the Silver State, hinging on Nevada’s
staunchly conservative rural areas – and a lot of Nevada is very sparsely populated – as well as the
state’s small but vocal Mormon population.
Steve Sebelius

23:00

8:00

The free speech debate rages on: College is where you go to expand your mind, right? At least, that’s
what the free speech revolution of the sixties taught us. But in the years since those heady days of sitins, protests and flag-burnings, barriers to that basic right have been creeping up at campuses all over
the country. Indeed, a series of isolated incidents, taken as a whole, might point to an all-out assault on
the principal of free speech: a theater professor disciplined for posting a TV show poster on his door.
Students at Yale banned from putting an F. Scott Fitzgerald quote on a T-shirt. “Free speech zones”
enforced on campuses. Even at the bastion of the free speech movement, the University of California at
Berkeley, officials have recommended a “no hate speech” policy that some say borders on censorship.
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Should institutions of higher learning be policing extreme religious views, hate speech and unpopular
politics? Are we sending students the wrong message about speaking their minds? Could a culture of
censorship in America’s colleges and universities bleed into rest of society?
Greg Lukianoff
Poll shows support for Calif. Prop 37 GMO labeling slips
Peterson
A glitch in changes at US-Mexico border crossing in SoCal.
Florido
New third-quarter data show home foreclosure activity decreased annually in California's largest metro
areas.
CCN
The top seven metro foreclosure rates in the US all were in California
CC
Federal audit is critical of California's oversight of charter schools.
CC
LA City Councilwoman gives proclaimation to charter school advocates
Guzman
CHP helps shrinking police departments in Oakland, Stockton
CC
Cal agency investigating costs with closed San Onofre nuclear power plant.
CC
US Customs officer from Diamond Bar arrested in smuggling scheme
CC
CA election watchdog files injunction to get details of $11 million campaign contribution from Arizona
non-profit.
CC
Five family members shot, some killed by unknown suspect
Aguilar
Shooter kills three family members, injures two in Downey.
CC
Police continue to question one man about yesterday's fatal shooting in Downey
CC
Experts have restored one of the oldest recordings of a musical performance.
CC
Experts have restored one of the oldest recordings of a musical performance.
CC
A preview of the Endeavour companion exhibit at the CA Science Center
CC
Few real people contribute to political campaigns
Felde
A real estate tracking firm says home foreclosures in Los Angeles have dropped to their lowest levels in
five years
CC
U.S. Labor Department says Forever 21's suppliers don't follow federal labor rules
Lee
The campaign against Governor Jerry Brown's November tax initiative says Prop 30 would raise
California's sales tax on gasoline.
CCN
Glasel Park family opens up home to tour-goers in search of the paranormal
CC
Amid record lows, L.A. experienced a jump in hate crimes in 2011
Palta
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LA County Commission on Human Rights has released its annual report on Hate Crimes in Los
Angeles.
CC
Mexican Immigration to US ticks up again after decline
Guidi
National Academy of Sciences to study radiation levels near nuclear plants
Bergman
Pot rulings, arrests continues
Stoltze
New poll shows Governor Jerry Brown's November tax initiative has dropped below 50% support for the
first time.
CC
A new USC/LA Times poll shows support is now under 40-percent.
CC
Prison officials to ready nation's largest healthcare facility, in effort to end federal oversight
CC
Prop 30's chance of passing narrows
CC
California voters will decide whether to repeal the death penalty on November 6.
CC
California voters will decide whether to repeal the death penalty on November 6.
CC
California Public Utilities Commission might order ratepayer refunds over San Onofre
Bergman
5-year-old Calabasas company manages sport tickets for companies
Watt
CIRM grants two biotech companies nearly $20 million for stem cell work on diabetes and a deadly
blood disease
O'Neill
Survey finds kids know they eat too much Halloween candy, want treats other than sugar
O'Neill
California has one of the largest populations of uninsured children in the nation
CC
US Census data show California is making progress insuring children
CCN
LAKERS pre-season continues in the televised dark for many Southland fans.
Watt
College students zombie walk for Prop. 30
Abdollah
Fire weather conditions due to Santa Ana winds, bring some power outages
Watt
First, a look at the ballot here in California. New polls show the majority of voters do not support Prop
30, Jerry Brown's tax initiative.
Sherry Bebitch Jeffe
It’s only days to go before Election Day, and Take Two heads to Florida where a mountain of ads, fiery
DVDs, and fierce campaigns have swept over the state.
Marc Caputo
Opening the Stockton hospital will determine how soon a federal judge might end his oversight of the
state's medical care for inmates
-
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Now a follow up to a segment we did on yesterday's show about the popularity of baseball in Venezuela.Perhaps our dream of traveling to a planet outside our solar system is just a bit closer to becoming
reality. Last week, astronomers discovered a planet circling around the star Alpha...
At baby showers all over America, it's almost always the same: blue for boys, pink for girls. But what if a
choice as simple as baby clothes can lead to gender inequality in adults?
Dr. Emily Kane
How might easy access to a database of homes in the foreclosure process change the market? Should Kerry Vandell, Joseph
foreclosed but not-yet-for-sale properties be listed publicly?
Turow
Tom Cruise filed a lawsuit against two magazines on Wednesday over stories claiming that he
Royal Oakes, Jose
‘abandoned’ his daughter Suri after his divorce from Katie Holmes.
Lambiet
Probabilities can get very complicated very fast, which is why Nate Silver has dedicated himself to
examining why so many predictions fail in his new book.
Nate Silver
Larry and the critics review the week’s new film releases including Cloud Atlas, Chasing Mavericks, Fun Tim Cogshell, Pete
Size and more. TGI-FilmWeek!
Rainier
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ENT

Tom Hanks joins the show to talk about "Cloud Atlas," a new film that weaves history, philosophy,
science and suspense into six separate narratives spanning oceans, continents and centuries.

Tom Hanks

Two Asian-American candidates run to be the new Assemblyman for the first Asian-majority district

Walton

10/26/2012 POLI

Today in Sacramento, state regulators are meeting to discuss tightening regulations on compounding
pharmacies. This comes after 24 people died and more than 300 became ill after receiving...
More than 2,000 seniors are trying to get back into a state program that gives them physical therapy,
mental health treatment and a chance to socialize.
A new RealtyTrac survey shows home foreclosures in Los Angeles have dropped to their lowest levels
in five years. Prices are starting to firm up too.
Talk of housing has largely been absent from the presidential campaign until recently.
As the U.S. begins to scale down its military presence in Afghanistan, it appears that the so called "war
on terrorism" is also winding down.
Hillary Clinton is set to walk out of the State Department for the last time in January. Up until a few
weeks ago, her term as Secretary of State was going smoothly. She enjoyed high...
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US companies weigh the costs and benefits of family-friendly politics
Fernandes
The 78th East LA Classic is LA's biggest high school football game
Romo
Experts have restored one of the oldest recordings of a musical performance.
CC
Preview of space shuttle exhibit at Cal Science Center
CC
ACLU reaches court settlement with Escondido; city agrees not to interfere with immigrants rights
protesters at checkpoints.
CC
LA City Councilman Jose Huizar in a traffic crash that resulted in a possible DUI and one injury.
Walton
Get out the vote efforts get into L.A.'s jails
Palta
Largest public Eid prayer takes place in Angel Stadium
Guidi
Santa Ana winds could gust past 60 miles an hour in parts of the Southland
CC
President Obama is winning the youth vote, but excitement over his campaign has dimmed compared
to 2008, and his lead over Gov. Romney is slightly smaller in places where it counts...
Heather Smith
College students are struggling to get a job is this economy, in part because baby boomers are delaying
retirement.
Marci Alboher
Matthew Lin and Edwin Chau face each other on Nov. 6 to represent the Assembly's 49th District, the
first dominated by Asian-American residents
As we do every Friday, we turn now to producer Meghan McCarty and her Weekend Alibi. But we're
doing things a little different this week
Meghan McCarty
What would you do if your child woke up with a 104 fever? Would your employer let you stay home?
Meet some Los Angeles employers who rank high on the family-friendly scale.
The Los Angeles Times columnist Jim Murray is a legend among sports writers. He's covered
everything: baseball, football, horse racing. You name it, he's covered it.
Ted Geltner
High school football stadiums will be packed with big crowds tonight for the East L.A. Classic — the
biggest football game in L.A. KPCC's Vanessa Romo reports.
The Fair Political Practices Commission—a California election watchdog group—is filing suit with an
Arizona based non-profit in an attempt to reveal who donated $11 million to influence...
Remember cheering on the students in the documentary "Spellbound," and wincing in pain during the Katie DellaMaggiore,
ballet film "First Position"?
Alexis Paredes
James Rainey, political columnist for the LA Times, and Heidi Moore, U.S. economics editor for the
Guardian wrap up the big stories of the week and look ahead to the final week before...
, Heidi Moore
October 30, Orson Welles' broadcast of "The War of the Worlds," about an alien invasion that
devastates the US before it’s finally put down. Surely most of the audience knew it was a drama – it was
clearly labeled so at several points in the one-hour show – but nevertheless there was some level of
understandable panic in parts of the country. And it surely touched a nerve in the rest of the listeners. It
does so even now. Hearing Welles and his fellow actors describe leveled buildings and cities, images of
Hiroshima or 9/11 come to mind pretty easily. Hearing their tense dialogue and anguished voices, it’s
not hard to recall eyewitnesses of the wars in Libya, Syria, Bosnia, Chechnya, Vietnam.
John Rabe
The techgiant may not be able to come through for investors this holiday season
Debord
California Science Center prepares to open Shuttle Endeavour exhibit
CC
John Lacorte, Kitty
Felde, Mark Austin
As Hurricane Sandy moves closer and closer to the East Coast, it promises plenty of damage and
Thomas, Mary
destruction. With winds reaching speeds of over 90 miles per hour, millions of people…
Plummer, Brian Watt
What impact will Hurricane Sandy have on the campaigns in these crucial final days? How will Romney
and Obama’s responses to Sandy’s destruction affect voters?
Mike Allen
Should states use ballot machines to tally votes? How should the economic ties between candidates
and companies that own e-voting machines factor into elections?
Lori Steele
What are Feinstein’s plans for her next term? What changes does she think the next administration will
bring? How has she succeeded in a GOP-weighted congress?
Dianne Feinstein
Is this a case of the NSA over-stepping their boundaries? Should the U.S. be able to spy on their own David Rivkin, Laurie
citizens without a search warrant?
Asseo, Peter Bibring
A recent poll from USC Dornsife and the Los Angeles Times shows a trend towards acceptance of
undocumented immigrants in California. In 1994, Proposition 187, a ballot initiative banning
undocumented immigrants from most public services passed with 59% of the vote, but today, opinions
are split.
Dan Schnur
Americans love to be scared, and the number one day of the year that people revel in all things spooky
is Halloween. How young is too young for gorier costumes?
David J. Skal
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Report shows more than 350 million dollars has been raised for and against the 11 CA ballot measures
Big Bird costumes are selling out
Brian Watt in the Bronx as the East Coast prepares for Hurricane Sandy
Brian Watt in the Bronx as the East Coast prepares for Hurricane Sandy
U.S. economic growth has improved and in Orange County the story is even better
Opinions and questions about stateqwide and local measures run the gamut in LA and Orange
counties.
L.A. City Council members want authority to hire their own attorneys
Two-thirds of American voters say climate change is an important problem
Presidential candidates have not spoken much about climate change
USC unveils online game to help students apply to college
Cyber security warns about virtual threats
Shooter makes initial appearance in Downey court
The suspect in the Downey triple murder shooting expected in court
While other states make it harder to vote, California makes it easier
While other states make it harder to vote, California makes it easier
The San Francisco Giants win the World Series
Trial underway for 12-year-old Riverside boy accused of killing neo-Nazi father
Power companies trying to be ready for widespread outages
Hurricane veterans ready for Sandy
The Hollywood Sign gets a facelift
Public opinion polls show most Californians believe more money should go toward education, but
neither of the measures has majority support
Propositions decided on election day will affect students, employers and business owners
More than 200 flights have been cancelled out of LAX
An Australian tourist in LA won't be making it to New York City
Local power and fire crews dispatched to the East Coast to help deal with Hurricane Sandy
Military convoy
Hurricane delays hearing on $11 million Arizona donation to California campaign
Prop 30's final push
Dee Dee Ramone's art on display at Sherpard Fairey's LA gallery
LAUSD unveils state of art science facility
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A new teaching center named after the late astronaut Sally Ride opens in the LA Unified School District CC
East coast residents prepare for Hurricane Sandy
CC
Hurricane Sandy disrupt flights in SoCal
Bergman
Maryland store owner stays open through Hurricane Sandy
CC
Maryland store owner stays open through Hurricane Sandy
CC
San Bernardino's minor league team launches campaign to lure broadcaster Bob Costas
Cuevas
El Monte City Council wants to tax sodas and other sweetened drinks
McNary
SpaceX completes first resupply mission; plans to look into engine problem
CC
An unmanned Dragon capsule splashed down in the Pacific Ocean after a visit to the International
Space Station
CC
Single wealthy individuals bankroll four props this election
CC
Single wealthy individuals bankroll four props this election
CC
The worst of Storm Sandy isn&rsquo;t expected to hit New York until this evening but it&rsquo;s already
disrupting travel across the country and even internationally. KPCC&rsquo;s Sanden..
Sanden Totten
President Obama cancelled his campaign plans because of the storm, he was expected to attend
events with former President Bill Clinton in Florida and Ohio today. Instead, Mr. Clinton...
Molly Ball
Two thirds of American voters say climate change is an important problem. But we have heard little
about what Barack Obama or Mitt Romney would do about it.
While politicians are staying mostly mum on climate change, Hurricane Sandy has a lot of folks talking
about the topic and wondering whether global warming is to blame for the imminent...
Jyotika Virmani
Next Tuesday, Californians will decide if they trust state government to spend their money wisely on
public schools when they vote on two statewide tax initiatives, Props. 30 and 38...
Marketplace’s Kai Ryssdal teams up with PBS’s Frontline to investigate how independent groups are
funneling millions of dollars into issue campaigns aimed at swaying elections.
David Maraniss tells Barack Obama’s story
David Maraniss
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California&rsquo;s &ldquo;three strikes law&rdquo; is one of the toughest sentencing laws in the
country. It puts habitual criminals away for 25-years-to-life sentences.
California is one of 24 states to have some type of three strikes laws on the books. Ours is one of the
toughest but some critics are arguing that the hard line stance might not be needed anymore.
The U.S. Justice Department is now investigating claims that CVS pharmacies wrongly refilled
prescriptions and charged insurance companies without the knowledge of customers. The practice.
Hurricane Sandy has virtually shut down DC. Federal government offices, schools, the Metro - all
closed. But you know where it's business as usual? The Supreme Court. This morning...
The San Francisco Giants last night closed out the World Series in a spectacular way: A four-game
sweep over the Detroit Tigers.
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Although Hurricane Sandy slowed to become a tropical storm as it pushed inland on Tuesday, it still
managed to devastate the East Coast, which suffered high winds, floods and power loss.
Governor Jerry Brown visits to discuss the best way to help California’s schools with their budget crisis.
What effect would the passage of Prop 30 have on schools?
Does the new Endeavour exhibit make you want to visit the California Science Center?
What will the economic impact be for cities whose public services have been damaged by Sandy? How
long will relief efforts take, and at what cost?
How does Emken run an election against an opponent who won’t engage in debate? Is there hope for
the underdog in elections like this one?
How is Beverly Hills already using iPad technology in the classroom? How successful has it been thus
far? What challenges does the school district face?
San Gabriel Valley assembly race features yet another Calderon
First-ever Asian-American, Native Hawaiian & Pacific Islander joint California voter guide released
CA Attorney General warns app developers that are not complying with state's privacy laws
AAPI California voter guide released
The public display of space shuttle Endeavour is now open
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Report shows more than 350 million dollars has been raised for and against the 11 CA ballot measures
Mexican national charged in murder of US Border Patrol agent changes plea to guilty
Trial underway for 12-year-old Riverside boy accused of killing neo-Nazi father
Breeders' Cup relaxes travel rule for thoroughbreds because of Hurricane Sandy
California sending help to east coast battled by superstorm
Sandy left millions of households without power
California health insurance exchange changes name to Covered California
California health insurance exchange changes name to Covered California
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Superior Court Judge ruled that Arizona group must disclose information about anti-Prop 30 donation
Hundreds of kids pack California Science Center for Endeavour grand opening
GOP Republicans say they would reverse automatic education cuts if voters reject Prop 30
GOP Republicans say they would reverse automatic education cuts if voters reject Prop 30
Trial underway for 12-year-old Riverside boy accused of killing neo-Nazi father
Case-Schiller index reports increase in LA home prices
Four LAUSD schools are offering free flu shots
Absentee voters who don't follow instructions on ballots don't get their votes counted
Tuesday chat with Mark Lacter about elex props
Positive developments in the LA housing market
A sneak peek at UCLA's renovated basketball palace Pauley Pavilion
Governor Brown pushes Prop 30; anti-tax advocates push back
Governor Brown pushes Prop 30; anti-tax advocates push back
LA Unified's Race to the Top stalls over reform dispute
California's recidivism rate declines, though still high
Hurricane Sandy continues to pound the East Coast
Walmart will open a grocery store in Altadena
The mega storm that pounded the Northeast overnight continues to take its toll. The Associated Press
is reporting that 33 people have died, and dozens of homes have been destroyed and...
Across the Hudson River from New York City, New Jersey was pounded by the storm. A levee broke in
northern New Jersey, submerging the entire town of Moonachie, with more than 1,000...
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Today, Mitt Romney is holding a "storm relief event" in Kettering Ohio, while President Obama remains
in Washington, D.C. where he's been talking to mayors of New York, Jersey City...
Ron Elving
Superstorm Sandy set records in the damage it wreaked as it churned up the East Coast. The storm is
now heading inland and even though it still poses a flooding threat, its winds are...
Dr. Megan Coffee
Hurricane Sandy isn&rsquo;t the first natural disaster to affect an election. Research has shown that
when disaster strikes, it&rsquo;s not good news for the incumbent.
Superstorm Sandy put much of the eastern seaboard underwater as record storm surges batter the
shore.
Around the world, people are watching Hurricane Sandy on TV, listening to coverage on the radio, but
for many, social media has been the best way to keep up to date with the storm and...
Brian Stelter
Hurricane Sandy may have brought one small benefit, the shutdown of government offices gave school
districts around the country a few extra days to finish their applications for Race...
Tami Abdollah
Opening statements in the trial for 12-year-old Joseph Hall begins today. Hall is accused of killing his
father, Riverside resident Jeff Hall, a prominent neo-Nazi. We'll talk to KPCC...
Steven Cuevas
Lest you forget that we are week out from an election. Depending on your location, if you turn on your
TV there will likely be an endless stream of ads telling you how you should vote...
Tom Hollihan
The number of ads running in Las Vegas has reached an all-time high, and in this final stretch of the
race, one of the biggest pitches of all is to Latino voters who may hold the key to victory.
Heard “Monster Mash” one too many times? Wish Halloween was over already? We can’t make time
move any faster, but we can offer up some more interesting Halloween music.
Drew Tewksbury
Superstorm Sandy is on the move, leaving a wake of destruction along the East Coast. Some blame the
extent of Sandy’s devastation on the craziness of a Frankenstorm, but climate experts say the root
cause is climate change – storms like Sandy are predictable, they argue.
Warmer seas and increasingly tumultuous weather patterns have become the norm in recent years.
Indeed, scientists did predict that New York City would be hit by a major storm. So why are we still
unprepared when disaster strikes?
With four of the nine Supreme Court judges in their 70s, it’s likely that one or more of them will be
hanging up their robes during the next administration. Choosing who will fill any seats on the bench will
be one of the more lasting legacies of our next president. And the social, economic and policy
repercussions will shape our country for years to come.
For over thirty years, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has enforced a controversial family
planning policy also known as the one-child policy. But that rule may soon be changed to a two-child
policy as a result of a new report from a PRC-affiliated research group.

Molly Peterson,
Robert Puentes, Adam
Rose

Erwin Chemerinsky,
John Eastman

The China Development Research Foundation has recommended that the policy should be amended to
allow two children per family by 2015 and that all birth limits should be dropped by 2020. The think tank
points to China’s plunging birth rate and multitude of demographic imbalances as a sign that the one- Jeffrey Wasserstrom,
child policy has outlived its usefulness.
Robert Walker
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Walt Disney Co. has made another huge gain in its series of large acquisitions over the last decade.
Yesterday, Disney announced it has bought Lucasfilm for $4.05 billion, including rights to the “Star
Wars” franchise, the special-effects company Industrial Light & Magic, the sound outfit Skywalker
Sound and LucasArts, which publishes video games.

10/31/12

While this came us a surprise to the media, it is definitely in line with Disney CEO Bob Iger’s plan to
expand Disney’s reach through the acquisition and control of giant pieces of intellectual property.

Marc Graser

17:00

“The People’s Baseball Hall of Fame” is how some describe The Baseball Reliquary’s Shrine of the
Eternals, where inductees are voted in by fans of the sport. The Shrine honors a diverse archive of
individuals, some of whom were never players, but who have impacted the game in various ways
throughout the pastime’s storied history.
Founded in 1996, The Reliquary, which manages the Shrine of the Eternals, is a nonprofit educational
organization with no ties to Major League Baseball. According to its website, the Reliquary is “dedicated
to fostering an appreciation of American art and culture through the context of baseball history.”
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After discovering the group in 2002, baseball fan and filmmaker Jon Leonoudakis felt compelled to
capture a year in the life of The Reliquary on camera. Leonoudakis is now showcasing his work in a newJon Leonoudakis,
documentary “Not Exactly Cooperstown,”
Terry Cannon
The LA Lakers lose their first game of the season
CC
Some voters in New Jersey may have a tough time voting on Tuesday
CC
Breeders Cup gets underway on Friday
CC
New USC report on need for more religious groups' involvement in disaster planning response and
recovery
Guidi
Local ed ballot measures could have a big impact on local schools
Romo
Space Shuttle Endeavour exhibit opens at the California Science Center
Moore
FBI releases annual crime statistics for 2011
Aguilar
SF Giants parade today to celebrate World Series win
Shahani
Court hears from 12-year old kid accused of gunning down neo-Nazi dad
Cuevas
The economy and health care remains among top concerns during this presidential election, poll says
Youth crime levels in California drop to lowest levels in recorded history
CA's juvenile crime rate is at its lowest ever, since statistics were first kept in the 1950s
Lakers open new season at home against Dallas
Some Lakers fans are unable to watch the games on TV
Disney bought Lucasfilm for more than 4 billion dollars
New York City marathon goes on, despite Superstorm Sandy
California judge expected to rule on nonprofit group involved in political contributions
AAA warns drivers to slow down on Halloween
AAA warns drivers to slow down on Halloween
Southland utility is sending help to the stricken Eastern seaboard
Airports still playing catch-up following Hurricane Sandy
LA City Council moves to next phase on new tax proposals
LA City Council moves to next phase on new tax proposals
One of horse racing's most prestigious events happen this year in the Southland
One of horse racing's most prestigious events happen this year in the Southland
One of horse racing's most prestigious events happen this year in the Southland
UCLA to ban all tobacco products on campus
UCLA bans all tobacco use on campus
As New Yorkers struggle to resume their daily routine, we check in with Take Two producer/reporter
Mary Plummer.
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As the East Coast recovers from Hurricane Sandy, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie praised the
federal government&rsquo;s response. For that, he can thank the Federal Emergency Management... Long ago in a galaxy far far away... Actually yesterday here in California, George Lucas sold his
Lucasfilm company along with his Star Wars empire to Disney for $4.05 billion.
Sam Grotenstein
Hurricane Sandy and a snowstorm have hobbled the East Coast. Millions remain without power, and
some roads and bridges remain impassable, possibly into election day.
On Nov. 7, Massachusetts voters will take up the Death With Dignity Act. Once referred to as physicianassisted suicide, the measure would follow on the heels of a similar law in Oregon...
The superstorm that hit the east coast this week has not only displaced many thousands of humans.
The urban centers in its path are home to huge populations of rats. So what has happened...
Robert Sullivan
Senator Dianne Feinstein has been in the Senate 20 years and is hoping for another six. She's facing a
political novice, Elizabeth Emken, and is far ahead in the polls. Judy Campbell...
-
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President Obama will tour the worst hit disaster areas on the New Jersey coast with Governor Chris
Christie today. We&rsquo;ll talk to a local reporter on the scene about the latest...
On Sunday, Nearly 50 thousand distance runners are scheduled to run in the 43rd New York City
marathon.
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Deciding when and how to end the life of an ailing pet raises some tremendously difficult questions.
Jessica Pierce
It used to be that if a sitcom or drama didn't score high ratings with viewers it would be axed. But now,
with plummeting viewership, television networks are more likely to hold onto...
Brian Lowry
Halloween isn&rsquo;t the only holiday that involves dressing up. Costumes are a part of many cultures,
but why do we like to dress up and what do our costume choices say about us?
Patt Morrisson
As election day approaches and the race between President Obama and Mitt Romney tightens in
crucial swing states, a flurry of media attention is focused on the wild, if unlikely ways that the race
might stray from the norm.
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This swirl of what ifs are fueled by extremes: could if superstorm Sandy delays the election? How will
people in storm-stricken areas vote? And by reflections on the past: what if the race is so close it needs
a recount? What happens if there’s a tie in the Electoral College? What will happen if it ends up in the
Supreme Court, like Bush v. Gore?
While it’s nearly impossible that the election would be postponed beyond November 6, the storm and
recovery on the East Coast post-Sandy may still impact the race. With key electorates still
inconvenienced by the weather, states like Pennsylvania, the Carolinas, and Virginia may demonstrate
the storm’s influence when it comes time to vote.
In the much discussed event of a tie? Pollsters and newspapers agree that this is improbable, but it
hasn’t stopped rampant speculation about the ways that a tie in the Electoral College could lead to a
Romney/Biden administration, or an even more unlikely Biden presidency.
11/1/12

Should the election be postponed? Would you trust the House of Representatives or the Senate to
The race for the White House couldn’t be much closer and with 29 electoral votes at stake, Florida is
the biggest of all of the swing states.

Doyle McManus,
Richard Hasen

23:00

Both candidates are making a last minute push in the Sunshine State to get voters to the polls.Bill
Clinton, Michelle Obama, Mitt Romney and President Obama will all be making stops up and down the
state this week. The Latino vote is sure to be a determining factor in deciding Florida. But unlike other
battleground states like Colorado and Nevada, Florida’s predominant groups are Cuban-American and
Puerto Rican, not Mexican-American.
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With the 2000 election in the not so distant past, not to mention incredibly tight polls and talk of a
possible electoral college and popular vote split, all eyes are sure to be on Florida.
Marc Caputo
In 2008, Los Angeles County voters approved Measure R, a half-cent sales tax earmarked to fund light
rail transportation and scheduled to expire in 2039. Now, the proponents of Measure J want to extend
that tax for another 30 years to accelerate those projects.

8:00

Business leaders and organized labor see the measure as a way accelerate jobs and the economy as
well – if the measure passes, Metro officials say, wheels could hit the ground on about 15 transit
projects approximately 15 years ahead of schedule. But there’s plenty of opposition: county supervisors
Mike Antonovich and Don Knabe have said the continuation of the tax mortgages our future; city
councilman Bernard Parks says it strains the budgets of an already struggling population.
Various neighborhood groups, from Crenshaw to Boyle Heights, object to the planned transit routes,
which would impact low-income areas. And the powerful Bus Riders’ Union, which is fighting Measure J,
has criticized Metro for underserving routes that carry minority riders to and from work.
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Do you mind the extra half-cent you’ve been paying in sales tax? Do you support continuing the tax if it
means revving up public transportation? How would extending the Gold Line, the Green Line and the
Zev Yaroslavsky,
Westside Subway impact your neighborhood?
Sunyoung Yang

17:00

Americans really do pull together in times of crisis. The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
and Southern California Edison will send crews to the East Coast to help with the recovery effort from
Superstorm Sandy.
The L.A. City Council passed an emergency motion on Wednesday to allow LADWP workers to help
restore power for the millions of residents who still have no electricity more than two days after the
storm occurred. SoCal Edison is expected to send a fleet of more than 70 utility trucks and at least 120
personnel to affected areas. Crews who first responded to repair storm-ravaged power systems have
been putting in 17-hour days and are in need of the additional support and resources.
11/1/12

DIS

Don Boland, Brian
Pacific Gas & Electric and San Diego Gas & Electric will also send volunteers to help with the recovery. Rokos
Superstorm Sandy has come and gone, however, its effects are only now being calculated and studied.
Dollar estimates in terms of damage are now in the tens of billions. Transportation and utility
infrastructures have been ravaged leaving many stranded and in still in the dark. These difficulties are to
be expected when it comes to storms and hurricanes.

13:00

One service that was decimated by the storm which no one saw coming was cell phone carriers. All
three major cell phone companies had claimed to be prepared for the storm earlier in the week by
topping up fuel for backup generators. Despite whatever steps the companies took, fierce winds
downed power lines and flooding destroyed underground network equipment taking out twenty percent
of cell tower sites in ten states. This has left millions with no cell reception in the affected areas.
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With so many people who have and are dependent on their cell phones to communicate with others,
this crisis has put many in the region muted. Was this whole situation avoidable? Are the equipment
and infrastructure to cell phone companies that fragile and susceptible to damage? What steps can
these companies take to avoid these problems in the future?

David Cay Johnston,
Chris GuttmanMcCabe
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Alice Walton, Frank
Stoltze

10:00

The Los Angeles City Council is one step closer to putting a half-cent sales tax proposal on the March
2013 ballot. Council President Herb Wesson is pushing the tax hike, which he says would help avoid
further cuts to city services. Other proposals aimed at raising money for cash-strapped Los Angeles
include raising taxes on parking, property and real estate transactions.
Wesson says his proposal will raise about $215 million a year for the general fund. That’s about how
much L.A.’s budget shortfall will be for the next fiscal year. But given the blizzard of tax hike proposals
facing voters in November, many of which seem doomed to fail, do Angelenos have the stomach for
more tax measures? If not, are there alternatives the council members should be pursuing to address
the budget shortfall?
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BREAKING NEWS
AEG and opponenents to the proposed Farmers Field project have reached an agreement. The Play
Fair at Farmers Field Coalition had launched a lawsuit against the project. That suit has been
dismissed. The coalition says its concerns have been resolved and a settlement has been reached.
For most of us as kids, Halloween meant fanning out into the nearby streets to pester our neighbors for
candy. But some neighborhoods are more conducive to trick or treating than others – the houses are
scarier, the streets are safer, and most importantly – the treats are better quality.
So if you’re the parent of a little ghost or goblin, what are you to do? Many parents find themselves
driving to more family friendly neighborhoods to go trick or treating. And some houses choose to “go
dark” rather than supply candy to kids from across town.
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If you live in one of those areas, do you welcome families from other areas on your street? Do you
believe in sharing the Halloween spirit, regardless of geography? Did you pack the family up last night to
commute to another neighborhood?
AEG settles lawsuit with stadium opponents
Stoltze
AEG settles lawsuit with stadium opponents
Stoltze
Catastrophe is the mother of creativity when it comes to eating during power outages
CC
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San Francisco city workers clean up after Giants victory parade
Several teachers unions complain that school districts are hoarding funds
Several teachers unions complain that school districts are hoarding funds
Arizona non-profit appeals ruling on $11 million donation, delaying audit
Arizona non-profit appeals ruling on $11 million donation, delaying audit
Arizona non-profit appeals rulin gon $11 million donation, delaying audit
Judge orders Arizona non-profit to subit to an audit by California's election watchdog on $11 million
donation
Judge orders Arizona non-profit to submit an audit by California's elections watchdog on $11 million
donation
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Judge expected to sentence Jamiel Shaw's killer to death in case that sparked immigration controversy Palta
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Judge expected to sentence Jamiel Shaw's killer to death in case that sparked immigration controversy
First-time voters in LA sound off on who's getting their vote
Two shootings; one in Hollywood, one at USC
Juarez has lowest number of murders in five years in October
New report shows juvenile crime is lowest in almost 60 years
The woman who bought a lottery ticket in Palmdale may be worth millions
Suicide Silence vocalist Mitch Lucker killed in OC traffic wreck
Suicide Silence vocalist Mitch Lucker killed in OC traffic wreck
California runners debate whether to run the marathon in post-disaster New York
California runners debate whether to run the marathon in post-disaster New York
Members spread the campaign dollars around
Members spread the campaign dollars around
Southland voters wiegh in on what matters to them this election season
Southland voters weigh in on what matters to them this election season
Los Angeles campaign volunteers road trip to Nevada for Obama
Los Angeles campaign volunteers road trip to Nevada for Obama
Fire and explosion at boarding home in Pasadena kills two, displaces at least 15 men
Early morning house fire killse 2, critically injures another, in Pasadena
Pacific Standard Time brought in more than $280 million in economic output
Pacific Standard Time art exhibition brought generated $281 million in economic activity
Pacific Standard Time art exhibition brought generated $281 million in economic activity
LAUSD applies for Race to the Top money
LAUSD applies for Race to the Top money
Southland utility is sending help to the stricken Eastern seaboard
A retrospective of filmmaker Stanley Kubrick opens at LACMA on Nov. 1
A retrospective of filmmaker Stanley Kubrick opens at LACMA on Nov. 1
LA tourism officials expect to see a boost in tourists from Taiwan
LA tourism officials expect to see a boost in tourists from Taiwan
Gay school teacher battles GOP county leader in high-stakes Inland congressional race
New poll suggests the two rival tax measures are drawing support away from each other
New poll suggests the two rival tax measures are drawing support away from each other
New poll suggests the rival tax measures are drawing support away from each other
Prop 30 vs Prop 38
The most-applied-to college campus will ban tobacco from the premises next year
A Halloween shooting on campus resurfaces USC safety debate
A Halloween shooting on campus resurfaces USC safety debate
Four people injured after shots fired outside Halloween party at USC
The race for the White House revs back up today after both campaigns took brief breaks for the mega
storm. President Obama will hold events in Wisconsin, Colorado, Ohio and Nevada,...
It's been a long and winding road this election season. After almost two years of speculation, primaries,
candidates and campaigns, no matter what happens, one thing is for certain...
Residents of New York are struggling to get back on their feet after Hurricane Sandy flooded much of
the city. Some subway lines are back in service this morning, but the traffic in and out of Manhattan is
snarled.
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For the East Coast, the challenge right now isn't just recovery, but rebuilding. For some, the Sandy
superstorm presents a unique opportunity to reevaluate transportation systems, electrical...
David Biello
Feeding your family for days on end without electricity can be challenging at best, but it's a situation any
American might be forced to face in the wake of a disaster.
Dan Pashman
With less than a week to go before the election, the mayoral race in San Diego has taken a decidedly
ugly turn. The frontrunner, 70-year-old Democratic Congressman Bob Filner, has seen...
Scratch DJ Eric San — aka Kid Koala — talks with us about his brand new album “12 Bit Blues” which
is a combination of old jazz songs, original music and beats all mixed live.
It's been an expensive battle between Governor Jerry Brown's Prop 30 and attorney Molly Munger's
Prop 38. Both initiatives would increase taxes to fund education, and both are facing...
Two Riverside natives are competing to become the first representative of the newly drawn 41st
Congressional District.
In Los Angeles alone, one million people are projected to land federally subsidized coverage starting in
2014, and many are likely to go to clinics for their care.
In his new book, Ruben Martinez turns his attention to the deserts of the American west: Joshua Tree,
Northern New Mexico and Marfa, Texas.
Our book critic David Kipen offers some reading and viewing suggestions to help you celebrate Dia de
los Muertos, Day of the Dead, which begins today.
How would your child’s school benefit from Race to the Top money -- would you rather they had the
funds, or do you trust the teachers?
What kinds of adaptations are necessary to prevent and protect against future climate change
disasters? Should the government be investing more in this issue?
Smart, sexy, and provocative, 'Seminar' explores the depths of what it means, and what it costs, to be
an artist.
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Paul Barrett
Jeff Goldblum,
Theresa Rebeck
Lael Loewenstein,
Larry and the critics review the week’s new film releases including Flight, Wreck-It-Ralph, This Must Be Henry Sheehan,
the Place and more. TGI-FilmWeek!
Charles Solomon
Brenna Sanchez, Tom
“Burn” is an in-depth look at the lives of firefighters who put their health on the line every day for Detroit. Putnam, Brendan
Their stories are as tragic as they are inspiring.
Milewski aka “Doogie
The San Diego Chargers end their three-game losing streak
CC
Lacey seeks to become first female, first black DA
Stoltze
One of horse racing's most prestigious events happen this year in the Southland
CC
So Cal gasoline prices continue decline
Joyce
Field poll looks at support for props 32 and 34
Adler
Matt DeBord on unemployment report
Debord
UC Irvine, Cal State Fullerton conduct novel pilot studies on OC cancer disparities
O'Neill
Prop 32 would decimate union's fundraising power
Small
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The San Fernando Valley's first Latino congressman is about to be elected, thanks in part to redistrictingWalton
KPCC's Brian Watt among passengers in NYC trying to get home to California after Hurricane Sandy
Ex-Fullerton police officer Joe Wolfe faces pretrial hearing
Both campaigns jumped on the news this morning that employers added 171,000 jobs in October

Watt
Bergman
David Jackson

By now, you've probably heard about the contentious race between Congressmen Brad Sherman and
Howard Berman. The two Democratic incumbents were pushed into a re-election contest because...
Humans have lived by the shoreline for thousands of years but now that relationship is changing. Author
John R. Gillis explores it in his new book "The Human Shore."
John R. Gillis
A new drug policy for thoroughbreds and a debate over who knows what’s best for the horses is
creating buzz at Santa Anita Park ahead of the Breeders' Cup.
Yesterday, AEG, the developer of a proposed National Football League stadium, cleared the last legal
obstacle that stood in the way of construction. So when will they actually break...
A Congressional race in San Diego is getting a lot of attention from immigration reform advocates
around the country. On one side: Republican incumbent Brian Bilbray, on the other...
Adrian Florido
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The Dinner Party guys are back. This week Brendan Francis Newnam talks about some ingenious ways Dinner Party
to stop a hurricane, Philadelphia's largest T-shirt canon named Big Bella and much more...
Download

ART

Today, the Washington Post calls the presidential race a contest "as close as any in recent history."
NPR reported this morning on some potential nightmare outcomes, including an electoral..
Sam Wang
Let's go back to 1988: Tom Hanks is starring in the movie "Big." George Michael's "Faith" is topping
charts, and here in California, voters passed proposition 103. That prop put limits...
Hurricane Sandy's damage is estimated to cost $50 billion, which could make it the second most
expensive storm in U.S. history.
John Osteraas
Today is the second day of the two-day celebration Dia de Los Muertos. For the past 24 hours, those
who celebrate the holiday have been honoring the dead with shrines, parties, food...
Bricia Lopez
Once again we have our fearless Friday Flashback duo: James Rainey of the Los Angeles Times and James Reiney and
The Guardian's Heidi Moore, here to talk about the news of the week.
Heidi Moore
Muralist David Alfaro Siqueiros couldn't pronounce his young friend's name. So Phil Stein became
"Estaño." Phil Stein was a painter who lived a long and fruitful and fighting life, burning to tell the story of
the little guy against the machine.
John Rabe
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In the 1970's, when author Denise Hamilton was going to Loyola Marymount, she'd drive along the
coast on Vista Del Mar, sandwiched between LAX and Dockweiler Beach. To her right was the Pacific
Ocean, but to her left "was this abandoned-post apocalyptic suburb where there were no houses."
Hamilton said. "It was imprinted in my mind as this ghost town right at the fringe of the continent."
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I'll tell ya when it hit me, it hit when I picked up theLA Times and saw an ad announcing a reading at
Barnes & Noble for the new memoir by the frontman for the rock band Creed. And I thought: Creeed? Hank Rosenfeld
I was recently asked to write and read a piece at an event for Jennifer Worick's very funny book Things
Want to Punch in the Face. I struggled with the assignment until I wanted to punch the meme in the
face.
Dylan Brody
The study of flags — their history, meanings, and symbols — is a little known practice known as
vexillology, named after the Latin word for flag, vexillum. To learn more about the bear on our state flag,
I called the North American Vexillological Association (NAVA) and talked with William Trinkle. He's a
former director of NAVA and runs the Bear Flag Museum.
Kevin Ferguson
People are weird. Believe it or not, the thing people fixate on when they see Laurie Rubin is that she's
blind ... even when they've heard her sing, even when they've seen her in "Sex and the City" evening
wear.
John Rabe
Carole Bayer Sager co-wrote the songs of a generation. Come In From The Rain, Don't Cry Out
Loud, That's What Friends Are For, It's My Turn. But to quote another song, the times are changing,
and she told KPCC's Hettie Lynne Hurtes that as the outlets dried up for her music, and her songs
Hettie Lynne Hurtes
started to stack up, unsung, she turned to an old flirtation - painting - which has turned into a new love. and John Rabe
Alberto, at The Bridge Tavern in the Bronx, told Brian that not only were they not leaving, but were
John Rabe and Brian
planning to throw a hurricane party.
Watt
The space shuttle Endeavour went on display at the California Science Center this
week. Accompanying it is another exhibit, complete with real artifacts that explain how astronauts get
their electricity, prepare food, and use the bathroom in space.
Jerry Gorin
The first thing you notice about 18-year-old Jahsan Lambey is his neck tattoo. It's done in thick black ink
and it sits right in the center of his neck. Jahsan spent $60 on the tattoo and he says that's a small price
to pay for art.
Tanya Jo Miller
Everyone in this country has carried his face in their pockets — on the penny and the five-dollar bill — Raghu Manavalan and
but Lincoln served so long ago, we don't know what he really was like.
Patt Morrison
Chinese youth head out to get infrequent Chinatown voters last weekend before election
CC
Presidential race has effect on local Congressional candidates
CC
Candidates vie for undecided voters in Long Beach
Felde
LAUSD awarded $2.4 million grant for mental health services
Romo
LAUSD awarded $2.4 million grant for mental health services
Romo
Southland voters weigh in on what matters to them this election season
CC
OC schools deal with Proposition 30
Abdollah
Launch of "Parent College" in Boyle Heights focused on graduation rates
Guidi
Launch of "Parent College" in Boyle Heights focused on graduation rates
CC
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In the final hours before election day, the Obama and Romney campaigns are making a final push
towards victory, holding rallies in key battleground states. Though both candidates’ teams are insisting Mark Barabak, Julie
that they’re set for victory on Tuesday, behind the scenes actions tell a different story.
Davis
Over the past few weeks, AirTalk has discussed each of the measures on this year’s state ballot. We’ve
examined the pros and cons presented by both sides, looked into the money behind the measures, and
delved into the gritty details of each proposition.

13:00

As we enter the final countdown to the election, some voters still have questions -- we've got an election
primer and a final discussion of what's on the California ballot to set things straight.
John Myers
The GOP has long held the lion’s share of registered voters in Orange County, but, as in all of
California, that number is declining. The OC is now 41% red, 31% blue, with the number of unaffiliated
voters rising to just over 22%. There are a number of key issues and races for Orange County voters on
this year’s ballot.

18:00

The highly contested Anaheim City Council race has racked up nearly $1 million in campaign
expenditures, much of it funded by political action committees representing labor and business
interests. Disney alone has reportedly funneled nearly $190,000 to PACs supporting their favored
candidates, Steve Chavez Lodge and Jordan Brandman.

11/5/12

Tomorrow will bring to a finish hotly contested races in Anaheim, Costa Mesa and Irvine as well. We’ll Norberto Santana,
Julie Gallego
POLI LAW take a peek behind the Orange polling booth curtain with our OC roundtable journalists.
The 2000 presidential election between Democrat Al Gore and Republican George W. Bush was too
close to call – literally. The razor-thin margin between them resulted in a lengthy and protracted recount
process and a legal challenge that was eventually decided by the Supreme Court in favor of Bush, over
a month after the election.

17:00

Fast forward to tomorrow, Election Day 2012. With both candidates running a dead heat in many key
states, the winner will most likely be by a nose, if that much. Could we be in for another legal battle?
That depends on the “margin of litigation” – the number of outstanding votes, versus the number that
separate Barack Obama and Mitt Romney, once the smoke clears and all votes are in.
Campaign lawyers on both sides are determined not to miss a trick; they’ve deployed an army of eagleeyed operatives to monitor the polls and send up a flare should there be any hanky-panky. What will
they be watching for? Any “acts of sabotage” – misplaced ballots, misdirected voters, discrimination or
other improprieties. But the missteps may not be intentional, either - a state-by-state patchwork of
confusing voting laws, coupled with inexperienced poll workers, won’t help matters.
Party officials aren’t the only ones concerned - the Justice Department has announced that they’ll have
nearly 800 federal personnel on the watch in 23 states, including here in California in Riverside and
Alameda counties. All indications are that this presidential race will be historically close.
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Will the winner be decided for good once the polls close on Tuesday? Or will the loser cry foul and

Steve Huefner

13:00

Tomorrow’s election will be among the highest ever in California for campaign spending. This election
cycle is without the governor’s office at stake and with the presidential race all but wrapped up in the
state. Advocacy groups from outside of California are doing most of the spending, focusing on
Evan Halper, Joe
congressional races that are now competitive due to the state’s newly drawn voting districts.
Garofoli
It doesn’t matter if you consider yourself to be political or not, in today’s world, it is basically impossible
to escape the political discussion. Even if you turn off the radio or TV to avoid the chattering class, you
can’t escape the bumper stickers and yard signs. In the digital era, now Facebook has become the
premiere haven for political commentary.
But that doesn’t mean individuals are engaging in civilized discourse and enlightening each other’s
perspectives; instead it seems that people are mainly trumpeting their own opinions or blatantly
attacking opposing views. Some users get so heated that they actually “unfriend” anyone who is on the
other side of the political aisle.
Californians are deciding 11 ballot measures in today's election
Gasoline prices in California drop dramatically over the past two weeks
Another storm could hit the US Northeast later this week

Aaron Smith
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CC
CC
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Disney's animated "Wreck-It Ralph" tops the box office

Jahad
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UCLA and Kaiser joining together for National Cancer Institute study on breast cancer and depression
California may be trading speed for convenience during elections
Millions more people voted by mail than in 2008
Groups behind donation to influence Props 30, 32, revealed
An Orange County municipality is ground zero for skirmish over privatizing public employee jobs
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Time Warner cable inks Lakers TV deal with Cox, with Dish and DirecTV customers still in the dark
Chinese youth head out to get infrequent Chinatown voters last weekend before election
Firefighters are knocking down the Cajon Pass fire
Rand study says newer doctors spend more on patient care than more experienced physicians
California AG "This ain't over." Officials to probe $11 million donation after the election
Arizona group turns to US Supreme Court to block audit of $11 million donation
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Guidi
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Small
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$11 million donation's "disclosure" leads to more groups with vague names and hidden membership
Wildfire closes main artery of 15 Freeway
Testimony resumes in case of 12-year old boy accused of killing neo-Nazi dad
Man who shot four people on the USC campus is being charged
Self-gifting is back in vogue this post-recession holiday season
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Have local candidates done a better job of reaching out to naturalized citizens and minority voters?
South Asian languages appear for the first time on LA County election materials
Dorothy's "Wizard of Oz" blouse among Hollywood treasures up for auction
Palm Springs incumbent advertises in expensive LA TV market
LADWP employees assist Sandy recovery efforts on Long Island
Gov. Brown urges voters to pass Prop 30
Gov. Brown urges voters to pass Prop 30
LA Sheriff's Department takes preventative approach to sex in public
Loh Life Egypt
Southland voters weigh in on what matters to them this election season
Brushfire shuts down 15 freeway threatens outses in Cajon Pass
Californians are deciding 11 ballot measures in today's election
Record high number of people are registered to vote in tomorrow's election
Delays in opening of new South LA animal shelter
A look at how California's top two primary system impacts incumbents and third party candidates
Get-out-the-vote efforts are in full swing the day before the election
Prop 30's fate may depend on voter turnout
Waxman and Ford are in a tough congressional race
Waxman and Ford are in a tough congressional race
This morning, the state's elections watchdog Fair Political Practices Commission released the names of
the secret $11 million donated to influence Propositions 30 and 32.
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For more details now on Prop 32 and its chances of passing, we're joined by KPCC's Kevin Ferguson
Campaign radio ads are expected to break records this election season.
If the election has you feeling a bit overwhelmed, we totally get it. Not only do you have to choose
candidates, here in California we have 11 propositions on the ballot.
President Obama and his Republican challenger Mitt Romney are making their final appeals to voters
today. Obama will make stops in Iowa, Wisconsin and Ohio while Romney will zero in...

Kevin Ferguson
Josh Gerstein
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Myrna Perez

Although most think that these kinds of emotions are only found in sports, its also evident in politics, too.Last night, fans of the hit Showtime drama "Homeland" tuned in for the latest chapter in the ongoing
saga about a CIA officer named Carrie, played by Claire Danes, and a POW turned...
Ned Martel
There are eleven propositions on the California ballot for voters to weigh in, including everything from
abolishing the death penalty to the labeling of genetically modified food.
Kim Alexander
No suspense about how California will vote in the presidential race. The latest field poll shows President
Obama leading Governor Mitt Romney by 15 percentage points.
Colorado is an important swing state with rapidly changing demographics.
-
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The race for District Attorney hasn't received much attention this election season, even though the
office wields enormous power over the Los Angeles County criminal justice system...
It's been a week since Hurricane Sandy ravaged the east coast, and more than 100 people were killed
and millions of homes lost power. As temperatures dip into the thirties, nearly a...
-
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The fifth installment of the "Twilight" film franchise, "Breaking Dawn: Part 2," comes out later this month. Tanya Erzen
Corey Moore, Marc
Caputo, Matt Laslo,
Elizabeth Fiedler,
Anjeanette Damon,
How does the responsibility of choosing our next president weigh on their citizens? We’ll get an update Jeff Hastings, Barry
from polls across the country
Horstman
Ruxandra Guidi, David
Since California is already decided, do you feel left out? Do you wish our state was more competitive? Mark, Henry Gomez
Is it unethical to advertise your political preferences at the voting booth? How far is too far when it
Corey Moore, Dean
comes to polling place promotion?
Logan
Aaron Blake, Josh
What’s the lay of the land across the country? What are the chances of some of these propositions and Goodman, Jose
measures passing or failing?
Martinez
Feinstein, the new lead conductor of the Pasadena Pops joins Larry in the studio to discuss his new
book and his relationship to the Gershwins.
Michael Feinstein
85' Bakery Café will open a third location in West Covina
Lee
Dianne Feinstein held onto her Senate seat
CC
Mexico's president visted Tijuana to open new border crossing facility
Siegal
More than half of California voters cast mail-in ballots
Martin
CA voters approve measure to change state's "Three Strikes" law
CC
LA County Registrar-Recorder Dean Logan discusses LA's successful voting experience
CC
LA County Registrar on how the polls are coming along
Whatley
Brush fire flare-ups close lanes again along the I-15 in the Cajon Pass
CC
SoCal Edison workers in NY and NJ prepare for new storm
CC
It's illegal to instagram your ballot in California
CC
Jackie Lacey speaks about becoming Los Angeles' first woman and first African-American DA
CC
Jackie Lacey speaks about becoming Los Angeles' first woman and first African-American DA
CC
Orange County Registrar says more mail-in ballots this time, but more voters waiting to dro pthem off at
polling places
CC
Lacter on the LA municipal election in March
Lacter
Asian language poll monitors head to Alhambra on voting day
CC
LA County DA is now an African-American woman
O'Neill
Woman expresses feelings about the reelection of President Obama
CC
Woman expresses feelings about the reelection of President Obama
CC
Prominent Latin American art museum cuts $600K from budget lays off four
Guzman
Philanthropic gift focuses on enhancing students' math skills
Fernandes
The polls are open
Moore
Two-hour wait for some Southalnd voters but 'worth it'
Moore
Few irregularities reported in Southland polling places this Election Day
Guidi
Election returns in California may take time
Watt
CA voters approve measure to change state's "Three Strikes" law
CC
Bankrupt city may sign with sheriff's department for policing services
Palta
Mail-in ballots may slow California election returns
Watt
Voters in one South LA precinct lack the right equipment on Election Day
CC
Record number of Californians register to vote, but field poll suggests turnout won't be record
Quinton
Record number of Californians register to vote, but field poll suggests turnout won't be record
CC
USC changes security polices after shootings in 2012
Aguilar
Voters stream to the polls on Election Day
Unknown
LA County Registrar predicts a 70 percent voter turnout
CC
It's the day that we've all been waiting for, election day. We'll check in with KPCC's Corey Moore and
Corey Moore and
Ruxandra Guidi who'll be on location at various Los Angeles-area polling places...
Ruxandra Guidi
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Today, President Obama is back in Chicago and Mitt Romney is at a rally in Cleveland after voting this
morning near his Boston-area home. Later today he will travel to Pittsburgh before...
The East Coast is still trying to recover from the punch delivered by superstorm Sandy. 106 are dead
Kerry
and over 1.3 million homes and businesses are without power.
Schwindenhammer

6:31
6:54

The rarest whale in the world, the spade toothed beaked whale, has never been seen alive. However,
today in the science journal &ldquo;Current Biology,&rdquo; DNA test results are published
The traffic in L.A. is enough to drive anyone crazy. But if you're city planner Jeff Speck, it could inspire
you to write a book.
Jeff Speck
The fourth installment of Xbox's multibillion-dollar first-person shooter Halo video game franchise comes
out today.
Dan Ackerman
The famous Mojave Cross returns! The 7-foot-tall metal monument, erected in 1934 had been
destroyed and reconstructed over the years. But its legal battle before the U.S. Supreme Court...
Rebecca Rosenblatt
No matter who wins the presidency here, he'll soon be dealing with new leaders in China.
Around the world there is a huge diversity of voting practices. Take Two gives us a brief list of the ways
some countries vote.
The names D'arcy McNickle, William Potter Ross and Vine Deloria Junior might not mean much to you.
They all played integral roles in the history of American Indians, yet we seldom...
Frederick Hoxie
If all this election business has got you feeling a bit wound up, you may want to unwind this evening at
the Fonda Theater in Hollywood.
Jens Lekman
It seemed like this day would never come, but the 2012 election cycle has finally reached its end. The
debates, the attack ads, the swing state drama, the super-PACs and the four-hour polling lines, all
leading up to the moment when we cast our ballots on November 6th .
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This presidential campaign has proven to be the closest race in memory – and the longest and most
expensive ever, with incumbent Barack Obama and challenger Mitt Romney together spending over $2
billion to win your vote. Last night’s election-watch was a state-by-state nailbiter, as first blue, then red,
then blue dominated the nation’s map. But when the dust settled, Obama emerged victorious and will
remain Commander in Chief for four more years. Not only that - the Democrats have once again taken
the majority in the Senate, which ensures that the social and economic policies Obama put in place are
safe - for now.
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Jonathan Wilcox, Matt
What will be the legacy of the next Obama administration? How will Obama address challenges like
Rodriguez, Lynn
climate change, the war in Afghanistan, the European debt crisis? Will we be driving over the fiscal cliff, Vavreck, Rick Hasen,
or will that crisis be averted? And what’s next for the GOP?
Kitty Felde
While California didn’t figure into the presidential vote as much as Ohio did, we still had an array of
important state and local ballot measures to sort through. Voters in California approved Proposition 30,
Governor Jerry Brown’s initiative to raise sales and income taxes to help balance the state budget, but
rejected its rival, Proposition 38, sponsored by Molly Munger.
Other measures that went down in flames include Props 32, which was aimed at preventing the political
influence of unions and 37, the labeling of genetically engineered foods initiative. The highly contested Julie Small, Tom Del
Prop 34, which would have replaced the death penalty with life without parole, was defeated by almost 6Beccaro, Dave Low,
points. Success stories? Voters revised the toughest three-strikes law in the country by approving Prop Jackie Lacey, Tony
Rackauckas, Gil
36.
Garcetti, Grant
Lundberg, Diane
In L.A. County, a bill requiring adult film stars to wear condoms passed 56% to 44%. Democrats in
Duke, Zev
California have also picked up a supermajority in both houses of the state legislature, an unexpected
Yaroslavsky
outcome that gives the party an upper hand over state Republicans.
S&P says prop 30 passage is "favorable" for CA's credit rating
CC
S&P says prop 30 passage is "favorable" for CA's credit rating
CC
Examining the reasons food labeling ballot measure failed
Peterson
Voters reject Prop 37, GMO labeling measure
Peterson
Alex does a post-elex 2-way about LA city measures
Walton
Earthquake strikes Guatemala
CC
Burbank's Bob Hope Airport will launch a $150,000 marketing campaign to get more fliers to go there
instead of LAX
Lee
Three law and order propositions on the California ballot
Montgomery
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Time Warner cable inks Lakers TV deal with Cox, with Dish and DirecTV customers still in the dark
LA County Democrats celebrate Obama win at Dodger Stadium
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Interview with Dr. Raul Ruiz, who will likely win against incument Congresswoman Mary Bono Mack
Whatley
Kitty Felde live on Congressional races
Felde
Prop 30 is approved by California voters
Adler
Maker of mochi ice cream dies from lung cancer
Lee
Expect a cold spell along the coast and inland
CC
Inland Empire looks a lot more "purple" after a bruising election night
Cuevas
Labor leaders campaign volunteers credit for educating voters about propositions
CC
Study on coronary risk finds problems among US Latinos - especially those born in the US
O'Neill
LA County voters mandate condom use in local adult film production
CC
Molly Munger live on defeat of Prop 38
Julian
Munger says she doesn't regret spending millions on the failed Prop 38
CC
Another major storm heading for Northeast prompts airlines to suspend operations, warn travelers
Watt
Adolfo Guzman Lopez reports live on approval of Prop 30
Guzman
Governor's tax measure for education wins
Guzman
Governor's tax measure for education wins
Guzman
Prop 32 was rejected by California voters
CC
Prop 32 was rejected by California voters
Quinton
Rina Palta live on crime props
Palta
Election injects lots of new blood into San Bernardino County politics
Cuevas
LA water regulators to consider new rules to surb stormwater pollution
Peterson
Inland congressional candidate Mark Takano talks about fundraising letter that appeared to be anti-gay
ad
CC
Inland Empire high school teacher Mark Takano beats Riverside County Supervisor John Tavaglione for
41qt Congressional seat
CC
California passes Prop 30 and now taxes will rise, but how?
Abdollah
LA County registrar reports a hundred percent of precincts have reported, but they still have to finish
counting absentee votes
CC
Villaraigosa says losing Berman is a loss for the region
CC
Transit tax measure fails in LA
CC
Innocence of Muslims filmmaker probatoin hearing
Aguilar
Youssef, anti-Muslim filmmaker, sentenced to 1 year prison for violating probation
CC
First we bring you an update on the passage of Proposition 30. It increases the income tax on wealthy
Californians and temporarily raises the state sales tax
Julie Small
Molly Munger joins Take Two to talk about the outcome of Prop 38 and what she thinks is next for
California schools.
Molly Munger
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More than 12 million Latinos voted and they broke overwhelmingly for President Obama: 71 percent
voted for the incumbent compared to 27 percent for Romney. That's a forty-point difference...
Ruben Navarrette
Latino voters played a crucial role in Colorado, helping President Obama carry the swing state as he did
in 2008. However, it was still a close race in the state with 51 percent for...
Floyd Ciruli
In California state politics, it wasn't all about Proposition 30. The California ballot had 11 propositions,
plus there were also local ballot measures and hotly-contested Congressional...
Darry Sragow, partner of SNR Denton lawfirm and former chief campaign strategist for Democrats in
Darry Sragow, Allan
the California State Assembly and Allan Hoffenblum, Republican political analyst join...
Hoffenblum
Who were the winners and losers when it came to media coverage of the election? Joining us is Tim
Goodman, TV critic at The Hollywood Reporter.
Tim Goodman
Last night brought mixed news for California's criminal justice system. Voters approved Prop 36 to ease
California's Three Strikes Law, but they failed to end the death penalty by rejecting...
Laurie Levenson
The presidential race always gets top billing, but a third of the Senate and all members of the House
were up for re-election yesterday, too. Lawmakers will be heading back to work...
David Grant
Two Western states, Colorado and Washington, have become the first states to legalize recreational
marijuana.
Beau Kilmer
President Barack Obama has won the race for the White House. Did you see that coming? As the
saying goes, hindsight is always 20/20. Is there a way to catch ourselves from becoming...
Colin Camerer
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The election is over, and President Obama’s second term is kicking off with a partisan economic debate
that seemed to be put on hold during the campaign: the looming fiscal cliff. The “cliff” refers to the $600
billion in spending cuts and tax hikes set to implement automatically at the end of the year. If the
president can’t negotiate successfully with the Republican controlled Congress, the measures could set Xavier Becerra, Devin
America back into a recession.
Nunes, Brad Sherman
The GOP has long held the lion’s share of registered voters in Orange County, so it’s no surprise that
voters there favored Mitt Romney for President. But disappointment came early in the evening as Fox
News called Ohio for Obama shortly after 8:00 Tuesday night. Now, the O.C. GOP is licking its wounds
and eyeing the future. On the local front, there were a number of key issues and races for Orange
County voters on this year’s ballot including the highly contested Anaheim City Council race and the
Santa Ana Mayor’s race. We’ll check in with one of our OC roundtable journalists to get the latest
results.
Julie Gallego
California was the first state to legalize the use of marijuana for medicinal purposes, but Colorado and
Washington have become the first states to allow the recreational use of the plant. The two states’
newly passed initiatives directly conflict with federal law and may instigate an imminent legal battle with
the Obama administration. Federal law prohibits the production, possession and sale of marijuana,
which is classified as a Schedule 1 drug − the same category as LSD and heroin. On Wednesday, the
Justice Department only said it was reviewing the state initiatives, but otherwise has been unusually
Joe Elford, Beau
quiet on the matter.
Kilmer

26:00

9:00

9:00

Advocates for marriage equality had a lot to celebrate, Tuesday. Voters approved of laws that let samesex couples marry in Maine and Maryland, and a similar initiative is poised to pass in Washington state.
Meanwhile, Minnesota became one of the first states to remove a ban on same-sex marriage from its
constitution. That would allow the state legislature to pass a law that would let gay, lesbian, and
transgender couples get married, though it’s expected to do so anytime soon.
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Until this year, voters have typically not supported same-sex marriage, California’s Prop 8 in 2008 is
evidence of that past perspective. But advocates say Tuesday’s gains show strong momentum and a
change in public opinion. That in turn could influence the U.S. Supreme Court, which will have to decide
in the next few months whether to take up the Prop 8 legal challenge or any of the cases that have
Scott Barclay, Cliff
called the Defense of Marriage Act unconstitutional.
Rosky
Due to steadfast Democratic support, Governor Jerry Brown’s Proposition 30 tax increase passed on
Election Day. Proposition 30 will raise the sales tax a quarter-cent for four years starting in 2013, and
taxes on the wealthy will increase up to 3 percent for the next seven years.

12:00

These tax hikes are expected to raise $6 billion annually for California’s education system, and that
includes K-12 and higher education such as the California State University and the California
Community Colleges. Without the passage of Proposition 30, the state budget was expected to call for
hundreds of millions of dollars being cut across the board for public schools.
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How exactly will Proposition 30 affect the education system in California?
Cal State Trustees will decide whether to increase student fees
Cal State tuitions could go up even though Prop 30 passed
Heading over the "fiscal cliff"
Californians voted down Prop 37
LA City Council approves plan for photo ID for illegal immigrants
Police offering reward for information in a murder at a Rampart Area church
Election night was a victory for Gov. Brown and Democratic lawmakers
Gov. Brown lists priorities for working with new legislature
Feds deny request for San Onofre license amendment
LA cartoonist depicts strange, imaginary world of Barack Hussein Obama
Former LA City Councilman Art Snyder rememberd as a "rascal'
QA with Carole Bayer Sager on her artwork
Democrats have gained a supermajority in California legislature
Democrats have gained a supermajority in California legislature
Top Two system was meant to give power to marginalized voters, but it didn't turn out that way
Immigration reform has been on Congress' back burner for months and it barely came up during the
Presidential campaign. However, heavy Latino voter turnout may renew interest on Capitol...
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San Diego has elected its first Democratic mayor in two decades, signaling yet another sign of changing
demographics. Congressman Bob Filner defeated Republican City Councilman Carl...
Liam Dillon
5
NPR White House Correspondent Ari Shapiro joins Take Two to talk about his experience covering Mitt
Romney's campaign, plus what he's up to in his free time.
Ari Shapiro
10:03
Steven Hirsch of Vivid Entertainment joins Take Two to talk about the potential impact of the passage of
Measure B.
Steven Hirsch
5:55
In Connecticut, Republican wrestling magnate Linda McMahon lost her second try for the U.S. Senate
after spending more than $40 million of her own money. She spent nearly $50 million...
Jennifer Steen
6:54
From multimillion-dollar campaigns to a race that was run on a shoe string, how OC kindergarten
teacher Angelica Amezcua won a seat on the Santa Ana City Council.
Angelica Amezcua
2:58
New York Times food writer Mark Bittman was an outspoken advocate for prop 37, he explains why he
thinks the measure failed.
Mark Bittman
5:47
Comic strip artist Steven Weissman is back to work. That's because the main character in his most
recent book of comic strips is sticking around for four more years.
Steven Weissman
4:19
In recent years, the movie industry has largely relied on sequels and franchises to drive movie goers to Patrick Jucaudthe box office. Now, Variety reports that the remakes market is branching out...
Zuchowicki
6:34
California voters have given Democrats supermajorities in both houses of the state legislature. This will
enable them to pass a state budget over Republican objections. It’s the state’s first simultaneous
supermajority since 1933. It also clears the way for them to pass tax hikes without the need for
Dan Walters, Sherry
Republican votes.
Bebitch Jeffe
12:00
Political strategists and pundits agree that the Hispanic vote represents a lost opportunity for the
Romney campaign. Romney’s continued hedging and dodging on the issue of immigration did nothing to
endear him to Spanish-speaking voters. But Obama has also been criticized for not doing more; in fact,
at a forum sponsored by Univision in September, the president admitted that he saw not passing
immigration reform as the biggest failure of his first term. Come Obama 2.0, the immigration question is
sure to be front and center. Republican legislators have historically held a hard line against immigration, Tim Donnelly, Ana
but are things changing on the Hill?
Navarro
23:00
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Andy Klein and Wade Major to review the week’s new film releases Andy Klein, Wade
including Skyfall, Lincoln, and more. TGI-FilmWeek!
Major
40:00
Lakers fired coach Mike Brown
Martinez
5:07
Marine vet recurits fellow vets at a jobs fair like the one where he got his own job
CC
:20
Undoubtedly, the first thing on the President's plate as he starts his second term is this fiscal cliff
predicament.
Major Garrett
8:33
Rico Gagliano and
Rico Gagliano and Brendan Francis Newnam, the hosts of the Dinner Party radio show and podcast,
Brendan Francis
are here with your weekly conversation starters.
Newnam
6:09
James Rainey, reporter with the LA Times and Molly Ball, political reporter for The Atlantic are here to James Rainey, Molly
help up wrap up the week's big stories, such as that little election thing...
Ball
11:50
Today President Barack Obama is scheduled to make a statement from the East Room of the White
House. It's expected that he will discuss his strategy for averting the fiscal cliff.
8:41
The move comes after a disappointing 1-4 start to the season. It is unclear who will be the replacement
coach or the coach in the long term.
5:48
Singer-songwriters Jill Sobule and Gary Eaton join Alex Cohen for a political, but friendly, battle of the
bands.
Jill Sobule, Gary Eaton
8:34
Throughout the fall fundraiser, you'll hear us highlighting the fact that while other news outlets have
been cutting costs and cutting staff, we've hired more than two dozen journalists in the last year so we
can do a better job covering news in Southern California. Some of these are people you hear on the
radio; some are shy types working behind the scenes.
John Rabe
4:42
In 1992 Gail Bernstein came upon an ad in the LA Times for a 3-month training course on being with
people in the final stages of their life. It piqued her interest because she'd just spent 18 months caring
for a close friend, Jeffrey, who had AIDS. "Jeffrey was sweet and loving, but this was not the person
who was dying. He was a monster," she says, and "after it was over, I felt like I could've done a better
job."
Jerry Gorin
7:18

ART

Tucked in a quiet spot behind Santa Monica Boulevard is Richard Simmons' studio, simply called
Slimmons. Simmons has owned the studio for almost 40 years. Inside the studio, there's a small waiting
room with photos of Richard everywhere, Richard Simmons t-shirts, buttons and towels for sale. The
studio has plenty of other instructors, and at just $12 a session. Richard doesn't have to be here.
Kevin Ferguson
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In 2010, Ron Iseli was fired from his job and faced eviction from his apartment. “I refused to be
homeless. I would rather kill myself than be homeless,” says Iseli. When the money ran out, Iseli went toJames Kim and John
the Hollywood and Vine metro station and jumped in front of a moving train.
Rabe
Impressionist Jim Meskimen has been around Hollywood for a long time, so you never know what you'll Jim Meskimen and
find when you go over to his gated mansion on Sunset Blvd.
John Rabe
Carole Bayer Sager co-wrote the songs of a generation. Come In From The Rain, Don't Cry Out
Loud, That's What Friends Are For, It's My Turn. But to quote another song, the times are changing, and
she told KPCC's Hettie Lynne Hurtes that as the outlets dried up for her music, and her songs started to Hettie Lynne Hurtes
stack up, unsung, she turned to an old flirtation - painting - which has turned into a new love.
and John Rabe
Anaheim honors veterans
CC
Anaheim honors veterans
CC
Anaheim honors veterans
CC
Museum to host Veterans Day event about underappreciated Japanese-American WWII Vets
CC
Riverside County supervisors resume hearings on Liberty Quarry
Cuevas
CA recruits hundreds of employees for vets homes
CC
Former C.I.A. Director David Petraeus resigned on November 9, 2012, citing an extramarital affair. The
general, renowned for the counterinsurgency techniques he implemented in Iraq and Afghanistan,
handed in his resignation only 15 months after President Obama appointed him to head the Central
Intelligence Agency. Petraeus publicly addressed the affair after the F.B.I. notified him of an
investigation into threatening emails from his biographer Paula Broadwell to a friend of the Petraeus
family.
Tom Gjelten
Election Day this year didn’t just mark the beginning of President Obama’s second term, it also marked
historic gains for women and continuing gains for minorities in Congress. Women, in a possible
retaliation against the “War on Women” narrative which played out this year, got out the vote and came
out victorious in numerous races across the country. Elizabeth Warren is now the first female Senator
from Massachusetts, and Tammy Baldwin of Wisconsin is the country’s first openly lesbian Senator.
Minorities played a huge role in the election of Barack Obama over Mitt Romney, and their growing
Suzi Parker, Lynn
influence at the ballot box is being felt in Congress as well.
Vavreck
The advent of Obama’s second term means it’s time to change partners in the White House square
dance. Depending on how many spots open up, there could be a lot of new blood in the White House.
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner have already announced their
imminent departures; among others who may follow suit are Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta and
Attorney General Eric Holder. This offers President Obama a chance to do some reshaping of his
cabinet.
Edward-Isaac Dovere
News broke this morning that the Los Angeles Lakers have tapped former Phoenix Suns and New York
Knicks head coach Mike D’Antoni to pick up the pieces of the franchise’s 2012-13 season. That came
as a surprise to fans, after rumors swarmed that the Lakers were courting former coach Phil Jackson to
come out of retirement and coach the squad for a 3rd time in his illustrious career.
A. Martinez
Author Mark Bowden has provided one of the most extensive accounts of the long hunt for bin Laden in
his new book “The Finish: The Killing of Osama bin Laden.” It is the first such publication written with the
cooperation of President Barack Obama, who granted Bowden a lengthy exclusive interview for the
book.
Mark Bowden
The CDC launching third annual "Get Smart About Antibiotics" Week
O'Neill
"Skyfall" flies to highest box office opening in James Bond movie history
Jahad
CA voters approved two tax measures
CC
CA voters approved two tax measures
CC
Fire at Chapman University off-campus housing leaves 9 students displaced
Bergman
About a dozen new faces in California Congressional delegation
Felde
Lakers hire Mike D'Antoni as head coach
Watt
Vietnam Vet now heads California Employment Development Department's LA office, which organized
recent jobs fair
Watt
Orange County Food Bank loses half of federal funding
Bergman
Weather man advice: How to dress for hot days/cold nights
CC
The Obama administration releases data on how the nation's housing market is faring
DeBord
The Los Angeles Angels Lakers hire a new coach
CC
LA Lakers have a new head coach
Martinez
The new coach of the Lakers has a unique strategy on the court
CC
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Loh Life Blue Tuesday
Mojave Cross goes back up this weekend after it was missing for two years
Autopsy report on old man attacked on bus in October
Environmental report finds parking, traffic concerns if NFL is temporarily housed at the Rose Bowl
Controversy brewing over iconic Riverside cross
SoCal ski resorts open for the season
Downtown LA to vote on streetcar tax
Metro opens toll lanes on Harbor Freeway
Metro opens toll lanes on Harbor Freeway
LA Angel player Mike Trout wins AL Rookie of the Year
USC leads nation in international students for 11th year
CA recruits hundreds of employees for vets homes
Veterans memorial plaques stolen in October. Reward out
Voice medicine advances, a rash of superstar voice illnesses highlight the need for vocal training
Fatal deputy-involved shooting takes place during a traffic stop
Number of women in CA legislature drops to lowest number in more than a decade
Number of women in CA legislature drops to lowest number in more than a decade
When it come to the fiscal cliff, it's California that's peering over the edge. A report by George Mason
University shows our state will lose over 225,000 jobs through the end of next...
Five women were elected to the Senate last week, bringing a total of 20 female senators to the
chamber. They include Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO), Mazie Hirono (D-HI), Elizabeth...
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Close your eyes and think if you can name 10 recognized geniuses. Now, are any of them women?
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Just when you thought all the campaigning was over here comes The Oscars. The awards nominations
won't be announced until January 10, 2013, and the statues won't be handed out until...
Advocates say educators have done a poor job supporting kids in military families at school through the
stressful times before, during, and after military deployments. That’s changing.
Nationwide, voice therapy like this is gaining mainstream traction, thanks in part to recent high-profile
cases of voice illness among singing superstars.
Babies don't come with instruction manuals. But now men can train to become more engaged parents.
We stop in on one fatherhood training session to learn more.
As the USC and UCLA football teams gear up to play this weekend, fans are already excited for the
match. We'll have two dedicated fans in to talk about the importance of the game, the...
The Lakers have a new coach and it's not Phil Jackson. Despite rumors he'd return as head coach, the
team announced late last night that Mike D'Antoni will take the helm.
Have you ever been in a work situation that threatened to turn romantic? How did you handle it?
Oliver Sacks’s latest book, “Hallucinations,” explores peculiar sensations of things that aren’t really
there, not as a sign of madness but as a commonplace occurrence in humans.
Pew Health Group and CDC release results of national antibiotics IQ survey
LA Democrat wants to move up leadership ladder
Cap-and-trade program debuts today
Cap-and-trade program debuts today
National collaboration seeks to naturalize thousands of immigrants in LA
CSU cancels vote on "punishment fees" for students
Sentencing hearing for driver who hit and killed Alan Deane
Consumers will pay more for plane tickets this holiday season
Diabetes on rise in LA County as obesity rate grows
A Martinez talks about the new Lakers' head coach
Decades after setting female recruitment goals, LAPD still falls a tiny bit short
National collaboration seeks to naturalize thousands of immigrants in LA
About a dozen new CA Democrats in Congress
UCLA and CSU delay fee hikes
UCLA and CSU delay fee hikes
The NRC cancels Friday's meeting to discuss San Onofre
Realtors are seeing historically low housing supply in Orange County
Open enrollment season allows employees to adjust company-sponsered health plans
Governor Brown appoints a new Parks Director
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Governor Brown appoints a new Parks Director
Adler
Candidates from undecided races here in DC
CC
Solar eclipse was a highlight of the Southern Hemisphere's day
CC
Racy texts and emails, high-level officials and a jealous lover. There are more twists and turns being
uncovered today following last Friday's resignation of CIA director and former...
Tom Ricks
NASA may be planning to build a base just outside the moon's orbit, which would be the furthest
humans have ever travelled from Earth.
Solar panels are at the heart of a trade war between China and the United States. Federal trade officials
recently authorized sanctions against China for "dumping" solar components...
Thousands have gathered in Australia today to see the first total solar eclipse in a decade. We have
embedded a video stream, which is set to go live at 11:30 a.m.
Dahlia Remler is a health economist and professor of public affairs at the City University of New York,
but her struggle with her plan put her health and finances in jeopardy.
The civil war in Syria threatens to widen beyond its borders following the latest actions by the military.
Turkey is protesting a bombing in a rebel-held Syrian town near the Turkish...
Liz Sly
Parents in Southern California face a lot of choices when it comes to schools.
Michael Petrilli
Sophie B. Hawkins plays Janis Joplin in the musical, "Room 105: The Highs and Lows of Janis Joplin,”
which covers Joplin’s entire life and ends with her overdose in room 105 of the Highland Gardens
Hotels in Los Angeles.
Sophie B. Hawkins
Newly-re-elected President Barack Obama stepped up to the podium today to lay out his agenda for
the remainder of his first term, and set the stage for his second. Although Mr. Obama has held several
shorter press events over the last several months, much has transpired since March 6th and reporters
are eager to pose their questions about topics like the makeup of his new cabinet, how he plans to steer
away from the fiscal cliff, the Benghazi attacks that claimed the lives of four Americans and the
developing sex scandal that led to last week’s surprise resignation of CIA director David Petraeus.
David Mark
The details of former CIA director David Petraeus’ affair are coming out, and a steady drip of new
information reveals an increasingly expanding, twisted web of relationships. Since Petraeus handed in
his resignation, there has been wild speculation from politicians and the media about his decisions and
personal life.
Although Petraeus is recognized by both Democrats and Republicans as an incredibly gifted general
and a solid CIA director, federal intelligence agencies have cited his affair as a potential security breach
and have begun an investigation. Some members of the House and Senate are calling for Petraeus to
testify before Congress, while others have suggested that it would be best to drop the issue now that he
has resigned. The FBI has meticulous records of the situation, with information from all involved parties
– there are tens of thousands of emails documenting the specifics of the Petraeus-Broadwell affair. How
much personal information is the government entitled to in the case of a high-profile scandal within their
ranks?
Ben Wizner
There’s nothing like gathering loved ones around the table for the holidays, sharing a turkey dinner with
all the fixings, finishing up with warm pumpkin pie, and then…rushing off to Wal-Mart? That’s what
retailers are hoping their loved ones – American consumers – will be looking forward to this holiday
season.
Matt DeBord
Angelenos voted on state tax measures one week ago, but they may be voting on another tax measure
in March if the Los Angeles City Council successfully places a half-cent sales tax hike on the ballot. The
proposed measure is aimed at preventing new cuts in city services by boosting revenue by an
estimated $215 million a year, but it has drawn immediate opposition. Left-of-center groups have
accused city council members of caving to real estate interests by dropping plans for a property sales
tax in favor of a hike that disproportionately impacts working class taxpayers. A second and final vote
on the sales tax ballot measure is planned for next week.
Alice Walton
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Post-election America is healing after bruising campaigns that left the country feeling deeply divided.
The presidential race and the November 6 outcome are evidence of major shifts in the makeup of the
electorate – the results show that the voting population is transforming, and so are the ideals that drive
the nation.
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Republican upsets across the board and gross miscalculations between polls and actual outcomes
seemed like the result of willful ignorance from the conservative right. Pundits and media across party
lines are asking if the GOP is deluding themselves about who votes and what they vote for. Meanwhile,
as the Democratic Senate, Democratic President, and Republican House negotiate partisan leadership
over a bipartisan electorate, both parties are adapting to changes in popular opinion. The GOP in
particular is reevaluating their platform in the wake of this year’s losses.
Sentencing for driver that hit Alan Deane
A new private poll says Alzheimer's is disease Americans most fear
NBC4 accuses CA National Guard of sexual harassment and racism
Riverside city council debate possible sale of iconic cross
Gov. Brown aims to improve Californians' health
California health leaders want California to be the healthiest state in the nation
A man who robbed a Westminster bank said he wanted to be arrested to get shelter and medicine
LA Judge nominated to be federal district judge
The number of adult smokers in LA drops below a million
Legislative analyst says California close to surplus
Airport law enforcement to rely on new crime and traffic control tools
Four candidates for mayor debate
The number of unaccompanied children crossing US-Mexico border has risen dramatically since last
September - here's one kid's story in LA
Nancy Pelosi wants to remain the top Democrat in the house on Capitol Hill
Pelosi stays on as top House Democrat
New measurement indicates California has highest poverty rate in nation
LA City Council endorses exclusive franchise system for trash pickup at apartment buildings and
businesses
The TSA's expedited screening program is coming to John Wayne Airport
Inland workers staging another strike of Wal-Mart warehouse
Former CIA Director David Petraeus is scheduled to testify tomorrow about the diplomatic mission in
Benghazi before the Senate Intelligence Committee. This will be his first public...
Now to Tampa, Florida, home of CentCom and of socialite Jill Kelley.
Molly Peterson and Matt DeBord explain how California's new cap-and-trade carbon market will work
and who it will ultimately affect.
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While the national media have been focusing on Generals David Petraeus and John Allen for alleged
inappropriate conduct, accusations of inappropriate conduct in the military have emerged...
Joel Grover
The French Foreign Legion has developed a lore of haunted romance, but it is still an elite fighting force
made up of renegades and fugitives who are sent out on some of the most difficult...
William Langewiesche
President Obama held his first news conference in eight months.
Back in 1942, screen legend John Barrymore was preparing to audition for backers to finance a revival
of his 1920 triumph, "Richard III," and reflecting on his life and career. Barrymore died in May of that
year.
These last few months of his life are the the basis for the play "Barrymore," which premiered on
Broadway in 1997 and starred Christopher Plummer in the titualr role.

Christopher Plummer

Hostess, the company behind American classic carbs like Twinkies and Wonderbread, is threatening
liquidation unless the workers currently on strike return to their jobs by the end of today.

Erica Deutsch
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This week, Brice W. Harris took over stewardship of the California Community Colleges system,
replacing retiring chancellor Jack Scott. He has his hands full to shore up a system that, since 2008,
has been beset by over $800 million in state funding cuts, classes slashed by 24 percent, and a severe
drop in enrollment.
But there is hope on the horizon, thanks to the passage of Proposition 30, which will prevent a predicted
additional cut of $338 million in funding. Harris has said that he hopes to drill down on the message to
California lawmakers that the state needs to continue investing in higher education. Denying our
students access to the tools to prepare for better jobs, he warns, is a crisis in the making.
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How will the new chancellor go about rehabilitating California’s community colleges? What challenges
lie ahead as they prepare for the next wave of high school graduates and adult learners? Will there be
enough classes, funds and opportunities to go around?
Brice Harris
In the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, disaster relief has been a frequent topic of conversation all over
the country.

11:00

Even though a majority of hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, and fires occur in several key points
across the country, when disaster strikes, the whole nation feels the impact. Part of this has to do with
the way a natural disaster can affect the national economy – economists point to Hurricane Sandy as
part of the cause of the most recent increase in the jobless report – but a lot has to do with federal
funding for aid.
During the presidential campaign, Mitt Romney took a lot of heat for pre-Sandy comments on FEMA:
America “can’t afford” it. But he’s hardly alone in his view that funding to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency should be cut back on the federal level. Some economists have argued that
FEMA should exist for rare, heavy-hitting natural disaster, while states with high-risk should be
responsible for their own, more regular aid.
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Is the federal government responsible for providing aid for every natural disaster? Is it fair to ask
Barry Scanlon, Nicole
residents of low-risk states to fund a program that predominantly serves states with regular, predictable Gelinas
Los Angeles Superior court judge Thomas Rubinson threw out charges related to a first-of-its-kind antipaparazzi law Wednesday in a case in which a photographer was charged with driving dangerously with
intent to capture photos for commercial gain. Assistant City Attorney Ann Rosenthal said hours after the
ruling that her office would appeal. Paul Raef, the freelance photographer who is still facing charges of
reckless driving and failing to obey a peace officer, was charged after he allegedly pursued pop singer
Justin Bieber on July 6 on the 101 freeway.

22:00

Judge Rubinson cited numerous problems with the anti-paparazzi statute, saying it is unfairly aimed at
newsgathering activities protected by the First Amendment. "The judge said that when you are talking
about people doing their job and yet running the risk of additional criminal punishment, it has a chilling
effect [for] anyone from newsgatherers to wedding photographers and even real estate agents," said
David S. Kestenbaum, an attorney representing Raef. The judge put this first case involving California’s
anti-paparazzi law on hold until the appeal is resolved.
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Is Judge Rubinson justified in throwing out the charges brought against photographer Paul Raef? Does
Expanding electorate plays larger role in outcome of CA elections
CA wants to operate a key component of the federal health law on its own
UCLA regents examine next year's budget
$2.4M federal grant to help CSULA nursing students graduate
LA County Sheriff's deputy accused of murdering a neighbor
Lakers introduce new head coach
California's budget deficit is shrinking…and possibly disappearing altogether
Surprise $20-million del ends long running dispute over Temecula area strip mine
LA Laker legend criticizes new team coach
The Curiosity rover found humans could survive radiation levels on Mars
The Curiosity rover has collected 3 months of data on Martian weather
New study reveals sharp disparities in quality of life for OC residents
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Foreclosures are down nationally and in California. But maybe we could use some more activity in the
Southland…
Foreclosures are down in October
Foreclosures are down in October

DeBord
Milne
CC

Christopher Plummer says his portrayal of John Barrymore is more emotional the second time around CC
Starbucks buys Tevana for $620 million
Lee
The "Twilight" film series is coming to an end this weekend with the opening of its final film
CC
Prominent LA/Chinatown businessman/philanthropist Wilbur K. Woo dies
CC
Prominent LA/Chinatown businessman/philanthropist Wilbur K. Woo dies
Guidi
Executives of the Republican Governors Association are meeting in Las Vegas this week to discuss the
election results and the future path of the party.
Reid Wilson
Woo was a successful businessman, and though he never held political office, he was influential in the
Chinese community and was an avid political fundraiser.
Gov. Brown recently vetoed legislation brought forth by the Goodwill Charity that would have regulated
clothing donation bins.
Kendall Taggart
According to a new measure of wealth in the United States, nearly nine million Californians, about a
quarter of state residents, live in poverty. If the new figure is correct, that...
"Twilight" saga screenwriter Melissa Rosenberg, who wrote all five screenplays, talks about the success
of the vampire romance series. The final movie opens tonight.
Melissa Rosenberg
The oil company BP will pay $4.5 billion to settle criminal charges related to the Deep Water Horizon
explosion and oil spill. BP pled guilty to criminal misconduct charges related...
Abraham Lustgarten
To discuss how this scandal might affect the two agencies, we're joined by Mark Riebling, the author of
"Wedge: The Secret War Between The FBI And CIA."
Mark Riebling
Well, the lasting effects of superstorm Sandy didn't put a damper on the National Book Awards. They
were presented at a gala in New York last night.This despite the fact that the offices...
David Kipen
Democrats take control of Sacramento
Small
Israel and the Hamas-run government in Gaza moved one step closer to a full-out ground war.
Dan Ephron
A roundup of this week's biggest stories with Jim Rainey, political columnist for the Los Angeles Times, Jim Rainey, David
and David Gura, reporter from the Marketplace Washington Bureau.
Gura
Rico Gagliano and
Rico Gagliano and Brendan Francis Newnam, the hosts of the Dinner Party radio show and podcast,
Brendan Francis
are here with your weekly conversation starters
Newnam
If the urban legend that Twinkies have an indefinite shelf life is to be believed, fans of the pastry can
stock up now. But do Twinkies really last forever?
A political mailer sent to voters in the San Fernando Valley in the final stretches of this year's election is
raising eyebrows.
Kate Nocera
This morning former CIA director David Petraeus spoke to lawmakers in a closed session about the
attack on the U.S. Consulate in Bengazi, but did not address the scandal that forced...
In his new book "Race Baiter," media critic Eric Deggans examines how media companies are focusing
on a niche audience with a distinct point of view
Eric Deggans
Lakers fans with DirecTV can breathe a sigh of relief. The satellite broadcaster finally reached a deal
with the Time Warner channel, Sportsnet, which now carries the Lakers.
Aaron Garisek
If you go into business with someone, make sure you have an exit plan. And an entrance plan. William
Chick didn't have either, and it probably cost him millions. The hotel wing he built in downtown LA has
been closed off for 74 years; only now is a developer working on unsealing this time capsule from 1938. John Rabe
Skip lunch, ditch the sneakers, and put on your sportcoat, honey, because tonight we're celebrating at
the Dal Rae supper club in Pico Rivera.
John Rabe
This week, Scientific American reported on a study by two psychologists that looked at Billboard's top
40 songs over the last 50 years and found that more and more of the music we're listening to is written
in minor keys.
Kevin Ferguson
It started as a routine call to the plumber for tree roots in the sewer. But what happened next, KPCC's Gordon Henderson
Gordon Henderson says, defies imagination.
and John Rabe
Schizophrenic and homeless at 24, my son Drew was in the ICU with a blow to the head. I had imagined
this conversation, or variations if it, many times. Now I rubbed my eyes and grabbed the car keys.
David Haldane
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DataQuick released data on October Southern California home sales Tuesday, and while the news
looks superficially good — sales are up, prices are rising, foreclosures are down — the market remains Matthew DeBord and
distorted.
John Rabe
Thanksgiving is always a difficult time for me because I am, by nature and by habit, an ingrate. For
years I avoided Thanksgiving get-togethers and I believed it was because I did not like turkey. It was
only well into adulthood that I realized I just didn't like what my grandmother used to do to turkey.
Dylan Brody
In 1987, I was in my early 20s and was already a life-long Trekkie. And I was oh-so-skeptical of these
usurpers to throne of Captain Kirk. But this Next Generation captain and crew quickly converted me with
their adventures and their more thoughtful, but no less action-packed take on Star Trek. And so I
watched their episodes as lovingly - and possessively and eventually obsessively - as I ever had those
of their '60s forebears.
Dale Hoppert
Singer Sophie B Hawkins portrays Janis Joplin onstage
CC
LA residents travel for Thanksgiving, however not to East Coast
CC
Fans and restaurants rejoice at new deal to carry Laker games on Direct TV
CC
Israel’s military campaign in the Gaza Strip intensified over the weekend, with the Palestinian death toll
rising past 90 and drones hovering over the city. Israel’s targeting of Hamas has surged to a level not
seen since four years ago. Civilians and leadership on both sides have expressed worry that the most Edmund Sanders,
recent conflict could turn into a ground war.
Borzou Daragahi
A union representing L.A. city workers has voiced their opposition to the proposed half-cent sales tax
hike on the March 5 ballot. The tax hike is lauded by City Council President Herb Wesson as the only
way to save 1,400 jobs, including 500 police officer positions. Union support can be crucial to bills like
the sales tax hike, but the labor union and four of the city’s top mayoral candidates have all opposed the Alice Walton, Frank
increase.
Stoltze
Should the Rose Bowl host 25 events a year? That’s an ordinance the Pasadena City Council is
considering in a public hearing tonight. If approved, the city would begin the formal process to consider
temporarily hosting an NFL team while a permanent stadium is built at Farmers Field.
Many residents complain that a team would attract massive amounts of traffic and rowdy fans to the
quiet Arroyo Seco neighborhood, but the Pasadena Chamber of Commerce says the prospect of
millions of dollars in public revenue is well worth the inconveniences.
Joe Piasecki
It wouldn’t be Christmas without a nativity scene… lawsuit. After the Santa Monica City Council voted to
ban private displays in Palisades Park this year, the nonprofit Santa Monica Nativity Scene Committee,
which has been producing elaborate nativity scenes in the park for decades, filed a lawsuit against the
city, claiming their right to free speech was being violated.
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The city banned nativity scenes and all private displays after atheists and other organizations began
inundating the park with displays in recent years. A U.S. District Court judge heard the case today. The
churches were hoping the judge would grant an injunction allowing them to mount their displays while
the case is being reviewed, but this morning the judge ruled in favor of the city. The group’s attorney,
William Becker, has indicated they will appeal the decision.
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Who should have the right to set up opinionated or religious displays in public spaces? Is the City of
Santa Monica obstructing free speech by banning all the displays?

Robert A. Pugsley

8:00

Last Friday, California Attorney General Kamala Harris released her report “The State of Human
Trafficking in California 2012.” As a result of California’s first anti-trafficking law (AB 22), Harris
convened a Human Trafficking Work Group to update the state’s first report on the issue from 2007.
This year’s report compiles Work Group discussions which occurred over a three-day period in
Sacramento, San Francisco and Los Angeles, as well as additional research from the California
Department of Justice. The report produced some notable data. For instance, from mid-2010 to mid2012, California identified 1,277 trafficking victims, began 2,552 investigations and put 1,798 individuals
under arrest.
Some of the numbers, however, seem to conflict with public perception or competing sources of
information.The California task force on trafficking found that 72 percent of victims with an identifiable
country of origin came from America, even though the common understanding is that victims
predominantly come from foreign countries. Also, while sex trafficking amounted for 56% of victims
identified by the task force, other sources cite labor trafficking as 3.5 times more prevalent than sex
trafficking on the global level.
11/19/12
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What could explain these numerical discrepancies?

Kamala Harris

13:00

The Internet has made it increasingly easy for people to express themselves. Getting online has never
been easier – users young and old can update statuses on social networking sites from their
smartphones, publish a blog post on Wordpress and promote it all over the web, and get in touch
quickly and easily with friends and strangers.
The Internet is also an incredibly public platform for expression – sites like Facebook, Twitter, and
Tumblr have varying degrees of hard to navigate privacy settings, and users are often left more
exposed than they assumed they were. During times when issues like race and sexuality are most
discussed, like election season, social media reactions peak, and so does coverage of those reactions.
Sites like Buzzfeed and Jezebel have taken heat for going to elaborate lengths with their public
exposure and shaming of homophobic and racist posts on Twitter and Facebook. Offensive posts have
inspired their own blogs and spin-off social media accounts that aggregate inappropriate material.
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Is there a line being crossed when it comes to drawing attention to users who post racist or homophobic Matt Buchanan,
things online?
Fruzsina Eordogh
The saga of Budweiser and Anheuser-Busch is a classic parable of the rise, international domination
and eventual disillusionment of the American industrial age. Like most classic American success
stories, the chronicle of “The King of Beers” began with an immigrant, in this case, Adolphus Busch,
who arrived in St. Louis, Missouri from Germany in 1859 and bought a struggling brewery.

18:00

Over ensuing generations, the Busch family built an empire by revolutionizing the mass production,
distribution and marketing of beer – the world’s most popular beverage. Adolphus’ son August A. deftly
guided Budweiser through Prohibition and established Budweiser as America’s first national beer brand.
August Jr. bought the St. Louis Cardinals and forged an indelible link between sports and beer that
exists to this very day. August III streamlined the company for a new business age and helped launch
the profitable light beer craze.
But it was August IV’s lack of business acumen that led to America’s premier beer being bought by
foreign investors in 2008, ending a legacy of American dominance in the brewing industry. Renowned
journalist William Knoedelseder documents the 149-year saga of the business of Budweiser – as well
as the trappings, tragedy and drama of a family blessed and cursed by untold wealth in his new book,
“Bitter Brew: The Rise and Fall of Anheuser-Busch and America’s Kings of Beer.”
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Gasoline prices continue to drop in California
Impact of election on immigrant communities in California and vice versa
Greenhouse gas permit auction results are in
Crowds of shoppers will snap up Balck Friday deals beginning on Thanksgiving day
CA Air Resources Board says first carbon allowances auctoin went well
LA City Councilman Tony Cardenas transitioning to new role as member of Congress
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Los Angeles overcharged cities by millions, state Supreme Court rules
Small
End of federal unemployment benefits could affect an estimated 400-thousand Californians
CC
End of federal unemployment benefits could affect an estimated 400-thousand Californians
Quinton
Colleges creating apps to supplement college visits to recruit students
Guzman
More Californians drive under the influence of drugs than drive drunk
CC
More Californians drive under the influence of drugs than drive drunk
Quinton
LA County graduates first class of county inmate firefighters
CC
CA freshman members of congress learn the ropes
Felde
For months, experts have been talking about how tight housing supply is in California
DeBord
California is a center for human traffickin, state attorney general asserts
CC
Huntington Beach City Council weighs whether to trap and kill coyotes
CC
The LA Galaxy heads to another MLS Cup final
CC
Special investigator testifies in preliminary hearing of UCLA professor charged in fiery lab death of
research assistant
Moore
Special investigator testifies in preliminary hearing of UCLA professor charged in fiery lab death of
research assistant
Moore
Conference explores impact of election on immigrant communities in California and vice versa
Guidi
Churches take ity of Santa Monica to court over nativity scene ban
CC
Nintendo takes a gamble with its latest game console, analyst says
CC
Many California environmental groups are calling the re-election of President Obama a win for the
environment
CC
AMPAS votes for Oscar nominees next month
CC
Pitzer College develops environmental studies program named after Robert Redford
Peterson
Last three California Congressional races decided
Felde
LA County laments the distribution of realignment money
Palta
Pasadena City Council will decide whether an NFL game can happen at the Rose Bowl
Lee
Teacher accused of fondling student pleads not guilty
Romo
Family of deceased Jose De La Trinidad calls for FBI investigation into LASD shooting of man
CC
Family's lawyer says witness was pressured by LASD investigators
Aguilar
Attorneys for Walmart and a labor group will be back in court on Tuesday to argue the future of the
company's Chinatown location
Walton
LAPD and LAFD have been using the vacation Wilshire Grand deconstruction site for training
CC
The exchange of fire between Israel and the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip is now into its sixth day. For
the moment, the fighting shows no signs of abating.
Natan Sachs,
Israel and Hamas haven't only been fighting on the ground, they've been fighting online as well. The two
sides have been tweeting nasty messages at one another, posting assassination...
Andy Carvin
One item expected to fly off shelves this shopping season is the latest video game console by Nintendo,
the Wii U, which hit stores on Sunday.
Michael Packter
Wal-Mart workers are preparing to take part in a series of demonstrations outside stores on Black
Friday, the biggest shopping day of the year.
The California Report's Marjorie Sun reports the country's aging grid is already proving to be an
obstacle to "greening" China's energy production.
There's just no denying that Daniel Day-Lewis completely nailed Abraham Lincoln in Steven Spielberg's
"Lincoln," from head to toe — but he didn't do it on his own.
Lois Burwell
Transforming the magical novel, "Life of Pi," about a boy and a tiger stuck on a lifeboat, into something
camera-ready was a major challenge for director Ang Lee.
John Horn
After last Friday's meeting between the President and Congressional leaders, Wall Street is reacting
with positivity this mornin, and all indices are up by more than a percent. That doesn't mean the
worrying has stopped.
Daniel Gross
Climate change is making the issue of water rights increasingly important ... And tomorrow the U.S. and
Mexico are set to sign a landmark deal over rights to the Colorado River.
Laurel Morales
It has been three weeks since Hurricane Sandy hit the East Coast. The aftermath of the storm left 209
people dead and its price tag so far is more than $50 billion dollarsThe National...
Doug Kennett
This year, nearly 1 billion people in the world will go hungry. But at the same time, farmers around the
globe are producing more than enough food to feed every single person on the...
Frederick Kaufman
Campbell's Soup is repackaging its product in an effort to appeal to the Millennial Generation, but will
this younger generation bite?
Sharalyn Hartwell
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John Asbury, Jessica
Four Southern California men have been arrested as suspects in an alleged terrorist plot. The men
Garrison, Brian
allegedly conspired to kill Americans overseas by joining al-Qaida.
Michael Jenkins,
Just how will the Affordable Care Act affect America’s small business owners and their employees? Will Kavita K. Patel, Stuart
it change how you manage your business?
Waldman
How can Grover Norquist fit into the new normal in Washington? Will raising taxes help or hinder
America’s financial woes?
Grover Norquist
What social and environmental concerns should the city take into consideration as it prepares to
facilitate up to a dozen NFL games per year?
Terry Tornek
Is equal opportunity as “fair” as unilateral equal treatment? These questions and more, in Stephen
Asma's new book, "Against Fairness."
Stephen T. Asma
Businesses look ahead to options for providing mandated insurance under Affordable Care Act
CC
Businesses look ahead to options for providing mandated insurance under Affordable Care Act
CC
Becks says he's not likely to leave Los Angeles behind
CC
FBI gave details on the arrests of four terrorists
Bergman
Disgruntled retail workers will protest stores that hold earlier Black Friday events
Lee
Voters in one Westside Assembly district still don't know who will represent them
McNary
Bank of America leads in giving relief to CA homeowners at risk for foreclosure
Shahani
47 Southern California Cities aim to recoup 24 million dollars in fees from Los Angeles County
Small
State regulator mandates that LADWP does more to control dust pollution on Owns lakebed
Peterson
Former media mogul David Geffen is the subject of latest PBS documentary
CC
Missing person, severely autistic bipolar
CC
Thousands of nurses walked off the job Tuesday
CC
The golden State leads the nation in jobs added, but it's still stuck with unemployment in double digits DeBord
The Los Angeles City Council votes 11-4 to place a sales tax increase on the March ballot
Walton
Locatoin of Orange County's worst mass murder reopens Tuesday
Joyce
Police say three dead in Torrance after apparent murder-suicide at senior facility
CC
FBI foils terroristm plot with Inland Empire Ties
Cuevas
Feds arrest four people with ties to Southern California, who stand accused of trying to engage in
"violent jihad"
Bergman
FBI says terror suspects had plot in mind
CC
FBI foils terroristm plot with Inland Empire Ties
CC
The FBI shared information on what it described as a "valid homegrown terror network" in Southern
California
Bergman
Plenty of Californians travel over Thanksgiving
CC
Thanksgiving travel numbers are flat this year
Milne
Plenty of Californians travel over Thanksgiving
CC
A judge rules that contructoin can continue on a Walmart grocery store in Chinatown
Walton
One of the people most often cited as a replacement for Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has been U.S
Ambassador to the United Nations, Susan Rice.
Rep. Adam Schiff
If there's an NFL team interested in moving to Southern California, they now have a place to call home..
at least temporarily.
What happened to all the Stanley Cup excitement across Southern California now that the NHL lockout
is in its second month? Jed Kim brings us this report.
Thieves allegedly armed with power tools recently carved out ancient petroglyphs etched into a stone
landscape in eastern California, removing six and damaging dozens of other carvings...
Greg Haverstock
LA-based furniture and craft designer Tanya Aguiñiga brings indigenous weaving and craft to urban
public spaces.
Freelance music writer Steve Hochman talks with us about new music from K'Naan, Alex McMurray
and Godspeed You! Black Emporer.
Steve Hochman
We may be close to seeing a ceasefire deal in Gaza. A Hamas official tells Reuters that the ceasefire
will be announced an hour from now, and go into effect at midnight local time....
Noel King
Four Southern California men have been arrested and charged with plotting to kill Americans overseas
and join al-Qaida and the Taliban in Afghanistan.An FBI complaint unsealed in U...
The PBS documentary series American Masters looks at the lives of some of the most influential artists
in American culture. The latest installment, "Inventing: David Geffen" focuses...
Susan Lacy
Pilar Marrero, a senior political writer for La Opinion talks about her new book, "Killing the American
Dream, How Anti-Immigration Extremists are Destroying the Nation."
Pilar Marrero
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Kevin Clash, the puppeteer who created and voiced Elmo, has resigned.

Jeff Bercovici
Steven A. Cook,
What responsibility does the new Egyptian government have in terms of maintaining peace in the
Bradley Burston,
volatile region?
Christa Case Bryant
The city faces a $216 million budget shortfall next year. Should younger city workers be forced to delay Richard Riordan, Pat
retirement and roll the dice in the stock market?
McOsker
Corey Moore,
Guadalupe Palma,
Is it understandable for workers to protest on such an important day? Will it garner support for their
Greg Fletcher, Matt
cause?
DeBord
What is the history behind the modern kitchen? How has the way we eat changed, and how has it
stayed the same?
Bee Wilson
LA Laker coach Mike D'Antoni gets first win
CC
A public nudity ban in San Francisco moves forward
CC
A public nudity ban in San Francisco moves forward
CC
FBI agents raided apartment of Miguel Santana
CC
Egg producers in California sue over cage requirements
CC
LA City workers hold a candlelight vigil to protest pension reform
Stoltze
A Los Angeles City Council committee wants an ordinance prohibiting traveling shows from using
elephants within city limits
Walton
LA pension fight gets nasty
Stoltze
Inspector general issues report on "high round" incidents
Aguilar
It could be a headache getting to LAX
Bergman
LAX union workers: "We needed to protest today"
Moore
Discrimination/hate crimes against blacks in OC on rise
Guidi
Foreclosures and short sales are accounting for a smaller percentage of sales in CA
DeBord
Volunteers of all ages step up to serve Thanksgiving meals to families across the San Gabriel Valley
Thanksgiving is a busy holiday for pet sitters
Phoenix business group offers incentives to California companies
Phoenix business group offers incentives to California companies
20th Century releases big-budget gamble Life of Pi this Friday
20th Century releases big-budget gamble Life of Pi this Friday
Latino Catholic leaders taking advantage of growing debate around immigration reform to call on their
parishioners for support
City Council passed ordinance allowing NFL team to use Rose Bowl
Feds hold Laguna Hills meeting Nov. 30 (Friday) with Edison to talk about utility's plans to restart
nuclear plant
Safe handling of Thanksgiving food can keep you and your family healthy
CALPIRG warns parents about potentially dangerous toys
CALPIRG warns parents about potentially dangerous toys
At some time today, many people are likely heading to the airport, hoping against hope that their flights
won't be delayed. You might want to get out of the door and into your car,...
Nearly two million people are expected to travel through Los Angeles International Airport over the long
Thanksgiving weekend. But a march by hundreds of LAX workers this afternoon...
KPCC reporter Leslie Berestein-Rojas gives us a taste of what different families in Southern California
bring to the Thanksgiving table.
In the world of restaurant kitchens, most professional chefs are men. Food journalist Charlotte
Druckman wanted to find out what it's like to be a woman behind the hot front lines of...
Last night in Iowa, Grinell College beat Faith Baptist Bible, 179 to 104. Normally, that wouldn't make
national news but this was not your usual game. Grinell's guard Jack Taylor scored..
As we roll into Thanksgiving weekend, KPCC's Steve Proffitt shares some thoughts, and a few facts,
about the modern celebration of this great American holiday.
Well it's time now for another installment in our regular series of conversations with Grammar Girl,
Mignon Fogarty! She's a superhero of the English language.
Despite the new ceasefire between Israel and Hamas, the violence continues. The fighting is supposed
to stop at 9 p.m. in Israel and Palestine.
After a week of fighting, a cease fire has been announced between Israel and Hamas militants in the
Gaza strip. More than 140 Palestinians and five Israelis have been killed in the...
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Five years ago, Stanford student Jeff Orlowski landed a great gig working as a videographer for
National Geographic photographer James Balog.Balog was attempting the first expedition...
Jeff Orlowski
It sure would be wonderful if someone came along and said, "You don't have to get 7 to 8 hours of sleepMatthew J. Wolfto be healthy, just stop feeling so guilty!"Matthew J. Wolf-Meyer is the author...
Meyer
If you drink coffee, you may have noticed a growing trend: latte art. It takes a lot of skill to pull off, and
it’s become a competition amongst top baristas.
Ang Lee's epic "Life of Pi" opens in theaters today, and it's already gotten some of the best reviews of
any movie this year. It's
Have you ever wondered what the hotel concierge says about you behind your back? Does the hotel
staff taste your room service food? Now you can find out what goes on behind the scenes of the
hospitality industry from a new confessional “Heads in Beds: A Reckless Memoir of Hotels, Hustles, and
So-Called Hospitality” written by veteran luxury hotel employee Jacob Tomsky.

12:45
6:16
4:03
5:42

As a hotel insider, Tomsky was privy to the industry secrets and tricks exploited by bellhops, valet
attendants and housekeepers for years and he’s not shy about revealing them to readers. In addition to
workplace antics, the author offers advice to travelers about how to navigate the sometimes-intimidating
world of industrial luxury hospitality including who, how, and when to tip.
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Tomsky explains how working at hotels has impacted his personal life as well as all there is to know
about what really goes into profiting from putting heads in beds.

Jacob Tomsky

The work of prolific photographer Maynard L. Parker (1900-1976) exemplifies modern photography at its
most quintessential. His work can now be enjoyed in a new collection called “Maynard L. Parker:
Jenny Watts,
Modern Photography and the American Dream” compiled by curator Jennifer A. Watts. Many of
Christopher
Parker’s photographs focused on domestic life in the new consumer age in a postwar America.
Hawthorne
Pulitizer Prize-winning writer Timothy Egan tackles this man and his life in “Short Nights of the Shadow
Catcher: The Epic Life and Immortal Photographs of Edward Curtis.”
Timothy Egan
If you’ve ever stumbled out of a bar on Hollywood Boulevard at closing time, you know the smell: Bacon
wrapped hot dogs. They’re very tasty, but are they legal?
Right now, street vendors can be fined up to $1,000 and face jail time for selling food on L.A. sidewalks.
The carts are generally operated by immigrant vendors who make a living selling quick late-night snacks
to concert, club and bar-goers.
Los Angeles County’s Street Vending Compliance Program does require vendors to pay fees and get
public health permits, but they are still not permitted to prepare or sell the food on sidewalks. With the
help of City Councilman Jose Huizar, street vendors in Boyle Heights recently came to an agreement
with the city to be allowed to sell food at the Boyle Heights Farmers Market once a week.
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The East Los Angeles Community Corporation (ELACC) in Boyle Heights is organizing a series of
forums and working with community members to try and garner support for the legalization of street
vendors.

Isela Gracian, Leron
Gubler, Khaled
Hassan

24:00

Move over Breakfast Club kids, the “in crowd” still rules the world. This, according to new research that
finds that popular high school students earn more than their freaks and geeks counterparts decades
after graduation. Researchers crunched data from the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study, a survey of over
10,000 men and women who graduated from Wisconsin high school in 1957.
Back in 1957, the students were asked to list three people they considered to be their best friends.
Those students, whose names were written down the most, were deemed the most popular. Decades
later, the researchers have followed up with them to see what they could learn about the impact of
popularity then and now. Turns out, those popular kids were more likely to have come from “warm
family environments,” to have been smarter than their peers and to have been somewhat more affluent.
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Today, those same people are earning two percent more than their peers. Does this mean that our
dearly-held Revenge of the Nerds fantasies are just that – fantasies? Is there anything the rest of us can
do to buck this trend?
Sarah Kliff

8:00

In 2004, Sal Khan was a successful hedge fund manager in Boston who had started remotely tutoring
his young cousin in New Orleans when the “aha” moment occurred. What started with his young
protégé’s need for a little help with her math homework has exploded into called the Khan Academy,
now the world’s most popular online learning website with five million unique visitors a month, a million
page views a day and over 650 million exercises completed.
Khan’s approach to education is based on the idea that the existing model we use to teach humans is
hopelessly archaic, and may never have been effective in the first place. In his new book, “The One
World Schoolhouse,” Khan does far more than criticize the existing education paradigm; he offers
specific and radical ideas to push the way we teach, and the way we learn into the 21st century.
A cornerstone of Khan’s approach is the use of technology to humanize the learning process and
provide free access to education through the use of online videos and software. Khan also believes that
this new approach can address existing problems in education like low teacher pay and job satisfaction
and the lack of access to quality education for children and adults alike.
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With American high school students ranking 23rd in the world in science and math proficiency, how can Salman Khan
Pres of Board of Public Works could face charges
Guidi
Consider the Fork' looks at the history of how we eat
CC
LA's Guatemalan community still raising money and donations for earthquake victims back home
Guidi
Inmates in jail during Thanksgiving holidays
CC
Farm Sanctuary allows people to adopt turkeys
CC
California economy may result in strong holiday shopping sales
Adler
California economy may result in strong holiday shopping sales
CC
Organizations need volunteer help all year, not just during the holidays
Guidi
Organizations need volunteer help all year, not just during the holidays
CC
Walmart employees, management and shoppers wonder about one-day strike
CC
Yesterday, Mohammed Morsi of Egypt made vast expansions to the power and scope of the
presidency. Through a series of constitutional amendments, President Morsi vaulted himself above and
beyond the reproach of Egypt’s legislative and judicial branches of government. Critics are calling him
out for barring any of his decisions from appeal in court, as well as providing shelter to the panel drafting
Egypt’s new constitution, which is dominated by Muslims.
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This concerns liberals and Christians in Egypt, who foresee the new constitution as demeaning to
women, indifferent to other religions and greatly limiting to personal freedoms. Beyond those changes,
Morsi also ordered a retrial for former President Hosni Mubarak, mostly as a symbolic gesture towards
citizens who are still frustrated with the lack of punishment for the government’s role in the death of
protesters.
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However, Morsi has not made any new efforts to bring punishment to the members of the Egyptian
police force who directly killed protesters. This upsets the average Egyptian, but it guarantees that the Sherine Tadros,
new leader will have the loyalty of his primary law enforcement agency. All of this comes on the heels of Father Gregory
Morsi brokering the peace talks between Israel and Hamas to bring an end to the recent conflict in
Bishay, Dr. Maher
Gaza, which earned him high praise from President Barack Obama and Secretary Hillary Clinton.
Hathout
If you’re one of those people who finds mannequins creepy, well, you might want to start cutting down
on your shopping. That’s because some retailers, particularly luxury fashion brands, are starting to use
mannequins equipped with cameras in their stores.

18:00

The mannequins look normal (or as normal as a mannequin can appear, at least), but have a camera
located in one of their eyes which draws upon technology currently used at airports to identify criminals.
The mannequins can thus determine the race, age and ethnicity of shoppers, and that information would
then be used by companies to better tailor their in-store experiences to customers. The dummies are
already being used in Europe and America and seem to be paying off, but some retailers are taking a
stand against the specialized mannequins. Nordstrom, citing customer boundaries, refuses to install
such technology in its stores, although they have set up WiFi and introduced iPads for shopping
engagement.
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Where is the line exactly on this issue? Would you shop at a location if you thought a mannequin was
watching? What’s the difference between this and a security camera? How are the issues of privacy

Max Catanese

13:00

In 2008, two-thirds of Americans ages 18 to 30 cast their votes for Barack Obama. This year, 60
percent of the Millennial Generation were eligible to vote, and again they threw the bulk of their
considerable voting weight to Obama.
In California, college-based get-out-the-vote efforts and vote-by-mail options succeeded in getting
Millennials to the polls, not to mention youth-specific causes like Proposition 30, on which funding for
California’s higher education system hinged. There can be no doubt that Millenials are a game-changing
addition to the 21st century electorate. And despite their ethnic, social and educational diversity – 40%
of Millennials are non-white -- they show a surprising unity in their choices, skewing in favor of social
causes and Democratic candidates.
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Over the next two presidential election cycles, the entire cohort will reach voting age, representing 95
million votes up for grabs. How will their choices shape Congress? What decisions will they make
regarding same-sex marriage, reproductive choice, voters’ rights? Looking ahead to likely presidential
candidates, who will appeal to them the most? What does the Millennial vote mean for 2016, and
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Tim Cogshell, Peter Rainer and Charles Solomon to review the
week’s new film releases, including Life of Pi, Hitchcock, Price Check and more. Also, Peter Rainer
provides an overview of the Baja International Film Festival. TGI-FilmWeek!
David Thomson, film historian and author of “The Big Screen: The Story of the Movies,” didn’t want to
write just any history of cinema. “The Big Screen” is a narrative about what the movies have meant to
people, an account of their impact on culture and their transformation as film became a predominant
part of mainstream storytelling. Thomson’s book is not film history only for film historians – “The Big
Screen” considers questions that movie-lovers of all walks ask themselves: What’s special about film?
How does what we watch reflect back on us?
Study questions whether stronger border enforcement leads to fewer illegal crossings
New Gerber Baby is from Fresno
Survey: More of us feel better about the economy; less likely to give to chartiy
Film documents the loss of polar ice
Film documents the loss of polar ice
Southland Coptic priest responds to presidential action in Egypt
Southland Muslim leader responds to Egyptian president's power play
Interfaith effort encourages dialogue to resolve conflicts
Jewish/Muslim interfaith dialogue planned around the idea of "home" as reaction to recent violence in
Middle East
Protesters and shoppers meet outside Walmart stores
Walmart employees and shoppers meet on Black Friday
Shiriffs arrested nine activists outside a Walmart
Pedestrian safety urged
Police warn of car burglaries during start of holiday shopping season
Small Business Saturday puts the emphasis on independent operators
Shopper safety during holiday season
Walmart workers protest outside stores on Black Friday
Union activists and their allies want you to avoid Walmart
Walmart employees and shoppers meet on Black Friday
Online shopping is convenient, but in-person shopping is an experience
Actor best known for portraying JR Ewing dies at 81
Iconic Palm Springs estate of Bob Hope up for sale
US Military plans to reach out to amateurs to help track orbital debris
Tijuana tries to revive tourism
State Department renews travel warning for Mexico
California Christmas Tree Association says tree sales have stayed steady in recent years
California Christmas Tree Association says tree sales have stayed steady in recent years
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In the late 1990s, I came across Alfred Lansing's slim book, Endurance, which he tells the story of
Ernest Shackleton's attempt to cross Antarctica in 1914. Shackleton failed, but as others have noted,
his failure became his strength. Shackleton did what no other explorer did: he brought all of his men
back alive from unbelievable hardship: the loss of their ship; months on shifting, perilous ice; a boat trip
to inhospitable Elephant Island; an 800-mile sail to a pinpoint of land; rescue before the ice set in again. John Rabe
Cal State San Bernardino opens Center on Aging
Cuevas
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It's not Monday yet, but Cyber Monday has begun
Several freshman Congress members veterans of Sacto legislature
Modern society can learn about effects of climate change from Mayan example
FBI captures fugitive and reported Mexican cartel associate wanted for four LA County murders
Underground electrical vault suffered explosion this morning
The LA County Bureau of Weights and Measures warns shoppers that overcharges occur more often
during holiday season
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This week, the U.S. Supreme Court will evaluate workplace harassment in the context of supervision
and determine who qualifies as a supervisor. The specific case before the court began with Maetta
Vance, who was allegedly racially targeted by one of her immediate “supervisors,” Sandra Davis.
The question of supervision is an important one because it frequently determines liability. In cases
where an employee is harassed by a supervisor, the employer is automatically responsible for
damages, while if the perpetrator is a co-worker, the victim has to prove that the employer was
negligent in following up on complaints.
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What makes someone a supervisor? Is it, as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission states,
anyone with the authority to manage daily work activities? Is it someone with hiring and firing power?
Should employers be responsible for all workplace harassment, or just that carried out by their
management?

Greg Stohr, Anne K.
Richardson

22:00

As students across LA head back to school from their Thanksgiving break, LAUSD’s John Deasy will
head back to his office with a lot of decisions to make after Proposition 30 passed on the November
ballot.
With the state receiving an additional $6 billion in revenue, LAUSD has voted to restore its classroom
calendar to the standard 180 days for the first time in five years of budget cutting, which Deasy publicly
supported. The district will also rescind 10 furlough days teachers had agreed to, and will talk to other,
much smaller employee unions about rescinding their furlough days.
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The LAUSD school board also voted ot keep John Deasy in his role as superintendent through 2015.
The LAUSD is also applying for high profile “Race to the Top” grants that the federal government will
distribute, but the LA teachers’ union is opposed to the grant on the grounds that it could overextend the
district financially.
John Deasy

20:00

It’s the stuff of wartime spy thrillers like “Casablanca” and “The 39 Steps” — the body of a secret agent
is found under mysterious circumstances, with a coded message that defies cracking by experts.
This courier was no stool pigeon ... but it was a pigeon, one of some 250,000 enlisted during World War
II by the U.K.’s National Pigeon Service to carry messages from behind enemy lines in Germany,
France and elsewhere.
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Around 30 of the brave birds were awarded the Dickin Medal for Bravery in Battle, the animal equivalent
of the Victoria Cross. The skeleton of this particular pigeon was found in 1982 in the chimney of a home
in Surrey, England, on an estate that was used by decryption experts during the war.
Colin Hill

4:00

The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) was a statue enacted in 1986 as a means to set
privacy parameters on new and growing technologies. As one might imagine, any phone, computer or
other device from 1986 would be woefully out-of-date in today’s society. Some politicians and many
technological experts feel the same way about the ECPA itself.
Senate Judiciary Committee Chair Patrick Leahy (D-VT), has taken it upon himself to tackle this issue,
and has drafted an amended version of the ECPA. Leahy’s version specifically alters the rules of
access law enforcement agencies have over private e-mail accounts, requiring them to obtain a courtapproved warrant as opposed to an administrative subpoena. Unsurprisingly, groups such as the
National Sheriffs’ Association, the National District Attorneys’ Association and the U.S. Department of
Justice voiced their displeasure of Leahy’s changes.
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After this, tech website CNET made a report that Leahy again altered the bill, allowing for searches
without a warrant. With an air of confusion now surrounding Leahy’s proposal and stark opponents on
both sides of the issue, it is clearer than ever than some substantial changes must be made to bring this
old law kicking and screaming into the 21st century.
Declan McCullagh,
Joseph Cassily

13:00

The Santa Clarita Valley school district has implemented a drug testing program in their junior and
senior high schools. The program allows parents to opt their child in for random, free, on-campus drug
tests.
So far, more than 2,000 students participate, about one tenth of the districts middle and high school
students – and the program administrators are looking to expand. While random drug testing for student
athletes and participants in certain extra-curricular activities is not uncommon, Santa Clarita’s
Comprehensive Alcohol and Drug Reduction and Education (CADRE) program is believed to be the
only one of its kind in the U.S.
The ACLU and other civil rights activists are skeptical though, questioning how it could be truly
voluntary, and whether the program violates children’s privacy rights. If a student were to refuse testing,
even with their parent’s consent, the district could face legal challenges.
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Should students be subjected to drug-testing programs their parents opt into? Do programs like CADRE Gail Pinsker, Adam
violate children’s privacy rights? Is random drug testing the best way to prevent drug use in teens?
Wolf

17:00

Alan Eisenstock’s "Raiders! The Story of the Greatest Fan Film Ever Made" follows how two kids, 12year-old Eric Zala and 11-year-old Chris Strompolos, from Ocean Springs, Mississippi decided to
remake the Indiana Jones film ‘Raiders of the Lost Ark.’ Over the next seven years, the two made a
complete remake of the movie, with every scene and every stunt.
The final product was considered an undisputed fan film masterpiece. The story of how the movie was
made serves as a backdrop for Eisenstock, who chronicles the maturation of Zala and Strompolos
during the movie’s making: how the two kids grew up and dealt with their own respective hardships, and
how their boyhood friendship eventually dissolved. The film was the center of their youth, but it was also
the biggest, and eventually unbearable, burden on their friendship.
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From their devotion to their film, to their ruined friendship, to the eventual redemption of their
relationship and current directing cooperation, Eisenstock writes of youth, maturation, and the
boundless energy and hope contained in a young person’s dream.
New study suggests those exposed to poor air quality during pregnancy and first year of life are more
than twice as likely to suffer from autism
Five proactive brain lifestyle tips that will ward off dementia and memory loss
Art Laboe dedicates his DJ career to his fans
Green Dot founder Steve Barr leaves board of directors
The likeliest consumer picks this Cyber Monday
California will take a hit if the nation goes over the fiscal cliff
California will take a hit if the nation goes over the fiscal cliff
Charter school operator says recovered from financial near-death
Feds hold citizenship ceremony at Pomona Fairplex
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Cyber counterfiets confiscated just before Cyber Monday
CC
Internet retailers are now collecting sales tax in California
CC
Lawmakers wary of DC press corps
Felde
Tax law passage offers LA Unified some stability, superintendent says
CC
Diabetes Awareness Month is almost over
CC
Diabetes Awareness Month is almost over
Bartolone
Former campaign treasurer Kinde Durkee will be sentenced on Wednesday
Walton
FBI captures Jose Luis Saenz, one of their 10 Ten Most Wanted
CC
Would-be Riverside terrorist due in court
Cuevas
Mayoral candidate Wendy Greuel picks up the support of local Latino leaders
Walton
FBI Top 10 Most Wanted arrested in Mexico, brought to LA
Aguilar
After 86 years, LA's tennis tournament is moving to Bogota
Bergman
Loh Life Nine Lives
Loh
Independent committees could pour money into LA mayoral race
McNary
Mexico president-elect Enrique Nieto to meet with President Obama
Joffe-Block
OC Sheriff Hutchens has been diagnosed with cancer
CC
Lawmakers choose offices
CC
Scientists delve into the emotional and developmental components of adoption
Fernandes
Riordan ends signature-gathering efforts for LA pension reform
CC
LA Unified doesn't make the cut to be a RTTT finalist
Abdollah
Riordan says he'll try to talk to unions
Stoltze
Former mayor Richard Riordan suspends pension reform petition campaign
Stoltze
FBI says Saenz was difficult to catch because he had a lot of money
CC
Another construction project on the Sepulveda Pass
Martinez
Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi meets with members of the Supreme Judiciary Council to discuss
decrees he announced last week, giving him sweeping authority.
It's been three weeks now since the so-called Superstorm hit the east coast. Sandy was blamed for
more than 130 deaths and causing approximately $50 billion worth of damage.The country...
Jeff Masters
More questions are being raised about the safety of energy drinks like Monster and 5-Hour
Energy.Those brands have exploded in popularity in recent years, but health officials warn...
John Horn of the Los Angeles Times joins the show to give us a look ahead at the most anticipated
films of the holiday season. Also, we tells us about how the box office did over the...
John Horn
In these days when a birth mother can chose parents for her baby on the web and be an active part of
her child's life, is the trauma associated with adoption over?
Jay and Staci Baird are using various social media outlets to help them spread the word and ultimately
find a prospective birth mother for an 'open adoption.'
Staci and Jay Baird
Although many would-be parents are using social media as a tool in adoption, as with any online
transactions, there are many risks involved.
Adam Pertman
One of the FBI's 10 most-wanted fugitives, Joe Luis Saenz is in custody thanks to a joint operation
between Mexican law enforcement and the U.S.
While U.S. and Mexican authorities have been reluctant to work together in the past, but the arrest of
Jose Saenz points to an improved relationship between the two. Here to talk about...
David Shirk
The L.A. Open tennis tournament will be moving to Bogota, Colombia after 86 years in SoCal. Ben
Bergman reports.
Art Laboe was recently inducted into the National Radio Hall of Fame. After decades on the air, he still
gives shout-outs on behalf of listeners. KPCC's Vanessa Romo reports.
This weekend on Facebook you may have noticed a few of your friends posting something like:
Will Oremus
Maine-based photographer Tanja Hollander traveled around the world to meet and photograph all of her
Facebook "friends."
Tanja Hollander
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With each passing day, the pressure increases on Capitol Hill politicians to reach a compromise on the
budget. If they neglect to do so before the December 31, 2012 deadline, then 2013 will kick off with a
host of undesirable economic factors. Workers would see their payroll taxes increase, businesses
would see tax deductions go out the window, and the Bush tax cuts would expire without being
replaced.
Furthermore, spending cuts would go into effect that would deeply slash Medicare and the Pentagon’s
defense budget. Without a new budget deal, most economists predict that the country would suffer
financially, with the stock market taking a massive hit as investors start to panic about the economy.
After President Obama’s reelection, he announced that he was given a mandate by voters to increase
taxes on the wealthy as a means to deal with the budget.
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As Republicans also failed to secure the Senate majority, it appears as if they are now inclined to budge
on some of their previous steadfast positions. However, Democrats could be poised to push hard on
Aaron Blake, Paul
cutting defense and raising taxes in lieu of making any changes to entitlement programs. Which side wil West
Sexually active teens should have access to emergency contraceptives, said the American Academy of
Pediatrics in a new policy statement. The doctors recommend that teens should have a prescription for
emergency contraceptives, such as the well-known Plan B brand, before they start having sex.

22:00

Currently, the pills are available over the counter for people over 17 – the AAP suggests that if younger
teens had access to ‘Plan B,’ there would be fewer unplanned pregnancies. The rate of teen pregnancy
has fallen significantly during the past 20 years, but the U.S. still has the highest number in the
developed world.
Emergency contraceptives can prevent pregnancy after unprotected sex, or when a condom breaks, but
they are most effective when taken within 24 hours. The AAP suggests that if the ‘morning after’ pills
were available to teens, they could be used quickly and effectively, without the logistical hang-ups of a
last minute prescription. Opponents of the plan say that providing access to Plan B encourages teen
sexual activity, doesn’t reduce pregnancy rates and ignores other negative consequences, such as
sexually transmitted diseases.
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Anita L. Nelson, M.D.,
Should teens have access to emergency contraceptives? How should doctors approach sexual activity Donna J. Harrison,
and sex education with young patients? Would easier access to birth control and emergency
M.D.
As U.S.businesses felt the pinch of the recession, downsizing or even closing their doors, many
American workers found themselves applying for unemployment benefits. But as temporary layoffs
stretched from weeks into months, the ranks of the unemployed swelled, straining the limits of statefunded assistance. This prompted the federal government in 2008 to step in to staunch the bleeding
with temporary emergency extensions of up to 73 additional weeks.

25:00

In California, which provides 26 weeks of state assistance, that meant a maximum total of 99 weeks.
Some economists say that the extra benefits have contributed to a down economy by keeping people
from taking available jobs. But for many of the over 2 million Americans currently relying on federal
unemployment extensions, it’s their only hope for staying afloat as they continue to search for work.
Now, even those extra payments have been exhausted by well over 900,000 Californians. And if
congress doesn’t act to extend the federal lifeline, 400,000 more will see an abrupt end to their benefits
on December 29th, even if they haven’t exhausted the current federal maximum.
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The job outlook has improved slightly, but millions are still looking. With so many breadwinners
dependent on the federal program, how will the cutoff affect California’s economy? Has the federal

Jordan Levine, Liz
Pulliam Weston

24:00

Baseball writers of America will have some tough choices this January, when two of the game’s most
accomplished and polarizing figures become eligible for entry to the Baseball Hall of Fame. Both Barry
Bonds and Roger Clemens should be obvious inductees when you look at the numbers, but the
disproven allegations that both lied about using performance enhancing drugs (PED) have still left many
questioning whether they belong in Cooperstown.
Bonds, who set the all-time home run record, was cleared of charges last year that he lied to a grand
jury about not knowingly taking PED’s. Seven-time Cy Young winner and MVP, Roger Clemens was
acquitted this past summer of perjuring himself while testifying in front of Congress about not taking
steroids.
But even the acquittals have left many unconvinced. While some insist that any involvement with
steroids should be an automatic disqualification from hall of fame consideration, others believe it would
be a disservice to the game of baseball and to Cooperstown to not acknowledge the steroid era. They
argue that ignoring players involved in steroid use is ignoring a part of baseball’s history, however ugly.
11/27/12
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Do you believe Bonds and Clemens should be inducted in to the hall of fame? Why or why not?

Bill Shaikin

8:00

Still afraid of bird flu? Black plague? David Quammen explores the history and mysteries of animal
infections and human pandemic in his new book “Spillover.” Quammen’s chronicles of the little known
relations between animal diseases and human illness is a fascinating (and terrifying) read.
Quammen takes on frightening subject matter -- from the AIDS pandemic that was the result of a
spillover from a chimpanzee to a human, to SARS, Ebola, and Lyme disease.
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Smart, interesting, and, according to Publisher’s Weekly, “critically important,” “Spillover” gracefully
relates humanity to the rest of the natural world by examining the problems that affect us all.
Several family members dead after a walk on the beach in Northern California
A gay couple from Northern California waits to hear in the US Supreme Court will take its case
UC Board of Regents approve new chancellor for UC Berkeley
Lawmakers call for federal gas price probe
Monster Beverage faces scrutiny about energy drinks after five deaths
Only in LA; new caviar vending machines (for pets, too)
A cold front is coming into SoCal, bringing high surf and winds
Type 2 diabetes 20 percent higher in nations that use high fructose corn syrup
Out-of-state retailers begin collecting sales tax in California
UCI study: brief exercise immediately enhances memory
County to establish sex trafficking task force, foster kids
Six West Coast US Senators are asking the US Justice Department to investigate the gas price hikes
that occurred earlier this year
Much of frosh Congressional orientation is separated by parties
Lacter on California's budget outlook
Police make arrest in Ontario triple murder
Natural gas pipeline leaks can cause explosions
Pediatricians recommend access to Plan B for young teens
Pediatricians recommend access to Plan B for young teens
Spirit Awards nominees announced Tuesday
Health agency mismanaged funds for the prevention of child abuse and injury
Trial date nears for men accused of beating Giants fan at Dodger Stadium
A judge ordered a 21-year Riverside held without bail on terrorism charges
The Alternative Minimum Tax and budget negotiations
UC Board of Regents approve new chancellor for UC Berkeley
Company plans train Fullerton-to-Vegas train service to start New Years 2013
Educators debate governor's proposal on educatoin funding formula change
At the White House today, a group of 15 small business owners from the retail, health-care I.T.,
transportation and construction sectors are meeting with President Obama to discuss...
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This week, California’s 14 freshman members of Congress are back in Washington for a second week
of orientation. But much of the training is segregated, with Democrats on one side of Capitol Hill and
Republicans on another.
President Obama is focusing on the looming fiscal cliff and how to get Congress to agree on a plan to
extend at least some of the Bush-Era tax cuts.If that effort fails, virtually every...
Ever since fears of drug violence stemmed the flow of American visitors to Tijuana, the city’s tourism
officials have been trying to draw tourists back by promoting its emerging new food, art and culture
scenes. But even as officials tout a newer, hipper Tijuana, vestiges of the city’s older, kitschier tourism
economy are still kicking.
Trade between Mexico and the United States is one of the topics that will be discussed today in
Washington as Mexico's President Elect, Enrique Pe&ntilde;a Nieto, is meeting with President...
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Every Tuesday record companies usually release new albums, which means we're joined today by
Oliver Wang, Ann
Oliver Wang from soul-sides.com and NPR's music critic Ann Powers to discuss the new music...
Powers
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, Susan Rice, meets with Republican lawmakers today in
Washington to discuss her comments about the U.S. Embassy attack in Benghazi.
Ethan Chorin
In his new book, New Yorker film critic David Denby outlines his fears that blockbuster films being made
today are having a negative effect on American cinema.
David Denby
Muslims consider alcohol sinful, or haraam. Despite this belief, some contend with alcohol abuse. And
there’s a lack of culturally sensitive programs to address it.
With the Presidential election over, focus is turning to whom President Obama will choose for his
second term cabinet. Here in Los Angeles, eyes are on Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, and what he will
choose to do next.
Dubai in United Arab Emirates is home to the tallest building in the world. Named the Burj Khalifa, the
skyscraper stand 2,722-feet tall and took five years to build.
Edward Lifson
Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center is widely regarded as one of the most prestigious hospitals in the
United States. The medical center ranked in the top five in U.S. News and World Report’s 2012-2013
national Best Hospitals ranking, but more recently one healthcare quality rating group gave UCLA an F Leah Binder, Ms. Jan
in patient safety.
Emerson-Shea
Tonight’s Powerball drawing could make some lucky winner very happy – maybe.
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The national lottery has gone 16 weeks without a winner, increasing the jackpot to a cool half billion
plus, the most it’s ever been and second only to last April’s $656 million MegaMillions prize. Maybe
you’re one of those dashing off to the corner liquor store for a ticket, or setting up an uneasy alliance
with co-workers to increase your chances.
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But it won’t help that much – the odds of winning now stand at about 1 in 175 million. As some have
pointed out, you’re more likely to get hit by an asteroid. And for those who have won in the past, the
story doesn’t always end happily.
The European Union (EU) was established to unite the continent of Europe, but now the EU may be
losing membership from one of the region’s most influential nations, The United Kingdom of Great
Britain (UK).
You’re hearing it everywhere: PSAs on TV and the radio. Maybe from your boss, too. It’s time to get a
flu shot. “Everyone who is at least 6 months of age should get a flu vaccine this season,” is the
recommendation from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The vaccine doesn’t work for all
flu viruses, but public health officials insist, the more people who get vaccination, the more protection
we all have from catching a flu.

Matt Sweeney

17:00

Nicholas Cull, Andrew
Gumbel

17:00

Dr. Arthur (Art) Caplan
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“The Fiddler on Pantico Run” is author Joe Mozingo’s quest to discover the origins of his father’s family,
and the shocking discoveries he made along the way. After initially believing that Mozingo was a French
or Basque name, a college professor suggested that it was most likely of African origins.
This came as a shock to the blue eyed, very Caucasian Mozingo, but spawned a search for his family’s
origins. Eventually, Mozingo was able to trace his ancestry back to Edward Mozingo, an African slave
brought to Jamestown in 1644, who eventually earned his freedom and married a white woman.
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The discovery of Edward Mozingo, however, is only the beginning of the family history laid out in The
Fiddler on Pantico Run. Joe Mozingo searches for Edward’s roots in Africa, but also traces how the
family evolved in America from Edward’s initial mixed race marriage. Mozingo meets distant relatives all
over the country, some white, some black, some somewhere in between, all with distinct family
histories.
Joe Mozingo
“Untouchable: The Strange Life and Tragic Death of Michael Jackson” is a biography of the ‘King of
Pop’ with unprecedented insight. Acclaimed journalist Randall Sullivan’s latest work paints an in-depth
portrait of Michael Jackson sourced from previously inaccessible material – access to those who were
closest to Jackson in life and in business.
Randall Sullivan
The ACA is expected to expand access to MediCal for millions of uninsured Californians in 2014; what's
at stake for communities of color?
Guidi
Two gang members sentenced to 25 years for bank fraud scheme
Aguilar
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Large Asian American voter turnout reveals strength of an overlooked demographic survey indicates
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Large Asian American voter turnout reveals strength of an overlooked demographic, survey indicates
Pension agency CalPERS to sue city of San Bernardino over non-payment
UC Berkeley hires a new chancellor
Republican state lawmakers explores 2014 run for CA governor
Republican state lawmakers explores 2014 run for CA governor
Democratic campaign treasurer to serve 8 years in prison, and pay 10 million in restitution to former
clients
A judge in Sacramento sentenced former Democratic Treasurer Kinde Durkee to 8 years in federal
prison today
Jade Douglas Harris pleads not guilty to Downey shootings
Swells are coming this week and bringing big surf
Swells are coming this week and bringing bug surf
Huell Howser retiring. Howser on his Tennessee accent
Huell Howser retiring, Kevin Roderick reacts
Movement, but still vast gulf over immigration reform
Helicopter crew rescues couple who had been missing from Joshua Tree
Helicopter crew rescues couple who had been missing from Joshua tree
The Planning Commission will consider new regulations for medical marijuana clinics
Can soy supplements beat menopause symptoms?
Californian heads House Foreign Affairs Committee
Californian heads House Foreign Affairs Committee
City of Newport Beach considers raising dock fees
Strike spreads at the Port of Los Angeles
Multiple criminal defendants choose to act as their own legal counsel
Santa Monica City Council gives final approval to raze trailer park to make way for condos
Santa Monica City Council gives final approval to raze trailer park to make way for condos
Gov. Brown claims his tax measure will balance the state budget
Gov. Brown claims his tax measure will balance the state budget
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Governor Brown had promised his sales and income tax measure would finally balance the state budgetCC
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Governor Brown had promised his sales and income tax measure would finally balance the state budgetCC
LA Bureau of Sanitation advises to keep an eye on clogged storm drains to prevent flooding
CC
Democrats unlikely to leverage "super majority" until fall
Small
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New solutions decrease risk of colorectal surgical site infections
O'Neill
Mexican officials search for disappeared victims of drug violence in Tijuana
Siegal
Nonprofit gives UCLA Medical Center an "F" grade
CC
The situation throughout the Middle East continues to escalate. In Syria, twin suicide car bombs ripped Ambassador Dennis
through a suburb of Damascus today killing at least 34 people. In Egypt, two...
Ross
In a new climate study, researchers have suggested that sea levels are rising far faster than previously
thought. We speak to Coral Davenport, Energy and Environment Correspondent for...
Coral Davenport
The ACLU of Northern California has filed a lawsuit on behalf of four female service members who say
that the Department of Defense's policy has hampered their ability to get the same...
Captain Zoe Bedell
In Israel, women have already served in combat positions in the Israeli Defence forces for 20 years.
Women make up 33 percent of the military, and just last year they appointed Brig..
Elana Sztokman
And now some news from the world of news... There's buzz that Jeff Zucker, the former head of NBC
Universal, will be taking the reins at CNN. Earlier this year, Jim Walton said he'd...
Andrew Wallenstein
In her new book, "Learn Something New Every Day: 365 Facts to Fulfill Your Life," NPR librarian Kee
Malesky enlightens readers on 365 little-known facts.
Kee Malesky
A new study reveals what's going on under the hood (i.e. in the brain) when a rapper busts out a
freestyle rap on the fly.
UN Ambassador Susan Rice and potential next Secretary of State is back on Capitol Hill today, meeting
with senators. She's been trying to mollify criticism over statements she made...
Scott Wong
We turn now to another story about the CIA, one that has become part of popular lore: the curious death
of U.S. Army biological warfare specialist, Frank Olson.It sounds like the stuff...
Jon Ronson
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A 20-year-old beauty queen was killed in Sinaloa, Mexico this past weeked in a gun battle between
suspected drug traffickers and the military. Authorities say Maria Susana Flores Gamez...
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Jose Carlos Cisneros
Guzman

The National Ignition Facility in Livermore is a $5 billion, taxpayer-funded super laser project. It's been
hailed as the ultimate in revolutionary science and dismissed as the mother of all boondoggles.
If you've had the munchies lately, you may have noticed that some of your favorite organic peanut
butters are still missing from the grocery store. As it turns out, that could very...
Marion Nestle
In the wake of this month's elections, there are now 18 states which allow the medical use of marijuana.
As acceptance of medical marijuana grows, so have questions about its use by...
Noelle Crombie
Less than two weeks after a violent eight-day conflict between Hamas and Israel, the United Nations
(UN) is set to approve recognition of Palestine’s status as a “non-member observer state.” This is the
second time that Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas has applied for the status upgrade from
“observer entity” after his first attempt was impeded last year. The resolution is expected to garner the
necessary majority vote of the 193 members of the UN General Assembly, but there are strong petitions
on both sides of the motion.
Barbara Plett
Elephants have long been iconic symbols of circuses, but circuses visiting Los Angeles may have to
Paul Koretz, Stephen
cross the majestic animals off their list of attractions.
Payn
How should LAUSD handle alleged misconduct by their employees? Do the results of the state audit
concern you?
Tami Abdollah
Major General Anthony L. Jackson has just been sworn in as director of California’s department of
Major General
Parks and Recreation. How does he plan to rehabilitate the beleaguered department?
Anthony L. Jackso
Should government statutes regulate the press, or should any ‘policing’ be instituted voluntarily by the
media?
Jose Lambiet
Norberto Santana,
Julie Gallego, Ben
Larry and our talented trio of Orange County journalists riff on the latest news from the O.C.
Bergma
SoCal car enthusiasts and press from around the world are converging on the Convention Center this
week for the 2012 LA Auto Show.
Matt DeBord, Ed Loh
Bat-wheels up for auction
CC
LA Democrat elected Chair of House caucus
CC
CA lawmaker wants to allow over-the-counter sales of birth control pills
Bartolone
Santa Monica Mayor Richard Bloom declares victory after long counting process
McNary
US Sen. Barbara Boxer endorses Wendy Greuel for mayor of Los Angeles
Walton
Strike shuts down most of the terminals at Ports of LA, Long Beach
Watt
Biologists are reintroducing salmon to the San Joaquin River
Daniel
The gay community is experiencing a baby boom
Kim
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Car makers talk tech at LA Auto Show
Persistent showers in Southern California cause increase in accidents
Two year ago, legislators passed a law desgined to make it earier for community college students to
transfer to the Cal State system
California community college students have trouble transferring
David Courtney, the PA announcer for The Kings, Clippers and Angels, has died at age 56
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State Senator to introduce constitutional amendment making it easier to pass school parcel taxes
City of LA considers whether to ban performing elephants
City of LA considers whether to ban performing elephants
State audit into how LAUSD handles child abuse to be released
LA Unified opens 3rd of 15 large campus clinics
LA Unified opens 3rd of 15 large campus clinics
Leonard Maltin has a collection of movie posters that he's putting up for auction
The Los Angeles Planning Commission approved new regulations for medical marijuana clinics
Matt DeBord at the LA Auto Show
State audit into how LAUSD handles child abuse to be released
Talks to end strike at LA and Long Beach ports resume
TRUST ACT to be reintroduced two months after Gov. Brown vetoed it
Longtime Kings and Angels announcer David Courtney dies
PETA sues Hermosa Beach restaurant for serving Foie Gras
Talks resume in Port of LA and Long Beach strike
Talks resume in Port of LA and Long Beach strike
Strike shuts down most of the terminals at Ports of LA, Long Beach
CA Lottery commission votes to add CA to powerball
CA Lottery commission votes to add CA to powerball
State regulator approves 5.4% rate hike for SoCal Edison
The strike at the Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long Beach is hurting the local economy
Supreme Court to consider considering Prop 8
Farmers and others who rely on State Water Project can count on at least 30 percent of their requested
water this year
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The Supreme Court meets tomorrow to decide whether now is the time to rule on the constitutionality of
gay marriage.The justices will hold their talks behind closed doors, and one of...
While we wait to see what the Supreme Court will do when it comes to gay marriage, a federal judge in
Sacramento takes up another controversial issue tomorrow: gay conversion therapy.
The San Onofre nuclear plant has been shuttered for nearly a year. Regulators closed the plant in
January after discovering a steam generator tube had leaked a small amount of radioactive...
At The Orange County Register, the new owners are trying something unique in the industry: They’re
expanding the newsroom, and putting the emphasis on print, not digital.
Suddenly, immigration is the buzz word on Capitol Hill. A pair of Republican Senators floated their idea
for giving legal status to young illegal immigrants, and the House may vote tomorrow on a visa bill. But
KPCC's Washington Correspondent Kitty Felde says the chances of a comprehensive immigration bill
passing both the House and Senate remain slim.
At this very moment, in a dining room at the White House, Mitt Romney is having lunch with President
Obama. Of course, Romney hoped he'd be the one inviting former President over for...
Most of the terminals at the Port of Los Angeles are shut down this week after clerical workers went on
strike, and other workers refused to cross picket lines. The port is the nation...
This week Congress voted down the Sportsmen's Act of 2012, which had proposed to raise the cost of
the Federal Duck Stamp from $15 to $25.
Mexican President Elect, Enrique Pena Nieto, will be sworn into office on Saturday in Mexico City. After
the ceremony, he'll deliver an address to the country and then meet with a small...
One of the basic building blocks of the Obama administration's health care reform plan involves
converting old fashioned paper patient records to electronic form.Medicare officials...
The California Report's Susan Valot reports the healthcare industry is trying to shore up the number of
such physicians, but the fruits of that effort might not come soon enough.
There's a baby boom going on in the lesbian and gay community, a 'gay-by' boom, as some like to call
it. But a number of LGBT couples who have trouble conceiving find they don't enjoy...
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In her new book, writer Suzanne Barston looks at how baby-feeding methods have come to define
motherhood.
Suzanne Barston
How should the Supreme Court handle the marriage equality cases it is considering? What will the
John Eastman, Vikram
impact of the court’s decision be?
Amar
The Egyptian revolution was a historic monumental event that explicitly illustrated the utter severity of
the Arab Spring, but has Egypt replaced one dictator with another?
Kristen Chick
We can’t just stay home when it rains, so how do you avoid becoming an L.A. driver cliché - or an
accident statistic?
Patrick Chandler
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Andy Klein and Wade Major to review the week’s new film releases Wade Major, Andy
including Killing Them Softly, ... and more. TGI-FilmWeek!
Klein
“The Central Park Five” centers on the lives of five black and Latino Americans– teenagers at the time – Ken Burns, Raymond
who were charged and convicted with the brutal rape of a Manhattan woman.
Santan
International soccer pro David Beckham aiming for greater heights after six years with LA Galaxy
Moore
Strike continues at Los Angeles and Long Beach ports
Watt
Burbank's Bob Hope Airport runway lights back on after electrical failure
CC
US Supreme Court to consider taking case on Prop 8
CC
Movie critic Leonard Maltin parts reluctantly with his film ephemera
Whatley
State audit into how LAUSD handles child abuse to be released
Abdollah
UCLA and Stanford play for the Pac-12 football title
CC
Strike continues at Los Angeles and Long Beach ports
CC
San Onofre nuclear plant operators say a backup generator at the plant may have been tampered with;
filed report with feds
CC
San Onofre nuclear plant operators say a backup generator at the plant may have been tampered with;
filed report with feds
Joyce/Julian
Downtown LA residents vote on streetcar
Stoltze
Downtown Women's Center opns a new housing unit
CC
Enrique Pena Nieto, Mexico's new president, takes power this weekend. He inherits a nation that's
suffering from a long-running conflict against drug traffickers and an economy that...
David Martin Davies
As we heard, some folks believe Mexico has the potential to become the next China when it comes to
trade with the U.S. Recently, China has ceded some of its manufacturing business...
Tom Wainwright
A few weeks ago space fans on the Internet were buzzing with excitement over an upcoming Marsrelated announcement.
The mountain pine beetle is the size of a grain of rice, but it has recently destroyed large swaths of
forests in the US and Canada.
Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the hosts of the Dinner Party podcast and radio show join the
Rico Gagliano and
show to give this weekend's conversation starters.
Brendan Newnam
James Rainey of the LA Times and Heidi Moore of The Guardian chew on the week's big stories,
James Rainey, Heidi
including developments in fiscal cliff negotiations, events in Syria and Egypt, Susan Rice...
Moore
Former Presidential candidate Mitt Romney didn't expect to lose the race, and recently released
information may show why.
Nate Cohn
And now some breaking election results! I know, that sounds weird, right? Seeing as it's been 24 days
since the election.Later today, the Los Angeles County Registrar will update the...
Kim Alexander
Jacki Weaver, star of "Silver Linings Playbook," joins the show to talk about the film, mastering the
Philadelphia accent and playing Robert DeNiro's wife.
Jacki Weaver
"The Office" may be in its final seasons on NBC, but Dunder Mifflin &mdash; the paper company that
Dwight, Pam et al. work for &mdash; will live on. That's because the company has crossed...
Stuart Elliott
This weekend marks the last opportunity for residents in downtown Los Angeles to vote on a special
property tax. It would fund construction of a four-mile electric streetcar in their neighborhood.
It's been a week since the shopping extravaganzas of Black Friday and by now, you might be getting
frustrated dealing with painful returns and exchanges.
CA officials say face of AIDS in getting younger
Soccer superstar David Beckham plays his mast match today with the LA Galaxy
Harvey Jordan was running an art gallery in North Hollywood when a man came in and told him he had
some very rare Disney drawings that he wanted to sell.
When we explain Off-Ramp to people, they often say, "Oh, it's like Huell Howser, but on the radio!" We
take it as a compliment, and were delighted when Huell, whose home base is KCET public television,
asked Off-Ramp to spend the day with him.
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Kevin Roderick, of LA Observed, remembers back more than twenty years, when Huell Howser came
West as a general assignment reporter for Channel 2, and then found his niche on KCET doing the long
form visits he became famous for.
John Rabe
For all I know, the TalkingSanta iPhone app has been around for years, and it's come and gone as the
app dujour for 12-year olds. But my nephew Bill just showed it to me, and I've spent happy hours
making Santa say outrageous things and burping. But as a journalist, I figured Santa deserved equal
time. I especially wanted to know the most common thing people have him say. Turns out, some people
are trying to break up Mr and Mrs Claus.
John Rabe
The Instagram feed of Miss_Lucifer_ is anything but satanic. This London-based Instagrammer is fond
of tranquil landscapes, old cars and autumn leaves.
Mae Ryan
In 1968, I was watching TV coverage of the Democratic National Convention. I remember turning to my
father and asking, "Dad, why are the police beating up those students?" "I don't know, son," my father
replied.
John Rabe
Earlier this month he was inducted into the National Radio Hall of Fame, and after decades on the air,
Laboe continues to give shout-outs on behalf of his listeners. KPCC's Vanessa Romo sat down with
Laboe to talk about his legacy.
Take Two
The federal government has less than one month until the United States falls off the so-called “fiscal
cliff” of automatic tax hikes and deep spending cuts, which will occur on January 1 unless Congress
agrees on a strategy to avoid the potential economic calamity.
Robertson William
LAUSD's John Deasy and UTLA president Warren Fletcher join the show to discuss their tentative
John Deasy, Warren
agreement to use of student test scores in teacher evaluations.
Fletcher
Extraordinary children often lead difficult lives when they are so different that they are unable to feel
accepted by society. As they grow older, their differences tend to define them…
Andrew Solomon
How do you do your mobile messaging? Can the text message hold onto its youth, or will it be eclipsed
by other modes of communication?
Janet Sternber
Boomer families take in aging parents, adult children, grandchildren and sometimes all three. A Pew
research study this year noted that over 50 million Americans are living in multigenerational homes, a Michael Litchfield,
10 % increase over 2007.
Linda Perlman Gordo
Alexandre Desplat composed scores for “Moonrise Kingdom,” “Argo,” “Rust and Bone,” “Zero Dark
Thirty,” and “Rise of the Guardians.
Composer Alexandre Desplat writes the soundtrack to Oscar season
Alexandre Desplat
Former lawmaker pushing education deadline
Guzman
Palm Springs and Murrieta named two host cities in next year's Amgen Tour of California
CC
Report says US companies dumping lead batteries in Mexico than before
Florido
US Supreme Court will take up the ban on same-sex marriage in California
CC
CA officials say face of AIDS in getting younger
Bartolone
Coast Guard member killed in ramming by possible smugglinh boat
CC
Cooley leaves as DA
Stoltze
A new poll from Loyola Marymount University finds Eric Garcetti leads in the 2013 mayor's race
Walton
Mexican immigrants to the US are not as healthy as previously believed, RAND study says
O'Neill
Altamed Community Clinics debuts original telenovela series to battle AIDS
O'Neill
Cirque du Soleil's "Iris" to close next month
Jahad
LA gets a new DA
CC
L.A. County to swear in a new District Attorney
Palta
Musical chairs in Congressional leadership jobs for Californians
Felde
The Loh Life
Low Life
Mars Rover finds trace amount of organic compounds in first chemical test of soil
CC
Retiring Congressman sworn in as San Diego Mayor
CC
Retiring Congressman sworn in as San Diego Mayor
Felde
A new poll finds Eric Garcetti and Wendy Greuel are the frontrunners in the 2013 mayoral race
Walton
Bumper crop of new state lawmakers take office
CC
39 freshman lawmakers take oath of office in CA legislature
CC
Incoming state Republican lawmakers say there's no ignoring the Democrats' supermajority
Small
Rain knocked out power and dropped almost an inch of rain in Northern California
CC
Four people murdered at unlicensed boarding home
Aguilar
Property owners in LA will be hearing from the county's flood control district.
Peterson
Republicans hope their voices won't be lost in supermajority
Quinton
Republicans hope their voices won't be lost in supermajority
CC
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One economist says estimates that the LA/Long Beach port strike is costing a billion dollars a day are
overblown
One economist says estimates that the LA/Long Beach port strike is costing a billion dollars a day are
overblown
California's new lawmakers will be sworn before the vote counts are final
Judge to decide whether to suspend California's ban on gay conversion therapy for minors-while
opponents challenge it in court
CA assembly member reintroduces TRUST Act
Laguna Art museum acquires painting by famed landscape artist
It's rainy season - relatively speaking - for Los Angeles and environs
In just three hours, lawmakers will be sworn in for the newest session of the state legislature.
Democrats now hold the coveted two thirds "supermajority" in both chambers.To discuss...
Officials from the Royal family have announced Kate Middleton, Duchess of Cambridge, is expecting a
baby. We speak with KPCC's Patt Morrison.
According to an independent state oversight agency, California's push for alternative energy could
prove incredibly costly to taxpayers and have grave consequences for the environment.
The last few days the entire state has been hammered by a series of storms, but they may have been
caused by something few have heard of ... an atmospheric river.
A dispute between environmentalists and LA county’s flood control district reaches the U.S. Supreme
Court, but may not clear up who's responsible for stormwater pollution.
Scientists at Boston University's School of Medicine have examined the brains of deceased athletes
and military veterans who had suffered from repeated head injuries
In the past few years, four or five of the top 10 highest-grossing movies have been animated films. For
instance, this year, the Pixar Animation film "Brave" made more than half a billion...
Anime expert and film reviewer Charles Solomon speaks with A Martinez about some of the more
popular series that you should be watching.
Eyewitness identifications are mainstays in police procedural dramas, but in the real world, those
witness identifications are not as reliable as one would think.
In the book "Soul Repair: Recovering from Moral Injury After the War," co-author Rita Nakashima Brock
examines the powerful sense of shame, grief and remorse many soldiers feel because their
experiences conflict deeply with their morals.
This morning NASA held a press conference to present the latest findings from its Curiosity rover on
Mars. The announcement was much hyped after an NPR report quoted one of the lead...
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YouTube telenovela traces a fictional Latino family's risks for HIV and AIDS.
Maybe the "economic" drama of the past several years took a toll on your 401k and now you're looking
for an investment that will recoup all that you lost. How about putting some money...
Freight ships unable to unload cargo have anchored offshore from the ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach as the local 800-member clerical workers unit of the International Longshore and Warehouse
Wendy Lee, Craig
Union continues an eight-day strike. Union leaders claim that management is not protecting future
Merrilees, Steve
clerical jobs and planning on outsourcing to China and Taiwan.
Getzug
Homophobia or no homophobia? That is the question currently being debated among journalists after
the Associated Press recommended against the use of “phobia” in “political and social context.” AP
editors say the suffix, in cases such as “homophobia,” or Islamophobia,” can be presumptuous because
it ascribes mental disability to someone who may or may not have one.

6:02
Stephanie
O'Neill
Kelly Crow

13:00

The AP is opting for something that it sees as more neutral, such as “anti-gay,” to describe a comment
or action, but avoid attributing a motive. The National Lesbian and Gay Journalists Association agrees,
opting for something like “LGBT rights opponents.”
Do you agree or disagree? What do you think might be a better alternative? Or do you think such
actions should be labeled in the traditional way?
12/4/12

DIV

James Rainey

17:00

The water cycle is pretty simple - rainfall flows down mountains in streams and rivers, through cities in
pipes and culverts, to end up in the ocean. But the Los Angeles water story is more complicated than
that. L.A.’s water comes from nine watersheds, flowing through miles of interconnected pipes, channels
and drains to the ocean.

12/4/12

LAW

Along the way it picks up pollution, channeled into the waterways from storm drains, sewers and along
the concrete-lined L.A. river. By the time it reaches the sea it’s a fetid soup of bacterial, metal, oils and
human and animal waste. So who’s responsible for the cleanup? The county, who manages the storm
sewer system through the flood control district? The more than 80 individual cities, each with their own Mark Pestrella, Steve
flood control system that contributes to the overall mess?
Fleischli
A federal appeals court in New York overturned the conviction of a man accused of selling drugs for offlabel purposes. In a 2-1 ruling on Monday, the judges ruled that a law banning the sale of drugs for
purposes not approved by the FDA violates free speech.

17:00

Doctors frequently and legally prescribe drugs for off-label effects. Drug companies, however, are
bound by the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which gives the FDA power of regulation – the sale of a
drug for off-label uses is prohibited. Misbranding regulations have long plagued pharmaceutical
companies, many of which pay millions, or even billions of dollars in fines for marketing their product for
unapproved purposes.
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Is pharmaceutical marketing a free speech issue? Who benefits most from this ruling, drug companies,
or consumers? How much power should the FDA have over pharmaceutical marketing? Who should
decide what a drug is for: the manufacturer, or the government? Have you ever taken a prescription
Scott Gottlieb, Allison
drug for an off-label purpose?
Zieve
Ray Kurzweil has returned with his newest book, “How to Create a Mind,” and it delves deeply into how
the latest developments in neuroscience reveals how closely technology is drawing to mimicking human
thought patterns. As far as we’ve come with artificial intelligence, Kurzweil believes that by 2030, we
won’t just be talking to our phones – we’ll be backing up our biological brains to hard drives and fixing
our bodies with nanobots in our blood. How will future technology help or hurt humankind? What ways Ray Kurzweil, Michael
can artificial intelligence improve our lives?
Shermer
Rise in bankruptcy scams worries courts
Guidi
Cities have spent millions on desalination feasibility studies and pilot projects
St John
Inspector General issues its report on ChalkWalk
Palta
CNN adds new programming
Replogle
Two men charged in death of Coast Guard
CC
SoCal waters may be increasingly dangerous front in war on drugs
Repogle
Report from Otis College analyzes "creative economy" in the lA region
Watt
Assemblyman Mike Feuer hospitalized following car crash
CC
LA Fire Chief Brian Cummings responds to video shot in firehouse
CC
Southern California escapes flu season…for now
Moore
Southern California escapes flu season…for now
CC
Gay conversion therapy law in legal limbo after conflicting court rulings
Adler
Conservatives in DC come out in support of immigration reform
Guidi
The state Attorney General tells cops they don't need to issue immigration holds on behalf of federal
agents
CC
Hollywood Sign gets a makeover
CC
Home prices in California are up by nearly double digits from a year ago
Milne
LAPD to release more details on Northridge murders
Aguilar
Lacey sworn in
Stoltze
Jackie Lacey sworn in as LA County DA
Stoltze
Cirque du Soleil's "Iris" to close next month
Lacter
Fire Chief Brian Cummings responds to criticism of his department
Walton
Nativity Scenes find private home in Santa Monica
Watt
NASA plans to send a new rover to Mars
CC
NASA plans to send a new rover to Mars
CC
Four arrests in the four murders at a Northridge house.
Aguilar
Four arrests in the four murders at a Northridge house.
Aguilar
Legislative leaders are being modest about Democrat supermajority
Adler
Legislative leaders are being modest about Democrat supermajority
CC
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Santa Monica surgeon gives nine-year-old girl new ears for Christmas
CC
Religious, law enforcement and business leaders call for immigration reform
CC
CA law to curb global warming doesn't do enough to cut greenhouse gases
Peterson
LAPD using an online gallery to return stolen items
CC
Preliminary totals show voters pass tax for Downtown LA streetcar project
Fox
LA Mayor: Parties agree to federal mediator to resolve Los Angeles port strike
CC
Mediator tries to resolve strike at the Ports of LA and Long Beach
CC
Supreme Court considers whether LA County liable for pollution
CC
Supreme Court considers whether LA County liable for pollution
Felde
Two federal judges make different rulings about California's new law that would bar licensed therapists
from trying to change sexual orientation of gay minors
CC
Today more than 250 conservative activists are meeting in Washington, D.C. for a bipartisan national
strategy session held by the National Immigration Forum.
Richard Land
Think back to August: the weather was hot, the presidential race was in full swing and the Obama
Administration rolled out something called Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals.The...
Leslie Berestein Rojas
Pat Krug, a marine biologist at Cal State L.A. joins the show to explain more about how the jellyfish
cheats death and whether or not it could prove the key to life ever after.
Pat Krug
Traffic may be easing thanks to the new toll lanes on the 110 freeway, but drivers are still confused by
how the lanes work. Josie Huang reports
California court workers are concerned about a new kind of financial scam that takes advantage of
people's mortgage troubles. Ruxandra Guidi reports that immigrants, Latinos and African Americans are
especially vulnerable.
The new two-CD collection compiles eclectic songs about the Festival of Lights and Christmas songs,
written and sung by Jewish performers.
Josh Kun
In Syria, fighting between the rebels and pro-Assad forces has intensified all over the capital of
Damascus. And there are more signs the Syrian regime of President Bahsar al-Assad...
Patrick McDonnell
The civil war in Syria has consumed reporter Lara Setrakian. Until a few months ago, She was living in
Dubai, and reporting on the Middle East for ABC News
Lara Setrakian
Comedian Steve Mazan joins the show to talk about his new documentary "Dying to do Letterman." The
film chronicles his five-year-journey of trying to perform on "The Late Show with...
Steve Mazan
A federal ruled the First Amendment rights of psychiatrists eclipsed concerns of danger to young
people. Another judge issued a conflicting ruling. An appeals court will likely sort it out.
Smartphone applications designed for drivers, ride-sharers, and taxi seekers are starting to come into
their own, but they're creating a lot of controversy.Here to tell us about this...
Samatha Murphy
It’s been characterized as the worst protest in Egypt since the revolution in early 2011. AirTalk speaks Sharif Abdel
with a reporter who witnessed the worst of today’s demonstrations.
Kouddous
This week, voters in downtown Los Angeles approved crucial financing to fund a streetcar project.
Seventy-three percent of residents voted to raise $62.5 million in funding with a property tax on local
housing. The money will go towards the $125 million project, a streetcar which would run along three of
downtown’s busiest streets and connect several neighborhoods, including South Park, Civic Center, the
fashion district, and the old banking district.
Michael Smart
In a report released Monday, government watchdog agency the Little Hoover Commission raised
Stuart Drown, Edward
concerns about California’s ambitious alternative energy plans.
Randolph
The American Psychiatric Association has released approved changes to be published in the fifth
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5). Among the most
significant modifications to the new edition is the reclassification of the diagnosis for transgender and
gender-variant individuals from “Gender Identity Disorder” to the less-stigmatizing “Gender Dysphoria.” Dr. Allen Frances
Han was pushed onto the tracks, and struggled to escape for over a minute before the train hit – Abbasi
photographed his doomed final moments.
Alisa Solomon
Salam Al-Marayati,
How should religious organizations handle disputes over interfaith outreach and education?
Ryan Mauro
An online petition from a New Jersey teen has sparked new discussion about the use of gender in
marketing for children.
Andrew Rohm
Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach clerical workers and their employers agree on a contract
Lee
Leaders hail new renovation projects at LAX, Long Beach Airport
Moore
Northern California deals with another big storm
CC
Baca changes mind after hearing State Attorney General comments on ICE detainers
Guidi
Investigators in Tijuana discovered mass graves full of dissolved human remains
Siegal
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LAUSD voted unanimously to make it easier to fire teachers accused of sexual abuse
Two low-level Coliseum employees are charged with embezzlement
Analysts say the deal between clerical workers and the ports is a win for both
Nativity Scenes find private home in Santa Monica
Workers at the Ports of LA and Long Beach are back to work
Fire Protection Fee becomes permanent despite lawsuit
Gold Line pushing death goes to trial in Los Angeles
Grammy nominees are announced tonight at a special concert in Nashville
Democratic Senator Ed Hernandez to introduce bills expanding roles of health workers
More carpool lanes on the way for the 10 and the 605
Three Inland Empire terror suspects pleaded "not guilty" in a Riverside court
Mayor Villaraigosa tours Partnership for LA Schools
Parents upset that James Monroe Elementary in Lakewood will close
Two thousand unclaimed bodies were buried in an LA County cemetery
Attorney's file civil lawsuit against LAUSD on behalf of four Miramonte students
California activist makes case at San Onofre preliminary hearing
Old San Onofre steam generators being shipped to Utah, "low level radiation"
Old San Onofre steam generators being shipped to Utah, "low level radiation"
Jazz legend Dave Brubeck has died
Jazz legend Dave Brubeck has died
Clerical workers at the ports of LA and Long Beach are back to work after a weeklong strike
Californians have higher opinions of elected officials after November election
Political and education leaders discuss how to use funds from Prop 39
Local law enforcement agencies can decide whether to hold illegal immigrants per federal government
request
Short sales are supplanting foreclosures in the embattled California real estate market
Several companies put more than 50 million dollars towards cleaning up an industrial site
Fresh & Easy's parent company is thinking about selling the grocery chain
UCLA economists take a closer look at Prop 30 and its risks and rewards for the California economy
UCLA report challenges Mayor's potential successors to adopt specific environmental goals
Victim's family seeks public's help in solving robbery0murder in Lynwood
The Los Angeles City Council considers regulations for valet drivers in the city
Last night, President Obama doubled down on his insistence that any proposal must include an
agreement to raise tax rates on the wealthiest Americans. He rejected a proposal put forth...
Would you vote for Senator Ashley Judd? The actress is currently exploring a 2014 run against Senate
Minority leader Mitch McConnell. The actress has been an outspoken advocate for...
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Today hundreds of tribal leaders are meeting with President Obama for the fourth annual White House
Tribal Summit.With more is Suzanne Gamboa, Associated Press Race and Ethnicity reporter
It's become a given in this country that manufacturing jobs that once powered the middle-class are
gone; outsourced offshore to countries with lower wages.
A tentative deal to end the labor dispute that shut down the ports. Clerical workers at the at the ports of
Los Angeles and Long Beach will return to work today after a week-long strike...
Every parent knows how important reading is to their child's development, and kids are more likely to
read if they're given books they relate to.But if you're a Latino parent your kids...
While there seems to be enough avocados to go around, some breeds of the fruit are in danger. Luckily
there are people working to save this precious, and delicious, resource.
Tick, tick, tick ... that's the sound of the clock counting down to the end of the world.That is of course if
you believe in the apocalyptic Mayan prophecy that says that it's all over...
Dave Brubeck, the legendary composer and jazz pianist died today, after suffering heart failure on his
way to a cardiologist appointment. Tomorrow would have been his 92nd birthday.

LAB

An eight-day strike that shut down the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach ended late Tuesday. Union
leaders and management reached agreement before the arrival of federal mediators, who had been
called in by Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa. The agreement is said to protect most clerical jobs Joe Buscaino, Chris
from being outsourced over the next four years, according to union spokesman Craig Merrilees.
Thornberg
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Though many Facebooker may not have known it, the social networking site’s users have been partially
in control of changes and additions to the policy and privacy. Users have had the option to vote on
governing policy since 2009, but now, the company is on track to take back control, with proposed new
documents that would disallow the user voting process.
One final vote will determine whether this new policy goes into effect – the catch is that, to prevent
changes, the vote must reach 30% of Facebook users – about 300 million people. Considering past
votes, it’s unlikely that users will do much to sway this decision. The most recent Facebook policy vote
reached only about 380,000 users. The current vote to save voting rights has already surpassed that
with over 400,000 votes and counting, but will users be able to reach the minimum in time to prevent
change?
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Facebook gave users one week, from December 3rd to the 10th, to cast their votes. Should users be
allowed to vote on Facebook governing policy? If this vote is unsuccessful, do you trust Facebook with
your privacy and content? Would you leave the site over these changes, or are they relatively
Will Oremus

8:00

In order to understand a dynasty, one must sometimes go back to the beginning. That is what historian
David Nasaw does successfully in his latest book, looking at the remarkable yet turbulent life of Joseph
P. Kennedy.
Nasaw is best known for penning biographies on captains of industry Andrew Carnegie and William
Randolph Hearst. In “The Patriarch,” he was given unlimited access to the Joseph Kennedy papers at
the John F. Kennedy Library and to the Kennedy family. In this unprecedented biography, Nasaw delves
deep into the many careers and ultra ambitious life of the Kennedy patriarch.
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The book chronicles Joseph Kennedy’s path from his beginnings in East Boston, to becoming one of the
wealthiest and most powerful Americans in the twentieth century, to his final years, enduring the pain
and suffering that comes with great tragedies.
David Nasaw
Conflict in Syria is escalating, with rumors circulating about the Assad regime’s possession of chemical
weapons driving international diplomacy talks and intervention.

17:00

Unnamed American officials stated that the Syrian military has loaded the chemicals for sarin, a deadly
nerve gas, into aerial bombs, ready to be deployed at Assad’s orders. Members of Assad’s regime have
rebuffed the reports, insisting that they would never use such weapons against Syrians and claiming
that chemical warfare is being used as an excuse for international intervention. A video allegedly shows
the Syrian military using white phosphorous gas, which is legal if being used to light the sky at night, but
illegal when used as a weapon.
President Obama has warned against the use of chemical weapons against the rebels, citing
unspecified consequences. Secretary of State Clinton is discussing the crisis with her Russian
counterpart, in hopes of a breakthrough that could preempt excessive violence. There have been
reports of rebel advancements, but Assad’s regime has so far denied their validity.
12/6/12

FOR

What is the best way to pursue diplomatic relations in Syria? Is there a way to begin resolution before

Joshua Landis, Mark
Jacobson

13:00

Matt DeBord

17:00

Who is the best of the best in L.A. business?
Los Angeles plays host to 14 Fortune 500 companies and an incredibly successful collection of small
businesses, but KPCC reporter Matt DeBord has narrowed the field down to two worthy contestants:
much maligned former Dodgers owner and parking lot savant Frank McCourt, and “businessman of the
future” Elon Musk, who made his fortune investing in innovative technologies from Tesla, SpaceX, and
SolarCity. In many ways, the two men embody some of L.A.’s most distinguishing qualities – where
would the city be without its electric cars and plenty of space to park them.
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So, who is the savvier businessman, Musk, or McCourt? Is there someone else in L.A. business who
should be considered for the top spot?

Tony Award-nominated play “Other Desert Cities,” by Jon Robin Baitz, opens December 9th and is
showing at the Mark Taper Forum until January 6, 2013. The Center Theatre Group’s production stars
Jeannie Berlin, Robert Foxworth, Robin Weigert, Michael Weston, and JoBeth Williams as a SoCal
family spending the holidays together in Palm Springs.
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Tensions run high for this family of Hollywood politicos, especially after black-sheep daughter Brooke
announces the imminent publication of her memoir, which is focused on the most tumultuous time in the
Wyeth’s past. Subtle and resonant, Baitz’s play is perfect for the holiday season in Southern California.
Baitz joins Larry in-studio to talk about writing, politics and Christmas in the desert.
Jon Robin Baitz
Three people die in house fire in Azusa; witnesses hear ammunition "burning off"
CC
Chief Beck defends LA Police Commander who accidentally sent an internal email to a TV station
LA City Council keeps policy to ticket drivers who park at broken meters
Review of California's stem cell agency applauds accomplishments but calls for overhauls in oversight
and governance
CIRM commissioned review of stem cell research initiative
And we alone have lived to tell the tale
Anti-gang crackdown results in more than two dozen arrests
More than 30 people charged for gang-related crimes after two-and-a-half year investigation
Six artists lead nominations for Grammy Awards
Head of House Transportation Committee wants rail to LAX…or else
California high speed rail topic at Capitol Hill hearing
Mexican immigrants earn less than those from other countries
Future Long Beach charter school tries innovative curriculum
LAPD offiicals say they've found enough money to avoid civilian layoffs this fiscal year
Teachers union endorses multiple candidates for three LA Unified board seats
Faith Leaders gather at All Saints Church in Pasadena in support of upcoming Muslim convention
Police chief reveals info on motives in quadruple murder
Pasadena Unified official on leave after initial probe into billing discrepancy
Lead suspect in Northridge murders was on probation
Democrat wants to make changes to Prop 13
Democrat wants to make changes to Prop 13
New solar initiatives on the way in LA
Owners of heavy duty diesel trucks, buses face deadline to reduce emissions
A new study says anti-Muslim activists tend to control media coverage about Islam in the US
Four suspects in the Northridge murders will be brought back to LA
In Egypt last night, street fighting in Cairo left at least six dead and almost 500 wounded. Now as
evening approaches, opponents of President Mohamed Morsi are pouring around the presidential...
A new study by the American Sociological Review finds that when it comes to a discussing American
Muslims, fringe activists dominate the conversation in the media, and that leads to...
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When disaster strikes &mdash; earthquakes, hurricanes, wild fires &mdash; we reach for our phones.
But as many discovered, most recently in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, cell phones...
Cora Currier
School district officials in Long Beach have given the green light to a charter school called "Intellectual
Virtues Academy." The idea came from two Southern California philosophy...
Producer Leo Duran has this story about one man who sees a new possibility for ad billboards, and is
trying to change how you see them, too.
Allison Martino, the founder of Vintage L.A., joins the show to tell us about her collection of photos, films
and artifacts from the L.A. of yore.
Alison Martino
This week, controversy erupted from the pulpits of one of the oldest churches in Los Angeles. First
African Methodist Episcopal Church, the South L.A. megachurch founded in 1872, is...
Angel Jennings
A new post-election survey by the Public Policy Institute of California shows that California residents are
more positive about the direction of the state than they've been in years...
John Myers
Eddie Izzard joins the show to talk about his series at the Steve Allen Theater, plus he fills us in about
his new show, "Force Majeure."
Eddie Izzard
While many in California might see the future as more rosy, the workers serving you burgers at your
local fast food joint might not be feeling quite so upbeat. There's more than 2 million...
Eduardo Porter
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Last night the Recording Academy announced nominations for the 55th annual Grammy Awards
Should radio hosts and celebrity pranksters be held morally culpable for any ensuing chaos? If Greig
and Christian work in the U.S., would their licenses be revoked?
Should online reviews require verification, and if so, how would it be done? Does the law protect
businesses that have been maligned online?

Ann Powers

10:01

Clare Burton
Aaron Morris, Mark
Goldowitz
Greg Stohr, Robin
In an unexpected move, the Supreme Court of the United States decided to hear two court cases about Tyler, Laura Brill, John
same-sex marriage, including the challenge to California Prop 8.
Eastman
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Peter Rainer from the Christian Science Monitor and Lael
Loewenstein from Variety to review the week’s new film releases including Hyde Park on Hudson,
Peter Rainer, Lael
Playing for Keeps, and more. TGI-FilmWeek!
Loewenstein

Arts educators reevaluate how arts are taught to better address student needs in new media world
Abdollah
Northridge house where four people were murdered was operating as an illegal boarding home
McNary
The holiday shopping season is a busy time for Santa Ana-based Ingram Micro
Lee
LA's first poet laureate wants to see poetry at Dodger Stadium
CC
US Supreme Court decided to take up Prop 8
Small
Report shows sharp decline of unauthorized Mexican immigrants in the US
Siegal
Head of House Transportation Committee wants rail to LAX…or else
Felde
Westminster mayor philosopher, black belt, first elected Vietnamese mayor in America
Stoltze
According to reports filed late yesterday with the Federal Election Commission, President Obama and
Mitt Romney spent $2 billion on their presidential campaigns. It's a record breaking...
Tri Ta laughs at the suggestion he&rsquo;s a celebrity in his community, even though, seemingly, every
Vietnamese American media outlet has called him for an interview.
James Rainey of the LA Times and David Gura of Marketplace chew on the week's big stories,
James Rainey of the
including the sequestration condundrum, George Bush's comments about immigration at a
LA Times and David
conference...
Gura of Marketplace
We often hear about the decline of arts education in schools, especially with all of the budget cuts made
over the last few years. Now, the L.A. Unified School District is trying to...
Tami Abdollah
The chief curator of Pasadena's Norton Simon Museum explains the historical importance of Vincent
van Gogh's "Self Portrait," now on loan from the National Gallery of Art.
The number of people crossing into the U.S. from Mexico illegally has dropped dramatically since
peaking in 2007. But now, U.S. officials are starting to watch the flow of humans, guns...
Sebastian Rotella
An increasing number of ethnic Roma, people otherwise known as "gypsies," have been seeking
asylum recently in Canada. But the path they take to get there is quite curious: flying from...
Wilson Ring
The 69-year-old is an author, publisher and educator. Chosen by Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, she
begins her term today. Listen to the poems she submitted for consideration & her chat with KPCC's Patt
Morrison
Eloise Klein Healy
Every Friday we sit down with the guys from the Dinner Party podcast and radio show to get the
Dinner Party
conversation topics for the weekend. On tap this week; a bird that builds in the complex...
Download
Scottish actor Robert Carlyle talks with Take Two about whiskey, his new film "California Solo," and
roles that out him on the map.
Robert Carlyle
Levar Burton has added a lot to civilization. He played Kunta Kinte in Roots, the epic miniseries. He
brought depth and humor to the role of Geordi LaForge on Star Trek: The Next Generation. But the thing
he's most proud of is hosting Reading Rainbow for some 25 years, a show that's become a cultural
touchstone for generations. It explored books and connected lit to the real world.
John Rabe
Last time we talked with KPCC's Gordon Henderson, it was about a giant snake. This time, it's a giant John Rabe and
spider.
Gordon Henderson
On December 12, 1965, a little boy with a round head walked onto more than 15 million American
television screens, and became an instant success. But A Charlie Brown Christmas almost didn't air.
Charles Solomon
A Christmas story from Dylan Brody, the playwright, humorist, author, and regular contributor to The
Huffington Post. (The story was recorded at Friday Entertainment and The Improvisation in Hollywood,
and appears on Brody's CD "True Enough.")
John Rabe
Just last month, public TV host Huell Howser announced his retirement. You and I know him as the man
who loves California more than any other TV personality. But did you know Matt Groening--the man who
created The Simpsons--is one of Huell's biggest fans? In fact, he's had Huell on the show twice. OffRamp producer Kevin Ferguson talked with Groening to hear more.
Kevin Ferguson
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Where else will you find Larry Mantle, Adam Carolla, Salman Rushdie, Huell Howser, Kathleen Turner,
and Sylvia Poggioli working together but in rendering Clement Moore's "A Visit from St Nicholas" for
your ears? It's our non-denominational holiday card to you!
Jon Robin Baitz's 'Other Desert Cities' at the Taper
High winds expected for Inland Empire this weekend
USC researchers develop tools to make it easier to find Smithsonian's art records online
Alison Martino runs website called Vintage LA that shows old photos of LA
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Lawrence Yun, Chief
Economist for the
President Obama and Speaker of the House John Boehner met one- on-one at the White House on
Sunday to discuss a fiscal cliff resolution. Though the divide between the Republican representative and National Association
of Realtors
the President is still wide, there is increasing hope for compromise.
Bill Shaikin, Sports
What a difference a year makes. In a calendar year, the Los Angeles Dodgers went from a team with a columnist at the Los
reviled owner and a limited payroll to becoming on paper the team to beat in the…
Angeles Times
Randall Roberts,
music writer for the
L.A. Times

31:00:00
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Betto Arcos, freelance
music reporter and
critic, he’s a frequent
guest on PRI’s “The
World”
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Millions of fans on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border are mourning the loss of 43-year-old singer
Jenni Rivera, known as “La Diva de la Banda,” who died in a plane crash on Sunday.
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In what ways could a drug take-back program be beneficial? Who would get the most out of it?
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What are Californians prepared to do to save their beaches? Does salvaging one area come at a cost
to others?
Mexican American reality star and singer died in a plane crash
Mexican American reality star and singer died in a plane crash
Mexican American reality star and singer died in a plane crash
Reax to Baca's change of mind on ICE detainers
Fourth Bishop of Orange is being installed right now at a ceremony in Irvine.

Wendy Carrillo, pop
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Counsel
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An installation Liturgy and Mass will be held Monday for Orange County's new bishop
Debris from last year's Japan tsunami is being tracked with an app
Secret Roman Catholic files could be released
Hundreds pack Sunday Mass at new USC Catholic church
Hundreds pack Sunday Mass at new USC Catholic church
LA County DA says it erred in Pasasouk probation. Re: Northridge murders.
Tax credits could be on the cutting room floor thanks to Prop 30
Tax credits could be on the cutting room floor thanks to Prop 30
Temecula pushes on with lawsuit to block country quarry policy
Red flag warning for wildfire danger in Southern California continues despite easing winds
Gas prices are down again this week
Lawmaker looks to make cutting off a criminal monitoring device a felony
Longtime San Fernando Valley taco stand to close
Dem. Senate leader wants to delay transition of kids from Healthy Families to Medi-Cal
Dem. Senate leader wants to delay transition of kids from Healthy Families to Medi-Cal
Gov Brown's administration to start movign 860-million children into Medi-Cal, but lawmakers and
doctors want them to slow down
Homeless veterans are hard to count, so nonprofit chief doubts word of drop in numbers
How to get inauguration tickets
Mexican American reality star and singer died in a plane crash
Police Commission to take up new policy on ICE detainers
Loh Life Holidays
California officials to scale back mediCal expansion
Miramonte victims' attorneys pull out of settlement negotiations with LAUSD
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Kevin Vann became the fourth bishop of Orange at an elaborate ceremony today/yesterday in Irvine
New "targeted" biopsy may end the era of "blind" testing for prostate cancer
Hearing on Archdiocese files on accused priests
Border Patrol and Coast Guard intercept panga boat from Mexico off Palos Verdes
Authorities intercept panga boat off Palos Verdes and arrest 25 passengers
Five people are dead after a shooting at an Indian Reservation in Northern California
Transportation officials confirm Rivera's death
Southland fans lament Long Beach-raised "banda" star Jenni Rivera
Rivera family speaks with press about its most famous member
Singer's family to issue a statement
Rivera was going places in the entertainment and other businesses
Opting out of smart meters
Red flag warning in effect for parts of Southern California, rain on Wednesday
The Los Angeles Dodgers are on a buying spree
KPCC looks for places to volunteer this year
Prop 8, and gay marriage in general, is just the latest major social issue the U.S. Supreme Court has
taken on. They&rsquo;ll be deciding on the case just four years after California...
When a federal judge overturned California's ban on gay marriage, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints issued a statement saying it regretted the judge's decision.
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The owners of the Dodgers seem to be on a bit of a buying spree. Over the weekend, the team signed
pitcher Zack Greinke to a six-year deal that will pay him $147 million.They also reportedly...
Andrew Zimbalist
The singer known as La diva de la banda is dead. Jenni Rivera, a powerhouse in the Latin music scene,
was killed in a plane crash in a remote area of Northern Mexico yesterday.She was...
Josh Kun
This week Peter Jackson's "The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey" opens in theatres, marking
Hollywood's big return to Middle Earth.Along with the usual special effects and 3-D, "The Hobbit...
Rebecca Keegan
The new book "The Cat Behind the Hat," reveals many of Dr. Seuss's darker, and intensely personal
paintings for the first time.
Bob Chase
A federal report out today shows homeless rates held steady over the last year, despite the recession.
But the report from the Department of Housing and Urban Development also raises...
When the new state legislature convenes next month, members will debate how California will
implement the next stage of federal healthcare reform.
With CDC officials predicting the worst flu season in years, parents are encouraged to vaccinate
children from 6 months old.
-
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Like flu shots, antiseptics and disinfectants are supposed to kill germs, but now there's evidence of
cases where these products actually caused infections.Researchers at the Food and...
There's been a boom in Mezcal production of Mexican spirits, a topic we've explored on this show
before. The demand for Mezcal is bringing people home to one rural Mexican community...
Eric Asimov, chief wine writer for the New York Times, shares his musings on the wine life in a new
book, "How to Love Wine: A Memoir and a Manifesto."

Do you think unions have too much clout, or do they provide a necessary balance of power between
corporations and workers?

Would Lieu’s proposed law deter parolees who consider breaking loose from their GPS bracelets?
Should parole violation be considered a felony?

Maryn McKenna

6:51

-

4:32

Eric Asimov

9:16

Chris Christoff , state
and municipalities
reporter for Bloomberg
News, speaking to us
from the state capitol
in Lansing, Michigan
Frank Stoltze, KPCC
reporter

21:33

Celeste Fremon,
Editor of
WitnessLA.com;
Senior fellow at the
Institute for Justice
and Journalism

9:00

How might holding primary insurance companies liable for legal fees change high-risk sports in the big Robert Boland,
leagues and in lower levels?
William Wilt, Tom Fox
Brian Weeden,
Technical Advisor for
What purpose could unmanned space planes serve in the future? Is drone technology the best way to Secure World
test equipment?
Foundation
Muraco KyashnaHow will Washington and Colorado dole out licenses for marijuana production, processing and retail
tocha, Kayvan
sale? Which state board will oversee the new marijuana economy?
Khalatbari,
SoCal local Joseph Acaba is an Inglewood-born astronaut with quite a career under his belt. Acaba was
chosen to become a NASA astronaut in 2004 after working as a hyrdogeologist, a teacher, and a Peace
Corp volunteer.

17:00

13:00

17:31

Acaba’s spaceflight experience began in March 2009 with the 36th flight of the Discovery shuttle and
spent 123 days at the International Space Station as a flight engineer with a Soyuz spacecraft. In May
2012, Acaba supported the arrival of the first commercial spacecraft, SpaceX’s Dragon, at the
International Space Station.
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What’s next for space travel? Is commercial flight important to the future of space exploration? How are
astronauts preparing for new developments in their field? Acaba joins Larry to discuss his experiences
in space and the future of space travel.
CA budget revenue lags because of Facebook
CA budget revenue lags because of Facebook
Stanford researchers hope to reduce incidence of Type 2 diabetes with new weight loss findings
A record number of Latinos were elected to Congress this year
LA's federal courthouse moves forward
Newport Beach City Council approves new fees on docks
Dodgers introduce new pitcher Zach Greinke
Dodgers introduce new pitcher Zach Greinke
LAUSD foreign teacher program winding down
In anticipatino of Guadalupe, a look at the significance of the Virgin, Saint Juan Diego, and her cloak in
LA
A study finds that homebuyers are optimistic about the future of CA's real estate market
"Flight" among top nominees for NAPPCP's Image Awards
Will 2013 be the year for comprehensive immigration reform?
Senate approves Riverside federal judge
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Lacter on retail shopping at Christmas
Retail sales up in California
LAPD rolls back its participation in controversial federal immigration program
Literacy gap persists between Mexican American and white children
Activists hand over petitions
Despite threats of boycotting Newport Beach's famous Christmas parade, city council goes ahead with
new fees on docks
University Presidents rake in extra cash through tax perks
NASA astronaut talks about space exploration
Rock Hall of Fame has some new members
Rush, Donna Summer and Public Enemy among new members of Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Torrance Memorial Medical Center trains volunteers on how to be hospital clowns
A federal judge to consider a student tracking program
The Los Angeles City Council approves a major development plan for USC
CA State Auditor uses whistleblower complaints to uncover whistle blower causes
CA State Auditor uses whistleblower complaints to uncover whistle blower causes
Childhood obesity rates have shot up over the last three decades. Today, about one in three kids is
overweight or obese, putting them at higher risk for diabetes and other medical conditions
When it comes to the Supreme Court, many Californians are closely watching the case involving
proposition 8, the same-sex marriage ban. But there's another crucial civil rights case...
Imagine you're about to go to college. You've got two things on your mind: First you want an education
you can afford, and second, you want a good job when you graduate.In Florida,...
A new survey from the Chronicle of Higher Education looked at compensation for the countries highest
paid college presidents. Of the private universities, USC's president Steven Sample...
Next week, a federal judge in Texas will consider whether a San Antonio high school can require a
student to wear a badge containing a SmartID locator microchip.
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Sabrina Tavernise

7:16

Nathaniel Persily

8:14

Michael Vasquez

8:02

Jack Stripling

7:32

Declan Mccullagh

6:31

Tom Kinney, the voice
SpongeBob SquarePants creator and voice Tom Kinney joins the show to talk about his character's new of SpongeBob, and
album called "Its a Spongebob Christmas."
musician Andy Paley
In California, Democrats have a powerful two-thirds majority in the state legislature for the first time
since the 1880s, while Republicans hold no statewide offices. Plus, last month...
John Myers

8:19
6:03

Jeffrey Davidow, senior counselor at the Cohen Group and former U.S. ambassador to Venezuela and
Mexico, joins the show to discuss the future of Venezuelan foreign policy in a post-Chavez world.
According to HitFix.com TV critic Alan Sepinwall, we're currently living in a golden era of television. His
new book is called "The Revolution Was Televised: The Cops, Crooks, Slingers...
Alan Sepinwall
Recent polls show increasing support for same-sex marriage, even among groups traditionally opposed
to it. For instance, a survey by the Pew Hispanic Center shows a majority of Latinos...
Mobile health apps are becoming more sophisticated, but who's making sure these apps are accurate
and safe? The FDA is taking a closer look at mobile health devices and applications.
Is 25-year-old Argentine soccer player Lionel Messi the greatest soccer player in the world?
John Carlin
In a new six-part series, Bloomberg News finds that state workers in California today make far more
than comparable workers in other states, and in the private sector.
Is ignition interlock an appropriate punishment for DUI offenders? Is it effective?
Silas Miers
Patt gets the latest on how the department is dealing with accusations of racial profiling, the challenge o
expanding the department to 10,000 officers amid budget cuts, and how Mayor Villaraigosa’s new city
ID card law will impact crime among illegal immigrants
Charlie Beck
What’s next for Syria? What should the U.S.’s role be in assisting the Syrian Opposition Coalition
Elizabeth O’Bagy
Piano man Randy Newman is being inducted into the Rock Hall of Fame, it was announced yesterday,
along with the likes of Quincy Jones, Lou Adler and Donna Summer.
Randy Newman
Awards season officially kicked off this morning with the release of the Screen Actors Guild Awards
nominations. We have the scoop on who got the nods and who got snubbed.
Glenn Whipp
Pamela McColl,
Is McColl’s version of “T'was The Night” in line with 21st century ideals? Does it matter whether or not Deborah CaldwellSanta smokes a pipe
Stone
Lawsuit seeks to curb decision-making power of community college academic senates
Guzman
Music legend Ravi Shankar dies.
CC
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Cal State Fullerton cancels classes as officers search campus
Southland transportation leaders built Gold Line Bridge to 'catch your eye'
Governor Brown is being treated for early stage prostate cancer
Cal State Fullerton cancels classes as officers search campus
The sCensus projects that non-whites will be the majority within 35 years
The Los Angeles City Council seeks a private operator for the Convention Center
Cal State Fullerton cancels classes as officers search campus
Cal State Fullerton evacuated as officers look for robbery suspects
Fast Furious ringleader sentenced to five years in prison
Gov Brown undergoes treatment for early stage prostate cancer
Head of high speed rail expects construction to start next year
Head of high speed rail expects construction to start next year
Senate Committee questions LA Judge for federal bench
Giddy couple explains why they chose 12/12/12 as wedding date
Mexico's new president meets with Tijuana business leaders
Newport Beach City Council approves new fees on docks
Foreclosure activity has declined in the state while rising in Florida
Ravi Shankar dies in San Diego
Chief Beck calls for changes in realignment
Les Miserables, Lincoln, Silver Linings Playbook lead SAG Nominations
Volunteers perform most county civil weddings. More needed.
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Los Angeles area small businesses in a holding pattern over pending steep cuts in defense budget
Watt
Grammy museum curator remembers Ravi Shankar as an international music legend
CC
Meteorologist says local mountains may get their first good snow event of the season
CC
Officials have obtained an injunction against the violent Stanton street gang, one of the oldest gangs in
Orange County
Bergman
Ventura Co. DA still investigating LA sheriff's deputy one year after fatal Starbucks crash
O'Neill
Famous Sitar Player Ravi Shankar
CC
Lovebirds choose 12-12-12 as the date to tie the knot
CC
More than a million California children who lack health insurance will qualify for coverage under the
Affordable Care Act. When so-called "Obamacare" takes effect in 2014, more children...
While we were all focused on the presidential race, poring over polls and tweeting each debate, there
was another major campaign underway. One designed to change the nation's position...
For more than a century, the main University of California system logo was represented by a circle
containing a picture of a book with the phrase"Let There Be Light."
Cindy Gallop
Ravi Shankar, the much-loved sitarist famous for bringing Indian music to the west, has died at 92 years
old. Shankar died Tuesday at a hospital near his long-time home in Encinitas...
Kartik Sheshadri
We've all heard warning like, "Don't go swimming for an hour after you eat!" "Never run with scissors,"
and "Chew on your pencil and you'll get lead poisoning," from our parents and...
Ken Jennings
The U.S. will ultimately spend $1 trillion to produce the F-35 next generation fighter jet. It's a classic
cautionary tale of Pentagon cost overruns.
Winslow Wheeler
Republicans say the President's plan to cut spending and forestall automatic tax hikes is lacking in
specifics, but Democrats say the Republican's counter proposal is lacking in specifics...
-
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In 2003 Celia Walden was a 25-year-old journalist in England and given one of her first assignments: To
make sure one of her paper's star columnists didn't talk to any rival newspapers...
Celia Walden
How do children develop their ideas about race? Research says babies notice skin color in their first
year and parents should talk to kids about difference.
Imagine you order a steak at a restaurant, you bite in and it's soft, flavorful and easy to chew. The meat
could have been tenderized by the chef, beating and hammering it right there...
Mike McGraw
Classes at California State University, Fullerton resumed today after police locked down the school for
eight hours as they searched the campus for an armed-robbery suspect thought to have hidden there.
In what he said was “a call to action,” the US Interior Secretary Ken Salazar yesterday issued the
unhappy results of a study looking at water sustainability in the Western United States.
Could Christie’s weight limit his ability to effectively do the job? Even if his health wasn’t an issue, could
Christie’s weight affect his electability?
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House Minority leader Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) voiced her opposition to a Republican proposal for avoiding
the fiscal cliff by raising the eligibility age for Medicare from 65 to 67.
Jonathan Gruber
Baseball star Josh Hamilton has reportedly reached a deal with the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim to
become their new outfielder.
Mike DiGiovanna
Is the use of Article 5 to stop Citizens United appropriate - or even feasible? Should California lead the Michael Gatto, Justin
way in this effort?
Levitt
Have you found yourself narrowly avoiding an accident because of your device? Should there be a law
against texting and walking?
The Angels have reportedly signed free agent outfielder Josh Hamilton to a five-year, $125 million dollar
deal
Jahad
A pivitol prop in a beloved film goes to auction
CC
A pivitol prop in a beloved film goes to auction
CC
November showed a drop in reposessed homes
Milne
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency plans to update development at the Lake
Samuel
CHP reminds drivers to slow down on wet roads
CC
David Geffen pledges 100 million dollars for medical scholarships at UCLA
Watt
David Geffen pledges 100 million dollars for medical scholarships at UCLA
CC
Ethics Commission fines LA City Councilman Jose Huizar $10,000 for campaign violations
Walton
Census Bureau releases data on indigenous Latin Amerian groups
Guidi
LA County sheriff's deputy arrested for allegedly kicking inmates and then falsifying police reports
CC
The LA Angels have reportedly signed Josh Hamilton to a 5-year-deal
Bergman
Court ruling allows California to legally reduce Medi-Cal reimbursement rates
Adler
Governor Brown wins ruling in Medi-Cal reimbursement case
CC
NASA preps flying robots for a crash landing on the moon
CC
NASA preps flying robots for a crash landing on the moon
CC
Orange County has one of the lowest unemployment rates in the state
Bergman
California's population grows a modest .07 percent
Small
New law means quieter commercials
CC
New law means quieter commercials
Felde
Grandma's House of Hope in Santa Ana is looking for volunteers this holiday season
Bergman
Mountain High gets eight inches of snow in winter storm
CC
Elon Musk ALMOST had a truly great year, but the Solar City IPO was a bit of a mess
DeBord
David Geffen pledges 100 million dollars for medical scholarships at UCLA
Watt
State Lawmakers to take another look at water bond
CPR
State Lawmakers to take another look at water bond
CC
New movement in the prosecution of alleged 9-11 mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and his four
co-conspirators. Yesterday, the judge in the case said details about the harsh interrogation...
Mattathias Schwartz
What do actor Don Cheadle, Google CEO Eric Schmidt and Pastor Rick Warren have in common?
They are just the California contigent of a long line of American lunimaries who have made...
Stephen Kinzer
Yesterday, the federal government released the results of a three-year study on the Colorado River, a
water source critical to Nevada, California and elsewhere.The picture it paints...
Jay Famiglietti
It's December and by now, kids headed for college &mdash; and their parents &mdash; have filled out
countless admissions forms. Applications for financial aid mean gathering lots of...
Birth rates in the U.S. have been falling in the midst of the recession, except among one demographic:
People over 40.There is much to be said for starting a family at an older age...
Judith Shulevitz
Trevor Brazile broke a world record this week at the National Finals Rodeo when he won his 10th allaround gold buckle.
Trevor Brazile
At 7.1 percent, Orange County has one of the lowest unemployment rates in California. Lots of
employers are hiring, including Disneyland.
Yesterday the Federal Reserve announced it will now tie interest rates to the unemployment rate. Under
something called the "Evans Rule," interest rates will remain as they are until...
Paddy Hirsch
Last year an Occupy Wall Street protestor named Malcolm Harris was arrested for unruly conduct
during a march in New York City. Harris claims he did nothing wrong, prosecutors say his...
Believe it or not, MySpace is gearing up for its third relaunch since its beginning in 2003. Before the
days of Facebook, MySpace was the most popular social networking site in the...
We have an update to a previous story we reported about the Kickstarter campaign for Urban Air,
sculpture artist Stephen Glassman's effort to replace a billboard in Los Angeles with...
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Fans of the actor Alan Cumming can now see him in two very political roles.

Alan Cumming
Heather Smith, Beau
Berman, Dr. Bill Pfohl,
Steve Layne, Lori
Golias, Victor Carrion
MD, Craig LeMoult,
Rebecca Coffey,
Abbey Clements
Montgomery
Peterson
Romo
Guidi

CBS News reports that a shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School this morning resulted in at least
27 deaths, including at least 18 children.
California attempts to shrink the number of prisoners the state is responsible for
LA County needs money to enact stormwater runoff controls
CA legislators want to limit use of risky financing tools by school districts
Season's Givings focuses on a Jewish home fo rthe elderly that relies greatly on volunteers
First, just as California's budget woes appear to be on the mend as we pull out of the recession, comes
some bad news.A report issued today by National Association of State Budget Offices...
Tracy Gordon
To finance new facilities, California schools are taking on billions of dollars in debt using financing tools
that some state officials say should be banned, but schools argue it’s a good deal.
Heidi Moore, U.S.
finance and
economics editor for
the Guardian and Jim
Rainey, political
Heidi Moore, U.S. finance and economics editor for the Guardian and Jim Rainey, political columnist for columnist for the Los
Angeles Times
the Los Angeles Times chew on the week's big stories, including Susan Rice's...
In "Living with Guns: A Liberal's Case for the Second Amendment," former NY Times reporter Craig R.
Whitney highlights the need for an effective discussion from both sides about gun control.
LA County wants to shift its strategy for controlling stormwater pollution, and it wants homeowners to
foot the bill. A vote-by-mail election could be set for March.
-

On TV, there was virtually nothing Hanukkah-related to compare to the annual Christmas hits. And
when I thought about Jewish families, and especially their kids, this seemed like a serious lack.
Because TV? It's still our communal hearth this time of year, and the essence of community is inclusion. RH Greene
Nowadays, many historians chafe at the idea of the Renaissance. Call it "early Modern," they say. Or
even "continuation Medieval." I say, Bah, humbug!
Marc Haefele
Joyeux Noel (2005) tells the story of a battleground truce in 1914. As the movie tells it, based on real
events, soldiers on opposite sides in World War One laid down their guns for a few hours to celebrate
Christmas in the No Man's Land between the trenches. The movie also tells what happened to them
afterward, when they had to face the consequences of being soldiers following their human instincts
instead of soldiers following orders. "It's an amazing and I think quite movie, even - dare I say the word inspiring film," Maltin says.
Leonard Maltin
Larry Mantle, Adam
Carolla, Salman
Rushdie, Huell
Howser, Kathleen
Where else will you find Larry Mantle, Adam Carolla, Salman Rushdie, Huell Howser, Kathleen Turner, Turner, and Sylvia
Poggioli, John Rabe, A
and Sylvia Poggioli working together but in rendering Clement Moore's "A Visit from St Nicholas" for
Martinez
your ears? It's our non-denominational holiday card to you!
On a gloomy Saturday morning, Mike Wooten directs his 125-member band and color guard at the
South Hills High School football field in Covina, and it isn't going smoothly. "It sounds like forty of you
just stopped playing right there!" he yells. "You can't expose a weakness this late like that." This is the
last practice before the Southern California School Band and Orchestra Association Championships.
James Kim
Earlier this year, KPCC's Kim Bui reported that LA has the highest rate of car accidents involving
pedestrians in the nation. Of course the LA Department of Transportation wants to fix that, and they've
got a brand new Pedestrian Coordinator to prove it.
Jerry Gorin
If it weren't for Instagram, Taiyo Watanabe of Silverlake might not be a photographer. Nor would he
have a more than 2,100-image body of work.
Grant Slater
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Wednesday was 12-12-12, so KPCC's Brian Watt went looking for couples who decided to make that
auspicious date their wedding anniversary. He found a Silverlake couple in their fifties, Lisa Leist and
Ron Hershewe.
Brian Watt
3:00
Nowadays, a one way fare on a Metro bus or train will run you $1.50. You can use cash, credit, or buy a
pass--but one thing's certain: you're not getting a paper ticket. This past summer, Metro switched its
entire fare system to plastic, refillable TAP cards. Off-Ramp producer Kevin Ferguson met with Metro's
David Sutton--the head of the TAP program--inside the lab where TAP was developed, tested,
Kevin Ferguson,
and reworked.
David Sutton
3:55
Religious leaders to address school massacre in sermons
CC
:11
Sunday sermons around the Southland reflect on the Newtown shootings, with some clergy calling for
political action
Berestein Rojas
1:38
The mourning process has begun in Newtown, Connecticut following the mass murder of 20 children
Craig LeMoult, Tracy
and six adults at Sandy Hook Elementary on Friday.
Fass
24:00:00
The recent massacre in Newtown, Connecticut has reignited the gun control debate in the United States Adam Winkler, Chuck
to a height rarely seen, but whether or not the debate will result in any legislative action remains to be Michel, Ben Van
observed.
Houten
23:00
In light of the elementary school shooting in Newtown, Connecticut on Friday, LAPD Chief Charlie Beck Rina Palta, Dr. John
is making security at LAUSD schools his top priority.
Deasy
13:00
What’s ahead for “Beasts of the Southern Wild” and director Benh Zeitlin as Oscar nominations
approach? Does the film deserve any Academy Awards?
Benh Zeitlin
17:00
Is the loss of handwriting worth mourning, or should we embrace type for its legibility and ease?
Philip Hensher
17:00
US Senate approves another judge
Felde
:59
Chief Beck plans to step up security when schools return from winter break
CC
:08
LA County Metro gets report on recommendations to improve safety, reduce deaths on Blue Line rail
Fiscal cliff will have a big impact on the US/Mexico border
Senator Feinstein wants to reintroduce assault weapons ban
District Attorney says officers lawfully shot Kendrec McDade
Republican ad man backs Kevin James for LA Mayor
California schools evaluate emergency plans after Connecticut shooting
California to offer free wireless service to low-income residents
FBI released annual hate crime statistics
A mother charged with throwing her 7-month-old son to his death more than two years ago will be in
court Tuesday
The Hobbit set a record at the box office
So far, JCP's new sales strategy isn't showing returns
Kodak - one of three remainign founding sponsors of Disneyland - is ending advertising at the theme
park
LA Lakers finally won back-to-back games
Loh Life Doomsday
The officers in the Kendrec McDade shooting were not criminally at fault, DA concludes
Metro presentation about Washington DC Metro safety
NASA preps flying robots for a crash landing on the moon
Latest Pew Forum report on Mormonism sees little change in public opinion
Mormons saved their moment in the political sunlight, story concludes
NASA crashes its robot on the moon
Southland leaders take a step closer to potential sale of LA/Ontario International Airport
Southland school district officials reviewing security, reassuring parents
Police release name of man accused of threatening school shooting on Facebook
Police arrest man for threatening elementary schools on facebok
LAPD chief explains new program placing patrol officers in schools in wake of Conn shooting
Southland schools evaluate security measures
A survivor of the Columbine High schooting relates to the tragedy in Connecticut
USPS gives advice to ease last-minute trips to the post office
A Tustin woman has died from West Nile Virus, the first person in Orange County to die from the
disease in four years
On January first, injured workers would see their benefits increase because of the workers
compensation reform law
New California workers compensation law comes into effect in January
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12/18/12

MEDI

In the days since the tragic shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut that
took the lives of 20 children and 6 adults, media outlets have given the story nearly wall-to-wall
coverage. However, not all media coverage is created equal. Early on, there were mistakes in the
reports which misidentified the shooter and incorrectly painted his mother as a teacher at the
elementary school. This is not uncharacteristic of early coverage in the wake of a story of this
Craig Curtis, David
magnitude.
Folkenflik
With Rice bowing out of the running for Secretary of State, who will succeed Clinton? Last week, U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations Susan Rice officially withdrew her name from consideration for
Secretary of State. Once her name began to be floated, Republicans in Congress threw up strong
opposition, questioning her leadership skills in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks in Libya. In her
withdrawal letter to the President, Rice said she had become “convinced that the confirmation process
would be lengthy, disruptive and costly,” and an unwelcome national distraction.

24:00

Massachusetts Senator and former Presidential candidate John Kerry has long been considered a
frontrunner to succeed Hillary Clinton as Secretary of State, and would likely meet with GOP approval.
He’d have big shoes to fill - the list of illustrious past holders of the title goes back to John Jay, and
includes Henry Kissinger, William Jennings Bryan, Madeleine Albright and Thomas Jefferson.
The position of Secretary of State requires expertise in international affairs, experience with diplomacy
and an effective working relationship with the Commander-in-Chief; many agree that Clinton has done
an admirable job during challenging times.
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Who should be nominated to the post for President Obama’s next term? How will he or she shape
foreign policy going forward? How will the U.S. navigate this period of Middle Eastern conflict,
Edward Mihalkanin
The LA Clippers have won 10 games in a row
CC
Bill would help law enforcement pay for DNA tests of criminals
Felde
NBC journalist and crew escape captivity in Syria
CC
Greuel issues another audit
Stoltze
Proposed bill would require permits to buy ammunition
CC
Race is on to get California's health insurance exchange up and running next year
CC
A lawyer for the OC mother accused of throwing her infant son off a parking lot roof says she will ask for
murder charges against her client to be dismissed
Bergman
Instagram privacy policy change ticks off some users
CC
Lacter on LA development deals
Lacter
Federal regulators have found problems with how replacement parts for the troubled San Onofre
nuclear plant were built and tested
Bergman
California man buys coffee for Newtown residents
CC
The outlook for office space demand isn't very good, according to UCLA economists
DeBord
Audit of CA parks department finds employees, managers violated state payroll policies
Quinton
Audit of CA parks department finds employees, managers violated state payroll policies
CC
Richard Gere discusses his performance in 'Arbitrage'
CC
Richard Gere discusses his performance in 'Arbitrage'
CC
Apprenticeship program for middle school students needs volunteer mentors
Watt
Volunteers prepare meals for chronically ill Angelenos
CC
LA City Councilman wants to limit shared housing in LA
CC
LA City Councilman wants to limit shared housing in LA
CC
New campaign tool links social media profiles to actual voter registration files
McNary
Tease cut for Season's Givings 7 on SPARK
CC
Strong winds hit SoCal tonight
CC
LAPD arrests boy in "swatting" investigation
CC
A retirement fund in California reevaluates investments in wake of school shooting
CC
In rapid response to criticism, a large private equity firm says it's selling its holdings in the company that
makes the rifle used in Friday's Sandy Hook School shooting.Cerberus Capital...
Andrew Ross Sorkin
In Newtown, Conn., students in schools other than Sandy Hook return to class for the first time since
last Friday's tragic shootings. Meanwhile funerals for those slain in the massacre...
Craig Whitney
When the state legislature returns from holiday break next month, it will mark the start of a new era
shaped by voter approved reforms and dozens of brand new members. The California...
Our favorite children's librarian Mara Alpert joins the show to recommend her favorite children's books
for the holidays.
Mara Alpert
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When it comes to bang for the buck, high tech is a great way to jump start your local economy,
according to a recent report from a UC Berkeley economist. That could be good news for...
NPR music critic Ann Powers and Oliver Wang from Soul-Sides.com look back at the best in pop, R&B Ann Powers and
and hip hop in the year that was.
Oliver Wang
Tomorrow, the Russian Parliament will consider a bill that would ban Americans from adopting Russian
children.
Medical companies are researching ways to mine the tweets and Facebook posts you make about your
health and to track outbreaks, analyze drug side-effects, and more.
There's been a lot of hand-wringing about how companies mine the personal information of social media
users to deliver targeted advertising. That strategy is now increasingly being..
We look at the rivalries between the Lakers and the Clippers, and the Dodgers and the Angels, and
which team is going after the best talent.
UPDATE: In response to public concents, Instagram has released a statement clearing up confusion
President Barack Obama vowed Wednesday to take direct action against gun violence, as he launched Kitty Felde, Leland
Dr. Lachs will join Larry to take your questions and calls – no health insurance or appointment
Mark Lachs
The Accountability Review Board, an independent investigation panel, has concluded that the State
Anne Gearan, David
L.A. Times Food Editor Russ Parsons, and Test Kitchen Chef Noelle Carter join Larry in studio to
Russ Parsons, Noelle
Richard Gere joins host Larry Mantle to talk about the Arbitrage's unexpected critical praise, working
Richard Gere
Time Magazine names President Obama as Person of the Year
CC
New law allows registered nurses to give out contraceptives
Bartolone
California gun laws tougher than most
Stoltze
Republican US Senator calls for new investigation into Fast & Furious operation
Marizco
Mayoral candidate Eric Garcetti connects with Latino voters
Walton
Democrats on Capitol Hill resolved to pass tougher gun laws
Felde
The late Sen Daniel Inouye had been involved in shaping Los Angeles' Japanese American National
CC
Supes hear jail reform update
Stoltze
A public memorial for Mexican-American music icon Jenni Rivera will be held Wednesday at the Gibson Guidi
Reaction to South Korea election
Huang
Holiday travel season has officially begun
CC
The Sandy Hook elementary school shootings are sparking a long-overdue conversation about
O'Neill
California gets an outsider, but an experienced one, as the new head of its prison system
Palta
Obama forms team to take on gun control
CC
Departing head of the California prison system has advice for the next CDCR secretary
CC
Fans gather at public memorial for Banda music icon Jenni Rivera
Guidi
Fans gather at public memorial for Banda music icon Jenni Rivera
CC
Salvation Army Band talks and plays in Pasadena
Rabe
The city of Lake Forest repealed a controversial law banning registered sex offenders from city parks
Bergman
Connecticut shooting inspires conversations on mental health care and gun control
CC
Connecticut shooting inspires conversations on mental health care and gun control
Adler
Suspect in temple threat arrested
CC
Strong winds to continue this morning, then dramatically decrease in afternoon
CC
In the wake of the Sandy Hook School shooting, President Obama announced a new plan today to curb Ben Van Houten
South Korean voters have elected Park Geun-hye to be the country's first female president. Producer Alie & Georgia mix up festive and creative cocktails to spike up your holiday party this season.
Alie Ward and Georgia
In "The Fine Print," Pulitzer Prize-winning author David Cay Johnston details how the U.S. tax system David Cay Johnston
In March, Los Angeles voters will head to the polls to choose a new mayor, a city attorney and city
Patt Morrison
Though none of the major mayoral candidates has a Spanish surname, Eric Garcetti is working to
Late yesterday, a jury said the LAUSD will have to pay nearly $6.9 million to a 14-year-old boy who was Howard Blume
State regulators have released rules for "fracking." The controversial drilling process has sparked an oil Now to Universal City where thousands of mourners are gathered at the Gibson Amphitheater to say
Rob Kutner, a writer for the Conan show and musician Joel Moss Levinson reboot the 1972 hit album Rob Kutner, a writer
The Sandy Hook school massacre is fueling calls for mandatory outpatient treatment for the severely
Mayan elders from Mexico, Belize and Guatemala have been dispatched to present a slightly contrary Michael Shermer, Lisa
Do you take safety tests into account when purchasing a car? How do you balance safety and
Jessica Caldwell
Following the Sandy Hook massacre, national discussion about how to prevent future attacks is on the Pete Blair
Is it fair for taxpayers to foot the bill for one industry, even if it is seen as a cornerstone of America? Is Dan Ikenson, Sean
David O. Russell is receiving significant praise for his work on the film “Silver Linings Playbook,” which David O. Russell
Do you wonder what goes on behind closed doors in luxury hotels? Jacob Tomsky joins Larry to
Jacob Tomsky
LA will launch a bike-sharing program in April
CC
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Supporters of TRUST Act meet with Gov. Brown
Guidi
San Joaquin Valley Air District considers air pollution plan
Daniel
California may have new nickname: the Oil State
Martinez
State lawmakers call for changes to state's campaign finance law
Quinton
State lawmakers call for changes to state's campaign finance law
CC
Baja California police capture man who directed kidnappings for drug cartel
Florido
The LA Clippers make franchise history with their 11th strait win
CC
University campus participates in shooting situation drill
Aguilar
Death of one of Vietnam's greatest pop icons
Kalifian
California Democrat says he's talking to GOP about gun control
Felde
Former OC assistant sheriff Don Haild dies
CC
This holiday travel season will be the busiest ever
CC
This holiday travel season will be the busiest ever
CC
Los Angeles City Councilman treats residents of the Midnight Mission to lunch and a show in Griffith
Walton
CA Dept of Health fines hospitals for jeopardizing patient safety
O'Neill
Colleagues pay respects to late Sen. Inouye
Felde
San Fernando Valley residents sue landfill operator over stench
CC
LAX experienced delays on flights heading to the Midwest
CC
Ahead of the fiscal cliff, some observers expected a boom in short sales, but the NAR says it hasn't
DeBord
Growing development in Orange County makes it harder for Christmas tree farmers to find suitable land Lee
Crowds of last-minute shoppers rush to stores to buy Christmas gifts
Lee
Lancaster sets record low temperature
CC
Volunteer group offers emotional support to inmates who've experienced sexual abuse
Palta
CSU Northridge holds campus shooter drill
Jahad
Supporters of TRUST Act meet with Gov Brown for first time
CC
Trutanich issues letters to gun buyers
Stoltze
According to a report from the Center for Investigative Reporting, many veterans aren't receiving
As the Obama Administration prepares to tackle immigration reform, a part of its current immigration
The massacre at Sandy Hook Elementary School has drawn attention to a program that trains teachers Jeff Yang, a columnist for the Wall Street Journal, and his 9-year-old son join Take Two to talk about
Last month, California voters approved Proposition 36, the initiative overhauled the state's controversial Michael Montgomery
If confirmed, Jeffrey Beard will lead one of the largest prison systems in the nation, rattled by transition California...it's the Golden State, it's one of the greenest states, and, before you know it, it'll be the oil Amy Myers Jaffe
With the 11th hour fast approaching, negotiations to avoid the fiscal cliff appear to have stalled.
Ed Brodow
The touchy debate over gun control &mdash; and specifically a new ban on assault weapons &mdash; Lake Forest repealed a controversial law banning registered sex offenders from city parks, despite
The image of the rosy cheeked and bearded Jolly Old Saint Nick is etched in our minds. But what about Adam c. English
Every week we get your conversation topics for your weekend dinner parties with Brendan Francis
Brendan Francis
Peltzer Pines Christmas Tree farms, which has sold Christmas trees in Orange County for nearly 50
Millions of travelers will be heading home for the holidays this weekend. While it's usually a merry task, Sean Beaudoin
One week ago today, the school shooting in Newtown, Connecticut sparked an outcry to renew the
Sam Paredes, Carol
Larry and the critics review the week's new film releases including Zero Dark Thirty, The Impossible,
Claudia Puig, Andy
Brian Watt speaks with travelers at LAX
Watt
More SoCal residents loading up on ammo after mass shooting
Lee
Chief Beck's wife gets temp restraining order
CC
Boy Scouts relase files on 1200 men accused of sexual abuse
Jahad
Catholic Church offers a public mass of reconciliation
CC
82-year-old man still enjoys yoga
Unknown
Cell phone lot lets people wait for the parties to call them when they arrive at LAX
CC
US deported record number of immigrants in FY 2012`
Joffe-Block
Southland educators react to NRA proposal
CC
Holiday travel season underway at LAX
Watt
Public health experts call for end to Congressional moratorium on gun injury prevention research
O'Neill
LAX advises travelers to arrive 2 hrs. early for flights
Watt
Mental health advocates start awareness campaign
CC
CA Democrat says hazing provisions not strong enough in defense bill
Felde
Parents keep local Nutcracker productions afloat
Guzman
Audit says CA Parks financial scandal began nearly two decades ago
Jahad
CA Congressional members react to NRA statement
Felde
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Federal regulators denied watchdog group's request for hearing on San Onofre license
San Diego offers gift cards for guns
There has been a spike in maritime smuggling from Mexico
California's unemployment rate dips to the lowest point in three years
Financial considerations for people handling effects of mass shootings
Air traveler gets to airport 2 hrs early, says worth it
The National Rifle Association broke its week long silence this morning at a press conference in
Washington, D.C.
Molly Ball, political writer for The Atlantic and Jim Rainey, political columnist for the Los Angeles Times
chew on the week's big stories, including the fiscsl cliff, Boehner's blunder...
A few weeks ago, we introduced you to Alison Martino, founder of a very popular facebook page
Vintage LA. It's a repository of films, photos and memories of a Southern California that..
The story behind the best-selling Gospel album, Aretha Franklin's "Amazing Grace," recorded 40 years
ago at New Temple Missionary Baptist church in South L.A.
The great divide between the nation's rich and poor is breaking down as Mexico's middle class is
becoming its majority. William Booth and Nick Miroff, who have been writing about this...
From the Fronteras Desk, Jill Replogle reports on the rise of sea smuggling of illegal immigrants and
drugs from Mexico.
As you may know, December 21, is the last day in the Mayan calendar. Many people have interpreted
that as a sign of the apocalypse, our last day on Earth.But even if the world doesn...
There’s one important element to The Nutcracker you won’t find onstage, but is key to the ballet's
production: parents who donate hundreds of hours.
Deportations are way down and LA has been leading the way
San Bernardino wins legal battle against CalPERS
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You might think “A Christmas Carol,” Charles Dickens’ fable of redemption, is just a part the holiday. But
in fact, it pretty much started the whole thing. This weekend, KPCC’s Off-Ramp program, hosted by
John Rabe and
John Rabe, takes an in-depth look at the Dickens’ classic on “A Christmas Carol Redux.”
contributors
The state's finances may finally be taking a turn for the better.
DeBord
Drivers will be able to carry electronic proof of insurance
Adler
Drivers will be allowed to offer electronic proof of insurance
CC
The nutritional supplement maker is in a major fight with hedge fund titan
DeBord
Irwindale Race Track will resume full operations in 2013
CC
LA Country sheriffs distribute toys to kids visiting relatives in jail
DeBord
Indio ice company brings snow to desert
CC
Christmas Holiday shutdowns: museums
Rabe
Encinitas Union School District facing lawsuits because of new yoga program
CC
Steven Sloan, Arnold
After House speaker Rep. John Boehner was unable to convince members of his own party who
Steinberg
staunchly oppose tax increases to back his ‘Plan B’ legislation last week, Obama said he still wants a
bill that requires the wealthiest American to pay more.
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Has the NRA painted itself in a corner? Is there any logical way out? Which plan is more realistic?
Richard Feldman
Peter Jackson’s latest film, “The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey,” has garnered a lot of attention, not al Claudia Puig, James
of it has been positive.
Kerwin
Exotic particles made headlines again and again in 2012, making it no surprise that the scientific
Michael Shermer, Phil
breakthrough of the year was a big physics finding in a small package.
Yam
Should California adopt marijuana laws that more accurately reflect citizen’s attitudes towards the drug?
What difference would such laws make, considering marijuana’s current status in the state?
Bruce Margolin
Do you treat the people who work for you to something extra during the holidays? When it comes to
employees and service people, is money more appropriate than a thoughtful gift?
CA congressman not jumping at chance to rule Sacto
Felde
Long wait times at US-Mexico border
Fronteras
More than 2 million CA adults gave serious thought to suicide in their lifetime.
O'Neill
Depending where you live in CA clean air is not something you can count on.
Anderson
CA finance employees prepare state budget
CC
State finance employees prepare state budget over the holidays
CC
Dept of Finance employees probably highest propensity for online shopping in state government
CC
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Governor Brown has given nearly 80 convicted criminals pardons
CC
Gas price drop may be short-lived.
CC
A break for the holiday - free parking. Here's where.
Ferguson
Group of Santa Ana residents has revived Mexican-style neighborhood posadas
Berestein Rojas
LA Councilman LaBonge asks for reward on copper thefts from street lights
Aguilar
Loh Life Tree "Merry Christmas"
Loh
Mayor Villaraigosa officiates at LA Mission's annual Christmas Eve event
Guidi
Two nativities vandalized over weekend in Huntington Beach with Hitler symbols
CC
Richard Adams, a gay marriage pioneer, died at 65
??
Actor Jack Klugman dies at 90
CC
Actor Jack Klugman dies at 90
CC
California public employees to soon have two different tiers of pension benefits
Adler
California public employees to soon have two different tiers of pension benefits
CC
Several new laws are intended to improve reporting of suspected child abuse.
CC
Volunteer Andrea Lockhart shares her experience with The Help Group
Lieu
Operation Santa volunteers answer Santa's call
CC
Children call into Air Force Basse to find out when Santa will arrive on Christmas Eve
CC
New bill extends the time crime victims have to apply for financial help
Palta
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa poses for his annual Christmas photos with city employees
Walton
Riverside county deputies evacuate WalMart in Moreno Valley after man enters store with gun.
CC
Westside Ballet stages Nutcracker.
Guzman
Christmas Holiday closures: restaurants
Rabe
Christmas Holiday shutdowns: transit
Rabe
Retailers are predicting another uptick in online shopping this holiday season. Of course, it's convenient, Jennifer Valentinoyou can shop in your jammies, and you can browse the whole Web for the bes
Devries
It's beginning to look a lot like a Fiscal Cliffmas!With the President in Hawaii for the holiday and
Congress not due back in Washington until Thursday, time is running out to come.
Dominic Rushe
The National Rifle Association, or NRA, says violent video games are partly to blame for the mass
shootings in Newtown. Last week the NRA's chief lobbyist, Wayne LaPierre, singled out.
Lydia Denworth
"Zero Dark Thirty," the Kathryn Bigelow directed film about the hunt for Osama bin Laden, is under
attack from politicians in Washington. Michael Morrell, the acting director of th
Rebecca Keegan
It's only one more day until Christmas, so many people are panicking about what to buy. It's no question
what book critic David Kipen might suggest for a p
David Kipen
Mommy blogger Karen Alpert warns would-be gift givers about which toys most parents would rather
their kids not receive.
Karen Alpert
Egypt appears to have voted in a new Islamist-backed constitution on Saturday, preliminary results
indicate that the draft constitution passed with 64 percent of the vote. But overall...
Noelle King
For anyone who crosses the U.S.-Mexico border, long wait times are a constant source of frustration.
That's especially true during the holiday season. But the port of entry between...
KPCC's Vanessa Romo reports on one particular budget battle that goes on in Latino families all over
Southern California, all year long. The quinceañera
Santas in Los Angeles aren't all rosy-cheeked. L.A. actually offers a number of ethnic Santas for people
of color.
Profile of entrepreneur from Oakland who started program that teaches tech skills to inner-city youth
Most popular & most recorded Christmas song of all time about CA
Traffic related deaths up this holiday season
CHP cautions about driving in rain
LA County sheriff's detective ask for public's help in learning more about fatal shooting of driver
Police in Webster, NY discover human remains in house of man who fatally shot firefighters; say the
man was prepared to go "to war."
Where to see floats before and after the Rose Parade
LA hosts gun buyback event earlier this year
Christmas mass at Men's Central Jail
4000 meals served to low-income and homeless people on Skid Row
Lacter on fiscal cliff
Good movie box offices expected during Christmas
Lakers beat the Knicks 100-94; increase record to .500.
Charles Durning has died at age 89
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LA group seeks nominations for Pre-School Teacher of the Year
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Come New Year employers won't be able to demand access to employees' social media passwords
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Come New Year employers won't be able to demand access to employees' social media passwords
CC
Midnight Mission gives toys to homeless and poor kids
Aguilar
Teens volunteer in toy giveaway at Midnight Mission
CC
Workers compensation reform law takes effect on New Year's Day
CC
LACO health officials warn Xmas beach revelers away from storm drains that carry bacteria
Bailey
Christmas Day should be rain-free
CC
On Monday in upstate New York a man who was once convicted of manslaughter, ambushed and killed
two firefighters before turning the gun on himself. Convicted felons are not allowed to own firearms, so Erika Aguilar, John
the question is – how did William Spengler obtain his arsenal of weapons
Lott, Jack Scott
Two of California's most important industries are having a little problem: They can't get along. And they
may never get along.
Matt DeBord
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While America is home to some harsh critics of France, it might have gained a few new supporters,
Steven Schlossman,
particularly amongst those who are still in school.
Patricia Hinchey, Ph.D
17:00
8.2 million California currently lack health insurance. Many hope that will change when the Affordable
Care Act (ACA) rolls out in 2014, but it’s almost anyone’s guess what the final bill will be for California.In
2010, state officials said it would cost California$2.7 billion annually.
Kavita K. Patel
13:00
Should employers be able to fire anyone they deem “irresistible,” even if the person being fired has
shown absolutely no interest in pursuing a relationship
Nancy Bornn
18:00
The highly anticipated musical-cum-movie Les Miserables opened yesterday, breaking box office
records for the highest advance ticket sales for a Christmas day release and taking in $18 million in one
day.
Wade Major
17:00
Authorities investigate multi-car pileup on the 71
CC
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Black power in LA holding
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A widespread hunger strike prompted prison officials to take another look at prisoners held in isolation
In December California hosts 9 Tuba Christmas events
LA city officials announce proper way to dispose of Christmas trees
Antelope Valley nonprofit worries fiscal cliff cuts could end its biggest contract
Lots of sobriety checks
Flights across the country delayed due to winter storms
LA police offer giftcards for guns
LA holds gun buy-back event after Newtown shootings
LA holds gun buy-back event after Newtown shootings
Tips for handling grief during the holidays
Lakers win over Knicks
The Midnight Mission serves its millionth meal of 2012
Snow, wind, rain in forecast across SoCal
New law allows sale of many homemade foods
New law allows sale of many homemade foods
New law prevents businesses licensed by CA Dept of Consumer Affairs from inserting gag clauses into
legal settlements
After Jan 1 gag orders will be illegal for businesses the state licenses
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Drive-by shooting on Christmas Day in Pasadena has left police with more questions than answers.
Thoroughbred racing at Santa Anita gets underway Wednesday
The thoroughbred racing season at Santa Anita opens today.
Shooting of LA County Sheriff's employee may be tied to a later car crash
Green Chemistry law requires businesses to identify and find alternatives to harmful chemicals
Toyota settles with drivers over sudden acceleration claims
Toyota agrees to settlement in sudden acceleration class action lawsuit
The LAPD moves up its weapon buyback program
Russia's ban on Americans adopting Russian children moves forward
City of LA exchanges guns for gift cards
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If people can't use unsold trees, animals can
CC
If people can't use unsold Christmas trees, wild animals can
Guidi
On January 1st comes overhaul of California workers' comp system
CC
Part of President Obama's plan to get tough on gun control involves the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms, or ATF. The agency hasn't had a permanent director in six years, and..
John Hudak
Last week, the NRA, in part, blamed video games for an upsurge in gun violence. But in terms of
business, a report in the New York Times points out how video game and gun manufacturers...
Andrew Martin
It's been nearly two weeks since the shooting in Newtown, Conn., and while December gun sales are at
record highs across the U.S., the LAPD is urging people to turn their firearms in.
Sheriff Lee Baca is under intense pressure to stop what an independent citizen's panel called "A
persistent pattern of unreasonable force," against jail inmates. The FBI is reportedly...
One offense that could easily land you in prison: drug smuggling. Prosecutions for the offense can vary
between state and federal court.Fronteras Desk reporter Erin Siegal looks a
President Obama and members of the lame duck congress will return to Washington tomorrow to
negotiate a deal to avert the fiscal cliff. Only half of Americans think a deal will be struc
The Clippers won their 14th straight game last night, and forget about just L.A., they have the best
record in the NBA.While the Lakers have been scrambling to stay afloat, the Clippers...
Kevin Arnovitz
If you don't play tuba or know a tuba player, you may not know that in the month of December, California
hosts nine "Tuba Christmas" events. The California Report's Susan Valot has the story.
In his new book, New Yorker film critic David Denby outlines his fears that blockbuster films being made
today are having a negative effect on American cinema.
David Denby
New York has the Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree, and L.A. has the Rose Parade. New York has
snowstorms, and L.A. has bad traffic on just about every freeway in the city.The holidays...
Brian Lehrer
Now the glow of Christmas has begun to wear off, the crumpled wrapping paper has collected in the
corner, the egg nog's not sitting so well, and it's time to deal with those inevitable...
Ed Salazar
Documentary filmmaker Eugene Jarecki has become something of a war reporter.
Eugene Jarecki
With only five days to go before ‘Cliffaggeddon,’ President Barack Obama cut his holiday short and flew
back to the capitol to try to broker a deal. But Republicans and Democrats in congress seem to be as
far apart as ever.
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Last week, House speaker John Boehner handed the ball off to the Senate, admitting he didn’t have the
GOP votes to pass his ‘Plan B’ proposal. Christmas came and went, with the Capitol deserted and no
viable solution in sight. House members are still in their districts, waiting to be summoned back to D.C.
for their input - but the call hasn’t come. What happens if and when we go over the cliff? Taxpayers face
an increase across all income levels; the long-term unemployed will see an abrupt end to their federal
unemployment benefits; spending cuts will kick in, putting federal programs, national defense and jobs
on the chopping block.
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Why are both sides willing to risk financial disaster? Who’s really holding up the negotiations? Can any
middle ground be found here? Will agreement be reached before the Times Square ball drops on
Tom McClintock,
December 31st?
Xavier Becerra
Everyone in Los Angeles was excited to see a new ownership team take over the Dodgers in 2012, so
looking forward to 2013, all eyes are on the NFL. L.A. has been without a football team since the
Raiders moved back to Oakland in 1995. The L.A. region has made numerous moves to bring the NFL
back to town.

13:00

This year, the City Council approved a deal with Anschutz Entertainment Group (AEG) to build the
proposed Farmers Field in downtown L.A., while billionaire Ed Roski’s proposal to build the stadium in
the City of Industry remained “shovel ready.” Pasadena changed a city ordinance to offer a temporary
residence to an NFL team at the Rose Bowl. Now AEG is up for sale, and there’s still a key ingredient
missing here: an NFL team.
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Hopefully, 2013 will be the year we find out which NFL team wants to go Hollywood. Teams can apply to
make that move on January 1, 2013. Has the NFL been missed in Los Angeles? Are the USC and
UCLA programs enough to quench our thirst for football? Do you have environmental concerns with the
new $315 million 76,00-seat downtown stadium? KPCC’s Brian Watt looks into his crystal football to
see what’s ahead for the southland’s NFL fans.
Brian Watt

17:00

Having trouble finding a date for New Year’s? Could your credit score be the problem? That’s the
lament (or triumph) of some singles on the prowl, who say a bad credit score is increasingly seen as a
dating deal breaker. One financial analyst says credit scores are the new dating equivalent of a sexually
transmitted disease test.
The credit score is derived from a formula that accounts for outstanding debt and payment histories and
in recent years it’s become increasingly ubiquitous. It’s now used to determine credit, housing loan
approval, and in 42 states, it can even be considered as part of a job applicant’s file.
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The trend has spawned websites such as creditscoredating.com and datemycreditscore.com. Some
joke about it, but financial planners say it’s serious. A partner with a bad credit score can prevent a
couple from buying a home, drive up rent for an apartment application, or make the difference between
high or low cell phone bills or car insurance rates. Do you consider your date’s credit score when
dating?
Karen Blumenthal
The Journal News, a newspaper based in White Plains, NY, attracted attention recently for its online
publication of the names and addresses of people with permits to own guns living in Westchester and
Rockland counties. The interactive map pinpoints homes where one or more residents are licensed to
own a handgun – a pistol or revolver.

17:00

The map doesn’t track ownership of long guns, like shotguns and rifles, and only marks homes where
someone is licensed to own a gun – they may not actually own a gun, and there is no way to track
unlicensed gun owners. The story received a lot of criticism, with many people calling the map an
extreme violation of privacy, and some comparing the list to a sex offender registry. Critics also worry
that the information makes residents more vulnerable, although they debate whether those with or
without guns are in more danger. One blogger retaliated by publishing the names, addresses and home
phone numbers of the Journal News’ staff.
By New York state law, gun permit records are public information -- the Journal News used technology
to aggregate the records on a convenient Google map and publish them widely.
12/27/12

LAW

Should gun permit information be readily accessible? Is the map useful even if it can’t track unlicensed

13:00

While it’s nice to look at who came out on top at the end of the year, it’s also worthwhile to remember
the losers. Besides, we learn from our mistakes right? (Or at least learn to laugh at them.)
From pop culture to entertainment to politics, nothing is off limits. Take your pick: General Petraeus’s
sex scandal, or the box office disaster that was “The Oogieloves.” And don’t forget Rupert Sanders,
after having an affair with Kristen Stewart, or Rupert Murdoch, who has been deemed unfit to rule his
media empire. The list goes on and on.
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Who do you think ended 2012 with egg on his or her face? What companies came out with products
that just didn’t cut it for you…or anyone? Which politicians lost their dignity along with the vote this year?
Give us a call and let us know your “favorite” failure or flop of 2012.
Mary McNamara
Sci-fi fans, a planet similar to Earth may be closer than we could have ever imagined. An international
team of scientists has determined that Tau Ceti, the star that is most similar to our Sun and closest to
the Earth, may have a habitable planet in its orbit.

18:00

The planet, which is five times the size of Earth, lies in Tau Ceti’s “habitable zone.” That means that the
distance of the planet from the star allows for temperatures to be at a level which would allow for life like
we see on Earth. Of course, that doesn’t take into account for the increased gravity. This system is 12
light years away, which in the grand scheme of things is equivalent to a few blocks in the city which is
the Universe.
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While those jumping ahead may wish to see this as a potential outpost for colonization, scientists are
expected to use this discovery as a way of perfecting planetary detection in the future. What else is on
the horizon out there? What is the likelihood that this new planet has life on it? How did the scientists
find it in the first place?
Charles Beichman
CA lawmakers want to look at ways to prevent medical groups from avoiding sick people
Bartolone
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CA lawmakers want to look at ways to prevent medical groups from avoiding sick people
EPA has approved California's vehicle emissions reduction program
EPA has approved California's vehicle emissions reduction program
Impact of fiscal cliff budget cuts on CA schools
Rep McClintock comments on fiscal cliff
Rep Becerra comments on fiscal cliff
Holiday spending was weak
New law gives juveniles sentenced to life without parole get a second chance
New law gives juveniles sentenced to life without parole get a second chance
One percent lumber tax goes into effect in January, shifting burden of fees from forestry industry to
consumers
One percent lumber tax goes into effect in January.
New law allows slae of many homemade foods
General Norman Schwarzkopf died
Workers will get less money next year if there's a fiscal cliff
Health Net insurance company says it will stop covering six Tenet hospitals
Toyota has made a much quicker comeback than most people expected after its sudden acceleration
woes
EPA Chief Lisa Jackson steps down after 4 years.
Vigil held for Victor McClinton, Pasadena youth leader
LAPD identifies suspect in attack on homeless woman
Study shows 18 to 24 year-old voters leading state away from traditional 2-party system
Study shows 18 to 24 year-old voters leading state away from traditional 2-party system
Zoning administrator denies apeal that would block construction of Chinatown Walmart
A New York newspaper is coming under fire for publishing a map that identifies licensed gun owners in
the area. The Journal News of suburban Westchester, New York published the map..
Even though the nation is still reeling from the tragic Sandy Hook School shooting, passing gun control
laws will not come easy. But would it be easier to get Congress to approve a..
Nearly four years ago, Congress mandated the widespread adoption of electronic health records. Since
then, thousands of hospitals, clinics and doctors have made the move to digitize.
The way things are going, finding a family doctor is going to be increasingly challenging. Fewer and
fewer medical students are signing up to become primary care physicians.According..
Earlier this month, Chris Anderson resigned as editor-in-chief of Wired magazine to team up with a 26year-old engineering whiz from Tijuana. From the Fronteras Desk in San Diego, John Rosman says
they plan to jumpstart what they call the, "personal drone industry."
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Steve Hochman, Josh
Kun and Drew
Tewksbury

4:03

Our regular music critics Steve Hochman, Josh Kun and Drew Tewksbury give us their top picks for
2012.
Governor Brown signed nearly 900 bills into law last year, many of which will take effect on Tuesday.For
more on what you can and can't do in California come January 1st, we're joined...
John Myers
KPCC reporter Molly Peterson fills us in on the biggest environmental issues ahead in 2013.
The Academy Awards aren't just for billion-dollar blockbusters and art-house films.
Allan Durand
Today, Russian President Vladimir Putin said he plans to sign a law banning all adoptions from his
country to the U.S. It's retaliation for an American law that punishes Russian officials
How should Congress deal with the debt ceiling during fiscal cliff negotiations? What should the
government prioritize? Should there be a debt ceiling at all?
Dave Clarke
As of December 17, 2012 Jiroemon Kimura is the oldest man currently living and the oldest man in
recorded history.
Mark Lachs, Jay
Olshansky
As robotic technology becomes more ubiquitous in the fields of defense and medicine, it’s natural to see
the same advanced programming in day-to-day life. What kind of changes would a robot like Roboy
bring?
Maja Mataric
The critics and David look back at the films of 2012 to highlight the best overlooked films of the year.
Lael Loewenstein,
TGI-FilmWeek!
Henry Sheehan
Mirror, mirror on the wall, who’s the fairest of them all? Even at 75, the answer is still the original Disney
princess, Snow White.
Charles Solomon
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Star wattage and marquee value are all well and good, but what truly brings reality to the screen? The
loss this week of Jack Klugman and Charles Durning reminds us of how important great character
actors are to the history of film.
Elderly Californians have until December 31st to opt into adult day care services
The LA Clippers extend their winning streak to 15 games
Baylor destroys UCLA at the Holiday Bowl
Oakland's troubled police department has a new outside consultant
California economists closely watching whether deal between Congress and White House will be made
to avert fiscal cliff
As US nears fiscal cliff, California's economy and budget could hand in balance.
It's about to become legal to text behind wheel in California
Drones not limited to military
Faatal collisoin at bus stop in Riverside
Authorities are investigating after car crashed into bus stop
Federal workers report Jan 2 despite cliff
Crewest Gallery to have its last hoorah in LA this weekend
Binge drinking during the holiday can trigger Holiday Heart Syndrome
Binge drinking during the holiday can trigger Holiday Heart Syndrome
Youth sports mentor Victor McClinton's funeral announcement
Japanese-Americans make mochi to celebrate New Year
Newly re-released FBI files offer details of Marilyn Monroe's ties with suspected communists
California taxes going up in year ahead
California sales tax goes up a quarter-of-a-cent in new year
San Onofre plant shutdown 11 months, NRC to meet with environmental group Jan. 11
Jiroemon Kimura gains title of oldest living man ever
Media going to court again to get more information from LA Roman Catholic Archdiocese on priests
accused of sex abuse
Congressman Jerry Lewis looks back on decades in Congress
Vigil held for Victor McClinton, Pasadena youth leader
California flower farmers lose market share to Colombia, new tactics to recover
Congresswoman says fiscal cliff could hit CA hard
Congresswoman says fiscal cliff could hit CA hard
San Onofre plant shutdown 11 months, NRC to meet with environmental group Jan. 11
Federal unemployment benefits will run out for the jobless on Friday
California veterans will be able to erase criminal records
Starting this January California veterans who commit crime will be able to erase record
Amid all the talk of the looming fiscal cliff &mdash; the tax cuts which will go into effect with potential
drastic effects if Congress can't come to a compromise to avert them&mdash...
A record-breaking petition is asking the Obama Administration to label the Westboro Baptist Church as
a hate group. With over 280,000 signatures in two weeks, it's one of the fastest...

L.A. Times columnist James Rainey and The Guardian&rsquo;s U.S. Finance and Economics editor
Heidi Moore will discuss the big headlines of the last year, including the winners and losers..
The veteran lawmaker is proud of his accomplishments, but laments that Congress has moved
progressively down a pathway towards partisan confrontation.
When it comes to who we vote for to represent us, we all face some limitations. Most of us work long
hours, raising kids and doing all the little things that make up a normal day. Around..
One policy change the new year will ring in the end of an age-old tradition, at least in California. On
January 1, a new law goes into effect banning the use of hounds to hunt bears.
The Centers for Disease Control used to study the relationship between guns and violence as a matter
of public health, but their efforts were curtailed by Congress in 1996 after gun
From race to politics, Hollywood often explores tense topics in the news. Now, some movies and TV
shows are taking on another headline grabbing issue: fracking.
A strange thing is happening on some of the worlds most remote islands. From coastal California to the
South Pacific, native birds, mice, turtles and foxes are emerging from the threat.
Usually when sports teams go retro with their uniforms, for fans it brings back fond memories of a
simpler time. The Atlanta Braves baseball team has tuned the clock back on the logo...
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This season, the LA Lakers became the first NBA team to broadcast every game in Korean. But the
announcers don't actually attend the games
Kerfuffle arises between birdwatchers and Army Corps of Engineers
Peterson
Current laws prevented Grandma from selling trichinosis treats and prevented people from making and John Rabe, Mark
selling a long list of homemade food: dried fruit, nuts, and mole paste to name a few.
Stambler, Mike Gatto
Connie Tucker has ready to enter hospice after chemo failed. Then she entered a clinical trial. Now, she John Rabe, Connie
has a new lease on life.
Tucker
The story of Monarch: his life, death, and fascinating relationship with William Randolph Hearst.
Kevin Ferguson
I lost my ability to speak Korean with my parents. I thought I could fix the problem by learning Korean,
but it wasn't that simple.
James Kim
William Matalyan is preaching gospel from his growing temple inside a Cypress Park auto body shop. Jerry Gorin, William
Off-Ramp's Jerry Gorin reports.
Matalyan
Dr. Foster was a black man on his way to LA. He'd just left the South, but not segregation, and as one
sympathetic motel owner told him, "If we let you in, all the other motel owners would ostracize us."
War letters donated to Chapman University
Donate Life Rose Parade float hopes to encourage organ and tissue donation
Rose Parade float-building volunteers say it's fun way to spend holiday break
Los Angeles Mayor Villaraigosa in Mexico for a few days
Now that Democrats hold supermajority in both chambers of California legislature activists want more
progressive agenda
California Democratic party leaders call for restraint
Rose Bowl rivals collaborate on humanitarian project
2012 was another interesting year in science
Shipping lanes off California coast have been readjusted to protect endangered whales
New Yorker film critic worries about the future of American cinema
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In the realm of political theatre, the Fiscal Cliff is no mere plot device. The harsh reality of tax hikes and
slashed spending is now mere hours away. President Obama said today a deal to avoid going over the
Fiscal Cliff is in sight, but not finalized. As the the federal government’s great game of chicken barrels
towards its midnight, January 1 deadline, who will receive the blame if we go over the cliff? Why is the
pending compromise reported by the President so narrow in scope? Why can’t the Congress strike what Kitty Felde, Steven
the President called a “Grand Bargain” to deal with deficit reduction and taxes at once?
Dennis
After four tumultuous years, it looks like the Tribune Company is finally out of the financial woods. The
media conglomerate emerged from Chapter 11 bankruptcy today and is said to be a leaner, cleaner,
more financially sound version of its former self, having shaken off around $12 billion of its nearly $13
billion total debt. Tribune currently owns 23 television stations, eight daily newspapers and a number of
digital media outlets. But with a new board of directors made up mostly of Hollywood entertainment
executives, Tribune will probably be looking to shed its newspaper holdings, which have been less than
profitable as readership and ad revenue has slowed in major markets.
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The Los Angeles Times has long been rumored to be up for sale; among the suitors expressing interest
are Rupert Murdoch, owner of News Corp., and the owners of the Orange County Register and the San
Diego Union Tribune. And closer to home, venture capitalist Austin Beutner has hinted at forming an
investment group to buy the paper. The Los Angeles Times has undergone several rounds of layoffs in
the past few years.
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Could a new owner turn things around? Will dismantling the behemoth Tribune company and returning David Folkenflik, Tim
hometown ownership to its struggling dailies improve their outlook? Does print media have a future?
Rutten
Forget your 2013 plans for a thinner waistline, more savings in the bank and better internal character.
Those are not the only failings of the past year. When you look outside of yourself, where do you
demand improvement? Do you long for the storyline on "Homeland" to make more sense? Do you want
Washington to solve problems rather than cause problems? Do you have a resolution or two for your
beloved sports team? If you could recommend resolutions for just about anyone or anything to make
2013 a golden year, what would be top of the list?
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As the holidays wind down in America, some family members may find themselves relieved to escape
the presence of their parents. Here in the United States, and other Western countries, we are free to
engage with our parents as much or as little as we want. However, a recently amended law in China
does not grant its citizens such leeway.
Elderly Chinese parents are now legally allowed to sue their own children if they don’t come to visit
them. This is another obstacle in the country’s challenge to care for its elderly, as economic reforms
have splintered the traditional family unit. There is a severe lack of alternatives such as retirement
homes or care facilities, and thus some parents become neglected, abused or even exploited in their
old age. Across the board, it appears as if Chinese citizens have become suspicious of its elderly sect.
There have been a string of incidents over the past few years in which elderly people have fallen and
injured themselves, and then went on to blame and sue the good Samaritans which stopped to help
them.
12/31/12
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Why has it come to this in China? Is it simply a lack of resources and the fact that so many people are

Dr. Laura Mosqueda
M.D.

23:00

It might have been one small step for man, but Neil Armstrong’s historic quote is causing a giant stir
over forty years after the fact. That’s because in a recent documentary for the BBC, Armstrong’s brother
reveals that the phrase, which the astronaut always claimed was improvised, was actually prepared
days in advance. In fact, Dean Armstrong says his brother slipped him a written note with his first draft
during a game of Risk. This is an added layer to the aspect that the quote, according to its originator,
was intended to be, “One small step for a man,” but the “a” was lost in the transmission.
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So, why all this attention paid to a short, simple phrase? Is it just because it was said on the Moon? Or
because of the historic importance of the moment itself? What’s your take on this?
Christopher Riley
Invoking suspension of disbelief allows us to enjoy superhero and supervillain sagas without worrying
about whether or not these fictional characters are liable for the legal repercussions of their actions;
however, what if Lex Luthor could sue Superman for assault? Would Superman be held accountable
and be forced to retain legal representation?
Authors James Daily and Ryan Davidson closely explore the legal reality of super fiction in their new
book, “The Law of Superheroes.” The book simultaneously serves as an analysis of basic legal theory
and an entertaining exploration of the fictional world of comic book characters. Daily and Davidson
explain that some comic books do attempt to incorporate legal realism. For example, in the DC comic
universe, there is a fictitious Twelfth Amendment , which allows masked superheroes to legally avoid
revealing their secret identities. Listen in as authors James Daily and Ryan Davidson put the modern
legal system to the superhero test.
Loh Life Insurance
Registered nurses will have more authority to distribute contraception under new law
Unusual mix of figures have been Rose Parade rand marshals over the years
New Expo Line feeds new customers to entertainment spots Downtown
SoCal Syrian activists head to Turkey-Syria border to distribute aid
Rose Bowl neighbors love the Tournament of Roses but hate thought of hosting NFL team
California sales and income tax rates are going up
California's sales tax goes up a quarter-of-a-cent in new year
War veterans convicted of a crime will be able to erase records
Starting tomorrow war veterans who commit a crime in California have option over jail time
Rally against gun violence took place yesterday
Should federal budget negotiations fail today, CA wind producers may be in jeopardy
Federal tax credit of wind industry may expire tonight
The LA Clippers winning streak reaches 17 games
Health insureres may be planning double-digit rate increases in 2013
Tribune Company, owner of LA Times emerges from bankruptcy on last of 2012
Senator Boxer is cautiously optimistic on avoiding cliff
Parade spectators will have a long, cold wait until New year's morning, weather service predicts
Tribune Co. comes out of bankruptcy
California Homeowner Bill of Rights goes into effect
The words we hope never to hear again in 2013
Orange County urges flu shots after first flu death of season reported
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After 53 years Junior's Deli in Westwood is closing its doors today, after a rent dispute with landlord
Los Angeles' municipal candidates ask supporters to celebrate New Year's Eve with campaign
donations
Police and LA City leaders hoping for a quiet New Year's Eve
Makeover in the works for downtown LA's Grand Central Market
Cabbies give tips on the best way to score a taxi on New Years Eve night
The entertainment giant ends the year as LA's most valuable company
Makeover in the works for downtown LA's Grand Central Market
Dozens of religious artifacts stolen from Hollywood church
Veterans convicted of crimes can erase records by completing mental health treatment
Fiscal Cliff would undermine Prop 30's promise to eliminate California's deficit
Before she steps into the convertible, Goodall stops off to speak with KPCC
Dozens of religious artifacts stolen from Hollywood church
Volunteers provide detailed descriptions of Rose Parade for blind spectators
Tribune Company emerges from bankruptcy
It's the last day of 2012 and when the ball drops at midnight we could be headed off that dreaded fiscal
cliff that we've all been hearing about incessantly.
Hang onto your pocket books for this next story: Your health insurer may be planning double-digit rate
increases in 2013.With more is the California Report's Mina Kim.
Finding a real Ruben sandwich next year in L.A. is about to get a little harder. Junior's Deli, a Westside
institution, is closing its doors today.For 53 years it's been serving coronary...
Pasadena is gearing up to play host to the 124th Rose Parade. For more on the history of the parade
and tips for viewing, we turn to retro daddy extraordinaire Charles Phoenix.
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Rebecca Keegan of the Los Angeles Times joins Take Two to discuss the latest in film industry news. Rebecca Keegan
2012 had its share of hit shows from "Homeland" to "Honey Boo-Boo."
Brian Steinberg
Now we take a look at how an event thousands of miles away is reverberating in Southern California.
Yesterday in New Delhi, a vigil was held for the 23-year-old student who died of...
For many neighbors of the venerable stadium, UCLA games and the annual bowl contest are fine.
Adding pro games is another matter.
When there's crime where you live, your local neighborhood watch may already be on the streets,
watching for suspicious activity and reporting them to authorities. But that's old school...
Darryl Ospring
Funerals for some of the young victims of the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting will be held
there later today, while law enforcement officials continue their investigation into...
Allan Lichtman
Gun control advocates hope the tragic shootings in Newtown, Conn., will be the tipping point in the
conversation about guns. But are they right?
Paul Barrett
The events in Newtown, Conn. on Friday put the gun culture of this rural area into the national spotlight.
The area around Newtown is home to many public and private shooting facilities...
Michael Capozziello
As parents dropped their kids off at school today, one thought ran through nearly everyone's mind: Will
my child be safe?
Jill Barnes
Mondays, L.A. Times entertainment writer Rebecca Keegan joins us to talk about Hollywood.
Rebecca Keegan
Syrian-American rapper Omar Offendum joins the show to talk about his connection with his homeland
and how he incorporates recovultionary messages into his music.
Omar Offendum
Remember that crazy demon sheep political ad from a few years ago? The guy who made it, Fred
Davis III, is back, working for a candidate who's running for mayor of L.A.There's a primary...
Molly Peterson
Fred Davis has created ad campaigns for some of the biggest names in politics, including John McCain
and Arnold Schwarzenegger. But like a lot of Angelinos, he doesn&rsquo;t pay much...
Fred Davis
If the nation plunges over the fiscal cliff, it would have an immeasurable impact at the U.S. Mexico
border. From the Fronteras Desk in Tucson, Michel Marizco reports.
An Associated Press poll out today finds nearly 80 percent of Americans believe temperatures are rising
and that global warming will be a serious problem for the United States if nothing...
Bryan Walsh
Columbine shooting survivors Stephen Houck and Paula Reed, tell us about coping with PTSD and the
lasting effects of this kind of tragedy.
Paula Reed
As reported by Reuters today, billionaire Phil Anschutz has officially kicked off the bidding for his
Anschutz Entertainment Group.
David Brooks
Talking politics – is it taboo in the workplace? As we enter the last few weeks of one of the closest
presidential races in recent history, people of all political persuasions are finding it hard to keep opinions
to themselves.
Steve Kaplan
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